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Abstract
Charged particles gyrate around magnetic eld lines, a property that is ex-
ploited to conne plasma in magnetic connement fusion devices. Typically,
the gyroradius is small compared to the system size and thus the gyromotion
can be averaged out. e resulting charged particle motion closely follows a
magnetic eld line. At the edge of fusion devices, the magnetic eld usually
impinges on a wall at a shallow angle. A boundary layer forms in which the
plasma density changes over a characteristic distance from the wall of the
order of the ion gyroradius, as ions are absorbed during their gyromotion.
is boundary layer is called magnetic presheath, and is typically collision-
less and quasineutral. Importantly, the electric eld in this region distorts
the ion gyro-orbits, making them non-circular and thus aecting the ion
density prole. Solving the magnetic presheath amounts to obtaining the
self-consistent electric eld for which the net charge density is zero.
In this thesis, I assume a small magnetic eld angle and small gradients par-
allel to the wall to develop an asymptotic theory for the magnetic presheath,
which is used to obtain the ion density. e small, yet crucial, contribution
of the part of the orbit near the wall is included. To demonstrate the theory
for a case without any gradients parallel to the wall, I calculate numerically
the self-consistent electrostatic potential by assuming the electron density
to be a Boltzmann distribution. e model is used to study the dependence
of magnetic presheath characteristics on magnetic eld angle and ion tem-
perature. e distribution function of ions that have traversed the magnetic
presheath is obtained, which is important to predict the amount of spuer-
ing and erosion at the wall of a fusion device.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Harnessing the energy released during nuclear fusion reactions is the objective of
nuclear fusion research, with a collective eort from physicists, engineers and materials
scientists. Connement of the hot plasma required for fusion reactions can be achieved
by using magnetic elds. Magnetic forces cause the charged particles in a plasma to
gyrate, thus conning them within a gyroradius in the two dimensions perpendicular to
the magnetic eld. Existing concepts for magnetic connement fusion include tokamaks
[1], stellarators [2], magnetic mirrors [3] and reversed-eld pinches [4]. Most of these
concepts [1, 2, 4] rely on a magnetic eld with magnetic eld lines that do not reach the
wall in order to achieve connement parallel to the magnetic eld. Even in such devices,
particle and energy connement is far from perfect for several reasons, including colli-
sions, orbit dris, plasma instabilities and turbulence. us, particles and energy slowly
travel perpendicular to the magnetic eld and eventually leave the connement region.
e plasma and the closed eld lines must be contained in a nite volume with
boundaries, because the magnets generating most of the conning eld must be pro-
tected from the plasma and from the neutrons generated by the fusion reactions. Hence,
1
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at the boundary of a fusion device there are regions in which the magnetic eld lines
are open and terminate at a wall. ese walls are subject to a constant particle and
energy ux from the plasma leaving the connement region. erefore, it is crucial to
understand and predict how the particles and energy leaving the plasma aect the de-
vice walls, and in turn how the plasma-wall interaction aects device performance and
connement.
Typically, the interaction between the conned plasma and the wall of the magnetic
fusion device happens at locations specied by design, which in tokamaks are called
divertor or limiter targets [5]. e magnetic eld usually makes a shallow angle with
these targets in order to minimize the heat ux onto the wall materials [6]. Motivated
by this observation, in this thesis I study the plasma-wall boundary assuming that the
magnetic eld makes a small angle α  1 with the wall. With this magnetic eld
conguration, I focus on the boundary layer with characteristic thickness of the order
of the ion gyroradius that forms near the wall, called the magnetic presheath, and assume
that ions are collisionless in this thin region. is study is applicable to other systems:
near spacecra [7], plasma thrusters [8], probes [9] and magnetic lters [10].
e rest of this introductory chapter is structured as follows. In Section 1.1, I discuss
the basic physics of plasma-wall interaction and introduce the boundary layers present
next to the wall. In Section 1.2 I describe the magnetic presheath and explain the struc-
ture of the thesis.
1.1 Plasma-wall interaction
When a steady-state plasma is in contact with a wall, a potential dierence between
the bulk plasma and the wall is present which depends on the density and temperature
2
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of the plasma and on the current owing from the plasma to the wall. is potential drop
forms due to the dierence in mobility between ions and electrons. When quasineutral
plasma is placed in contact with a wall, electrons usually reach the wall faster and thus
charge it negatively [11], leaving a thin layer of plasma next to the wall, called the
“Debye sheath”, to be positively charged. e Debye sheath has a thickness of several
Debye lengths λD =
√
e2ne/0Te, where e is the proton charge, ne is the number density
of electrons in the plasma, 0 is the permiivity of free space and Te is the electron
temperature. Most of the wall charge is shielded from the bulk plasma by the Debye
sheath, allowing a steady-state in which most of the electrons are repelled from the wall
while the ions are accelerated towards the wall.
Some of the electrostatic potential dierence between wall and plasma occurs in a
quasineutral “presheath”, of size λps  λD. Usually λps  a, where a is the scale of the
device (for example, the minor radius of a tokamak), which implies that the presheath
can be treated as a thin boundary layer with respect to the bulk plasma. e validity
of two-scale theories that exploit the limit λD/λps → 0 has been justied by Riemann
[12, 13]. In unmagnetized plasmas, or magnetized plasmas in which the magnetic eld
is normal to the wall, the size of the presheath is determined by the ion collisional mean
free path, λmfp. When a magnetic eld is present, the ion motion perpendicular to the
magnetic eld is conned within a gyroradius ρi, while ions are free to move parallel
to the magnetic eld. e ions are considered magnetized if ρi  λmfp, and thus travel
in the direction parallel to the magnetic eld for a distance of the order of a mean free
path before colliding. If the magnetic eld makes an oblique angle α with the wall,
the ion gyro-orbit touches the wall when it is a gyroradius ρi away from it. e mean
displacement of an ion between collisions (λmfp parallel to the magnetic eld) projected
in the direction normal to the wall is λmfp sinα. is length scale sets the size of the
3
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boundary layer in which the transition from a collisional to a collisionless plasma occurs.
us, there are two presheath length scales: λmfp sinα and ρi.
I consider the fusion-relevant case of a magnetic eld impinging on the wall at a
shallow angle, α  1. e size of the collisional length scale at such a small angle is
λmfp sinα ' αλmfp. Moreover, I consider a plasma-wall boundary that satises the scale
separation
λD  ρi  αλmfp. (1.1)
As shown in Figure 1.1, with this scale separation, the presheath can be split into two
separate layers: a “collisional presheath” of size αλmfp and a collisionless “magnetic
presheath” of size ρi [14]. e ion motion in the two layers has a very dierent nature:
in the collisional layer, ions are magnetized in circular gyro-orbits and stream parallel to
the magnetic eld; in the magnetic presheath, ion gyro-orbits are distorted by increas-
ingly strong electric elds. In the Debye sheath, ions are accelerated towards the wall
by an electric force much larger than the magnetic force. In Appendix A I justify the
ordering (1.1) in the context of a typical tokamak plasma. A cartoon of the ion motion
across all boundary layers is shown in Figure 1.1.
ere is a vast literature that treats the plasma-wall boundary using uid equations
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Although, with due care, uid equations may capture well most of
the underlying physics, it is widely accepted that a kinetic treatment should be carried
out to describe the plasma-wall boundary, which is kinetic in nature from the collisional
layer to the wall. For example, Siddiqui et al [21] argue, using experimental measure-
ments of ion ows in three dimensions near the plasma-wall boundary, that a kinetic the-
ory of ions and neutrals is necessary in the boundary layer in order to accurately predict
the location and intensity of ion and charge exchanged neutral uxes to the wall. Most
4
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Figure 1.1: Cartoon of ion orbits in the neighbourhood of the divertor target of a tokamak
plasma, with λD  ρi  αλmfp. e orbits have a size ρi and are tied to a dashed line
representing the magnetic eld ~B, which is inclined at an angle α with the wall. e
electric eld ~E is shown as a dashed vertical line, and is shaded darker nearer to the
wall, where it is stronger. Highly distorted orbits in the magnetic presheath are black,
while circular orbits in the collisional presheath are light grey.
of the existing kinetic solutions to plasma-wall boundary layers are numerical and use
Particle-in-Cell (PIC) codes [22, 23, 24, 25], although some use Eulerian-Vlasov advec-
tion schemes [26, 27, 28, 29]. Analytical kinetic treatments of the plasma-wall boundary
are more rare [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. ey oen provide more insight, although
generally suer from the limitation of making oversimplifying assumptions and/or solv-
ing the problem only partially. A combination of robust analytical work supported by
numerical solutions is oen the best compromise.
A kinetic treatment of the collisional presheath must describe the transition from
collisional to collisionless ions and electrons, while retaining the eect of magnetic and
electric forces on each individual particle. A conventional dri-kinetic or gyrokinetic
ordering [38, 39, 40] is expected to hold for both ions and electrons in the collisional
presheath, which can be used to substantially simplify the particle trajectories. Apart
from this simplication, a kinetic theory of this layer remains complicated and depen-
dent on the dominant collision process.
Kinetic treatments of the collisionless layers (magnetic presheath and Debye sheath)
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are simplied by the absence of collisions. However, compared with the Debye sheath,
an ion kinetic treatment in the magnetic presheath is complicated by the role of the
oblique magnetic eld, which exerts dynamically important forces on the ions. Elec-
tric forces perpendicular to the wall dominate the ion dynamics in the Debye sheath;
hence, the change in electrostatic potential energy of an ion is equal to the change in
kinetic energy of the component of the ion velocity normal to the wall. In the magnetic
presheath, the typical size of electric and magnetic forces acting on an ion are similar;
hence, the kinetic energy of each ion is continuously transferred between the three ve-
locity components and the electrostatic potential. From this discussion, it is clear that
two co-ordinates are sucient to describe ion motion in the Debye sheath: the distance
from the wall, x, and the velocity component normal to the wall, vx. Conversely, a
kinetic treatment of ions in the magnetic presheath requires two additional velocity co-
ordinates to describe the ion dynamics in the plane parallel to the wall (even when the
system is translationally invariant in the directions parallel to the wall). Hence, a ki-
netic treatment of the magnetic presheath oers a substantial analytical and numerical
challenge, which is addressed by this thesis.
1.2 e magnetic presheath
e magnetic presheath was rst studied by Chodura [15]. For this reason, it is oen
referred to as the “Chodura sheath” in the literature, although it has also been referred to
as the “gyrosheath” [41]. Chodura used uid equations for the electrons and ions, which
are valid provided ions are much colder than electrons. He thus found a solution for the
electrostatic potential and ion ow across the magnetic presheath. Chodura also found
that, for cold ions, the ion ow parallel to the magnetic eld at the presheath entrance
6
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must at least be equal to the Bohm speed
vB =
√
ZTe
mi
, (1.2)
which is known as the Chodura (or Bohm-Chodura) condition [15, 16]. In equation (1.2),
Z is the ion charge as a multiple of the proton charge e, and mi is the ion mass. Bohm
[42] rst obtained a similar condition at the entrance of the Debye sheath, where he
concluded that the ions enter with a normal velocity component at least equal to vB.
Hence, the ion uid velocity in the magnetic presheath is turned by the strong electric
eld from being parallel to the magnetic eld to being normal to the wall. Chodura also
predicted that the electrostatic potential drop across the magnetic presheath is approx-
imately (Te/e) ln (1/ sinα). His predictions were supported by PIC simulations.
e problem of how an oblique magnetic eld inuences the plasma-wall interaction
and the plasma-wall boundary conditions has been of interest and is yet to be fully re-
solved. Aer Chodura, many other studies of the magnetic presheath that also used
uid equations to model the ion species have been carried out [43, 44, 16, 20]. e
main results and the physical picture provided by Chodura survived. Aer the work of
Stangeby and Chankin [18], who incorporated the ~E× ~B dris expected in the magnetic
presheath (due to, for example, turbulence in the scrape-o-layer) and thus generalized
Chodura’s condition, Loizu [14] obtained a set of boundary conditions for uid models
of the Scrape-O-Layer. e problem of an ion uid model is that it cannot accurately
describe uid quantities across the magnetic presheath, since kinetic eects due to the
nite ion Larmor radius and due to the width of the ion distribution function are ne-
glected. For example, an ion that is initially at a distance ρi from the wall may or may
not reach the wall before completing a gyration depending on its initial velocity, which
in turn also aects the velocity of the ion at the wall. Moreover, ion Larmor orbits have
7
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a characteristic radius of the order of the length scale of variation of the electric eld,
and are thus highly distorted [41]. A uid description can only be used when Ti  Te,
where Ti is the ion temperature, because such ions can be treated as mono-energetic
and with zero Larmor radius. Several kinetic treatments of the ions in the magnetic
presheath have been carried out [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 45], all of which have made signif-
icant progress in our understanding of the magnetic presheath. With this thesis, I hope
to make further progress by providing a complete kinetic theory of ions in the magnetic
presheath based on an asymptotic expansion and a numerical procedure that is ecient
and requires very lile computational power.
In this thesis, I do not consider the eect of kinetic electrons and take a Boltzmann
electron distribution across the magnetic presheath, as is done in most other studies. is
relies on the assumptions that the electron distribution function entering the magnetic
presheath is Maxwellian, and that the potential drop across the Debye sheath repels most
of the electrons away from the wall. I derive the electron-repelling magnetic presheath
equations valid for general Ti ∼ Te by retaining the full ion distribution function and
exploiting an asymptotic expansion in the small angle α. is work is consistent with
the qualitative picture of uid models of the electron-repelling magnetic presheath, with
a quantitative modication of the electrostatic potential and ion ow proles. Addition-
ally, the ion distribution function at the entrance of the Debye sheath is obtained from
the ion distribution function entering the magnetic presheath. e distribution function
at the entrance of the Debye sheath is found to be narrower when the angle α is smaller.
A kinetic solution of the Debye sheath, as shown in reference [46], can be used to ob-
tain the ion distribution function at the wall from the distribution function at the Debye
sheath entrance. e distribution of ion velocities at the wall is important because the
spuering yield of each ion depends on its kinetic energy and its angle of impact with
8
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the wall, and thus spuering — which is a source of impurities in the plasma — can be
predicted from the ion distribution function.
When the angle between the magnetic eld and the wall is suciently small and/or
there is a suciently large electron current to the wall, the strongly electron-repelling
model of the magnetic presheath is invalid (see the discussion in section 4.1) [47]. In
order to further improve the models of plasma-wall interaction at grazing angles, a ki-
netic description of the electrons is therefore necessary. e strongly electron-repelling
assumption can only break down if Ti 6= 0, and thus an essential prerequisite of any im-
proved model is to have a kinetic description of the ions. erefore, the theory presented
in this thesis is crucial for future models of the collisionless boundary layers that do not
assume an electron-repelling Debye sheath. With the inclusion of a kinetic description
of the electrons, and a solution of the Debye sheath [46] and magnetic presheath, one
could reliably obtain the relationship between current through the plasma and electro-
static potential drop across the collisionless sheath and presheath at small angles. is
relationship could provide a simple boundary condition to dri-kinetic models describ-
ing the plasma in the Scrape-O-Layer. e equations derived herein for the ion density
in the magnetic presheath can also be used to obtain the electron density in the Debye
sheath when the electron nite Larmor orbit eects are important ρe & λD. In previous
studies, nite Larmor orbit eects are oen neglected ρe  λD [33, 14] or considered
using the assumption that ρe  λD [48].
e thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, I solve for the ion trajectories by
using an asymptotic expansion for α ∼ δ  1, which is equivalent to a gyrokinetic
separation of timescales. In chapter 3, I solve for the ion distribution function and den-
sity in the magnetic presheath. Up to this point, my equations also include the eect of
the small turbulent electric elds parallel to the wall, ordered smaller than the electric
9
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eld normal to the wall by a factor δ  1 as was done in reference [14]. In chapter 4, I
close the system of equations derived in the previous chapters using the quasineutrality
equation, and subsequently consider a magnetic presheath with no gradients parallel to
the wall (δ = 0). Aer a detailed kinetic analysis of the Debye sheath and magnetic
presheath entrance conditions, I present numerical solutions for dierent values of α.
In chapter 5, I study the dependence of the magnetic presheath results on the ion tem-
perature. Finally, in chapter 6 I conclude by summarizing and discussing my work1.
1Much of the material presented in this thesis appears in references [49, 50].
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Chapter 2
Ion trajectories
e ion trajectories are necessary in order to solve the ion kinetic equation in the
magnetic presheath and thus obtain the ion density. In this chapter I solve for the ion
motion in the magnetic presheath assuming that:
• the angle between the magnetic eld and the wall is small, α 1;
• variations parallel to the wall are in the cross-eld direction only, with a character-
istic length scale l much longer than the ion gyroradius ρi, such that δ = ρi/l 1.
In Section 2.1 I introduce and explain the orderings of all quantities. In Section 2.2 I solve
for periodic ion trajectories in a system in which the magnetic eld is exactly parallel to
the wall (α = 0) with no gradients in the direction parallel to the wall (δ = 0). Finally, in
Section 2.3, I use the asymptotic expansion in α ∼ δ  1 to solve for the approximate
ion trajectories in a grazing angle magnetic presheath with weak turbulent gradients
parallel to the wall.
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2.1 Orderings
I denote the electric and magnetic elds in the magnetic presheath as ~E and ~B re-
spectively, and use the coordinate axes in Figure 1.1. e magnetic eld is
~B = B cosα~ˆz −B sinα~ˆx, (2.1)
where ~ˆx is the unit vector in the x direction, normal to the wall, and ~ˆz is a unit vector
parallel to the wall. roughout this work I assume a negatively charged, electron re-
pelling wall, valid if the time it takes for the electrons to reach the wall is shorter than
the time it takes for the ions. e criterion required for assuming an electron-repelling
wall is quantied in chapter 4.
e gyrofrequency of an ion orbit in a constant and uniform magnetic eld is
Ω =
ZeB
mi
, (2.2)
where Z ∼ 1 is the ion atomic number and e is the proton charge. As we will see,
orbit distortion in the magnetic presheath changes the exact value of the gyrofrequency,
whose size nonetheless remains of order Ω. e individual ion velocity is ordered
|~v| ∼ vx ∼ vy ∼ vz ∼ vt,i =
√
2Ti
mi
, (2.3)
where vt,i is the thermal velocity. e thermal gyroradius, which is the typical size of an
ion orbit, is dened as
ρi =
vt,i
Ω
. (2.4)
As we will see in chapter 5, the magnetic presheath has a characteristic thickness of the
order of the ion sound Larmor radius
ρs =
√
ZTe + Ti
mi
. (2.5)
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In this chapter, and in chapters 3 and 4, I will consider magnetic presheaths with Te ∼ Ti,
and thus with ρs ∼ ρi. Such magnetic presheaths have a characteristic thickness of the
order of the thermal ion Larmor radius ρi.
e characteristic length perpendicular to the wall is set by the ion gyroradius ∼ ρi.
e characteristic lengths parallel to the wall are constrained by the size of the turbulent
structures in the scrape-o-layer (SOL) [51], which are assumed much larger than ρi. e
z direction is mostly along the magnetic eld, a direction in which turbulent structures
are elongated, while the y direction is mostly across the magnetic eld. From this, I
argue in Appendix B that gradients in the z direction must be ordered smaller than in
the y direction. I thus take the orderings
x ∼ ρi  y ∼ l z ∼ l/α ∼ l/δ (2.6)
for the length scales associated with the dierent coordinate directions, where l is the
characteristic cross-eld size of turbulent structures in the SOL and δ = ρi/l  1 is
a small parameter relating the dierent length scales. From reference [52], I estimate
l ∼ 10 mm in a typical tokamak, which leads to δ ∼ 0.07, which is indeed small. I take
the maximal ordering
α ∼ δ (2.7)
throughout this chapter and chapter 3. From section 4.2 of chapter 4 and throughout
chapter 5, I take the ordering δ  α, eectively seing δ = 0 and ignoring gradients
parallel to the wall.
e external magnetic eld ~B is assumed constant in space and time. is is justied
in the context of a fusion device because the length scale of ~B is set by the curvature of
the device, which is typically much larger than l, and the time variations of this eld are
13
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also expected to be negligible. I make two further assumptions which are justied in the
last few paragraphs of this section. Firstly, I assume that the magnetic elds produced
by currents in the magnetic presheath plasma are so small compared to the external
magnetic eld that they can be neglected. Secondly, I assume that the plasma in the
magnetic presheath is electrostatic, ~E = −∇φ, where φ is the electrostatic potential.
e electrostatic potential changes in the magnetic presheath are ordered
φ ∼ Te
e
. (2.8)
e ordering (2.8) is expected from a magnetic presheath in which electrons are being
repelled from the wall, and is consistent with the potential drop across the magnetic
presheath being ∼ (Te/e) ln(1/α) as predicted by uid treatments [15]. e ion and
electron temperatures are ordered to be of similar size, Ti ∼ Te ∼ T . From the ordering
of the potential (2.8) and the length scales (2.6), the size of the electric eld components
is
∂φ
∂z
∼ δT
el
∼ αT
el
 ∂φ
∂y
∼ T
el
 ∂φ
∂x
∼ T
eρi
. (2.9)
e strong electric eld normal to the wall leads to an ~E × ~B dri in the y direc-
tion comparable with the ion thermal velocity, (1/B)∂φ/∂x ∼ vt,i. Because potential
gradients in this direction are small, the driing particles will be exposed to signicant
potential changes only aer a timescale much longer than the period of gyration. is
means that the eect of this dri is unimportant to lowest order. e electric eld com-
ponent ∂φ/∂y parallel to the wall leads to an ~E × ~B dri in the x direction, normal to
the wall, that is rst order in δ. erefore, ions dri towards or away from the wall at
a speed ∼ δvt,i. is dri competes with the projection of the parallel ow towards the
wall ∼ αvt,i when we take the maximal ordering δ ∼ α, consistent with reference [14].
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Parallel streaming and the presence of an absorbing wall leads to an expected ion ow
∼ vt,i in the z direction. From (2.3) and (2.9), potential changes due to motion in the z
direction happen over a timescale so much longer than the orbital timescale that their
eect is small even to rst order in δ ∼ α.
e magnetic presheath has a size ρi. Considering that the dri in the x direction is
of order δvt,i ∼ αvt,i, the characteristic time tMPS that it takes for an ion to reach the wall
aer having entered the magnetic presheath is expected to be ρi/δvt,i ∼ ρi/αvt,i, which
becomes
tMPS ∼ 1
Ωδ
∼ 1
Ωα
. (2.10)
e size of the time derivative ∂/∂t is set by the turbulence in the SOL, and is given by
(see Appendix B)
∂
∂t
∼ δ2Ω. (2.11)
Because this partial derivative is higher order compared to 1/tMPS, it is negligible. From
(2.3) and (2.6), the gradients in the z direction are also negligible because
vz
∂
∂z
∼ α2Ω ∼ δ2Ω. (2.12)
Ions and electrons ~E × ~B dri in the same direction, so their contributions to the
current partially cancel each other. However, because ions have a large Larmor orbit,
they experience a strongly varying electric eld over an orbit. erefore, their ~E × ~B
dri in the y direction can dier from the electron one substantially, which leads to a
large current density jDy ∼ enivt,i in this direction. Here, ni is the ion density. e “D”
superscript denotes current that is produced by the particle dris in the plasma. is
estimate for jDy also follows from analyzing the size of diamagnetic ion and electron
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ows parallel to the wall [20]. e order of magnitude of the diamagnetic current in
the y direction is (1/B2)
(
~B ×∇p
)
y
∼ (1/B) ∂p/∂x ∼ enivt,i, where p ∼ miniv2t,i is
the plasma pressure. From the ordering of the plasma ow in the x direction, the size
of the current normal to the wall is expected to be jDx ∼ δenivt,i ∼ αenivt,i. Again, this
also follows by considering the component of the diamagnetic current in the x direction,
(1/B2)
(
~B ×∇p
)
x
∼ (1/B) ∂p/∂y ∼ δenivt,i.
I proceed to demonstrate that the neglect of magnetic elds produced by magnetic
presheath currents and the electrostatic assumption are both justied. For the remainder
of this section (and in Appendix C), I refer to the constant externally produced eld
as ~Bc. From my choice of axes (see Figure 1.1), Bcx = −Bc sinα ∼ αBc, Bcy = 0,
Bcz = B
c cosα ∼ Bc. e plasma current ~jD in the boundary layer can produce a
magnetic eld ~Bp. Using (2.6),∇ · ~Bp = 0 gives
Bpx ∼ δ2Bp ∼ δαBp  Bpy ∼ δBp ∼ αBp  Bpz ∼ Bp. (2.13)
Ampe`re’s law is
µ0~j
D = ∇× ~Bp, (2.14)
where µ0 is the vacuum permeability. Using (2.6) and (2.13) to order the right hand side
of (2.14), the orderings
jDx ∼ jDz ∼
Bp
µ0l
 jDy ∼
Bp
µ0ρi
(2.15)
are obtained. e earlier orderings for the current deduced from particle motion (jDx ∼
δenivt,i ∼ αenivt,i and jDy ∼ enivt,i) are consistent with equation (2.15) if we take jDz ∼
jDx ∼ δenivt,i ∼ αenivt,i. is ordering is consistent with what is expected from the piece
of the parallel current produced in response to the perpendicular currents resulting from
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particle dris (an analogue of the Prsch-Schlu¨ter current [53]).1 From these estimates
of the currents, it follows that
Bp
Bc
∼ β  1, (2.16)
where β = 2µ0p/(Bc)2 is the plasma beta parameter. is parameter is typically small
in the core and is even smaller in the SOL (β ∼ 0.004 inferred from reference [54]), so
that the eld produced by the plasma in the magnetic presheath is much smaller than
the externally generated one.
In order to neglect the plasma produced magnetic eld, I require each component of
it to be negligible compared to either the respective component or the smallest retained
component of the external magnetic eld ~Bc. Considering the non-zero components of
~Bc (the z and x components), the orderings Bpz ∼ Bp  Bcz ∼ Bc and Bpx ∼ δαBp 
Bcx ∼ αBc are required, which are both satised if the inequality (2.16) holds. In addition
to this we require that Bpy  Bcx (because Bcx is the smallest retained component of the
external magnetic eld), which is satised if (2.16) holds. is discussion justies taking
~B = ~Bc = constant in my equations and hence neglecting all plasma produced magnetic
eld components.
e electrostatic approximation is valid if each component of the non-electrostatic
piece, ~Ep, of the electric eld (which is induced by the plasma produced magnetic
elds) is negligible compared to either the respective component or the smallest retained
component of the electrostatic piece, −∇φ, of the electric eld. e smallest retained
component of the electric eld is ∂φ/∂y ∼ Te/el because ∂φ/∂z will be neglected,
as discussed earlier. With this consideration and using (2.9), Epx  T/eρi ∼ vt,iBc,
1is does not imply, as discussed in the last paragraph of Section 2 and in Appendix C, that larger
parallel currents cannot be present in the magnetic presheath.
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Epy  T/el ∼ δvt,iBc and Epz  T/el ∼ δvt,iBc are required in order to justify the
electrostatic approximation. e induction equation is
∂ ~Bp
∂t
= −∇× ~Ep. (2.17)
Using (2.11) and (2.13) to order the le hand side, and (2.6) to order the partial deriva-
tives on the right hand side of (2.17), I obtain an ordering for the induced electric eld
components,
Epz ∼ δ2Ep ∼ δαEp  Epy ∼ δEp  Epx ∼ Ep ∼ δvt,iBp. (2.18)
In order to neglect Epx and Epy compared to their electrostatic counterparts I require
δBp  Bc, which is automatically satised if (2.16) holds. It follows that Epz can also be
neglected, because Epz  Epy (from (2.18)) and the neglect of Epy has been justied. is
discussion justies the electrostatic approximation and hence the use of ~E = −∇φ in
the equations of this paper.
Note that my orderings do not preclude a larger parallel current ~jL (e.g. due to
divertor target potential bias, Edge Localized Mode disruptions [55], etc.) with jLx =
−jL sinα, jLy = 0 and jLz = jL cosα, provided that the magnetic eld produced by the
plasma in the magnetic presheath remains much smaller than the external one and that
the electrostatic assumption remains valid. In order for our approximations to be valid,
such a current would have to satisfy ∇ · ~jL = 0 independently of ~jD. In Appendix C, I
show that my equations allow for a parallel current density of size jL  (α/β) δenivt,i.
is current density can be large, jL  jDz ∼ δnievt,i, because α ∼ 0.1 β ∼ 0.004 in
the magnetic presheath.
To conclude, in this section I have justied and introduced the following assumptions
and orderings:
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• e magnetic eld ~B is uniform and constant in time, making a small angle α 1
with the wall;
• the electric eld is described by an electrostatic potential φ(x, y);
• the scale length of variation perpendicular to the wall is set by the size of the ion
gyro-orbits, ρi;
• turbulent variations in the plane parallel to the wall are constrained to the direc-
tion perpendicular to the magnetic eld, with a typical length scale l longer than
the ion gyroradius ρi such that δ = ρi/l 1.
2.2 Periodic orbits
When α = δ = 0, the uniform magnetic eld is parallel to the wall and the sys-
tem is translationally invariant in the plane parallel to the wall. I proceed to study ion
trajectories in this system, as a lowest order solution to the ion trajectories in the mag-
netic presheath, where α ∼ δ  1. Section 2.2.1 is devoted to obtaining constants of
the ion motion in such a system. Using these constants of the motion, the ion velocity
is expressed in terms of the instantaneous position and the orbit parameters, using an
“eective potential”. In Section 2.2.2 I introduce two distinct types of eective potential
curves. In Section 2.2.3 I briey discuss periodic solutions to the equations of motion
with α = δ = 0.
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2.2.1 Orbit parameters
e equations of motion for an ion moving in the collisionless magnetic presheath
are [49]
x˙ = vx, (2.19)
y˙ = vy, (2.20)
z˙ = vz , (2.21)
v˙x = −Ω
B
∂φ
∂x
+ Ωvy cosα, (2.22)
v˙y = −Ω
B
∂φ
∂y
− Ωvx cosα− Ωvz sinα, (2.23)
v˙z = −Ω
B
∂φ
∂z
+ Ωvy sinα, (2.24)
where a dot ˙denotes a time derivative, d/dt. Seing α = 0 and δ = 0, equations (2.22)-
(2.24) become
v˙x = −Ω
B
∂φ
∂x
+ Ωvy, (2.25)
v˙y = −Ωvx, (2.26)
v˙z = 0. (2.27)
Using (2.19), direct integration of (2.26) leads to
x¯ =
vy
Ω
+ x ∼ ρi, (2.28)
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where x¯ is the constant of integration which represents the position of an ion orbit. e
statement that x¯ ∼ ρi is understood to mean “the typical changes of the value of x¯ (that
occur as ions move in the magnetic presheath) are of the order of ρi”. Multiplying (2.25)
by vx and adding it to (2.26) multiplied by vy, we obtain U˙⊥ = 0, where
U⊥ =
1
2
v2x +
1
2
v2y +
Ωφ
B
∼ v2t,i (2.29)
is the perpendicular energy. From (2.27), the parallel velocity vz of the ion is a constant
of the motion. Adding the parallel kinetic energy v2z/2 to the perpendicular energy, we
obtain the total energy,
U =
1
2
v2x +
1
2
v2y +
1
2
v2z +
Ωφ
B
∼ v2t,i. (2.30)
e quantities x¯, U⊥ and U constitute the orbit parameters of ion motion. When α =
δ = 0 they are exactly conserved, and when α ∼ δ  1 they change slowly (except for
U which remains constant).
e ion velocity components vx, vy and vz can be expressed in terms of the orbit
parameters and the instantaneous ion position x. Inserting (2.28) into (2.29) and rear-
ranging gives
vx = σxVx (x, y, x¯, U⊥) with Vx (x, y, x¯, U⊥) =
√
2 (U⊥ − χ (x; y, x¯)), (2.31)
where I introduced σx = ±1 to account for the two possible signs of vx, and an eective
potential function
χ (x; y, x¯) =
1
2
Ω2 (x− x¯)2 + Ωφ(x, y)
B
. (2.32)
e dependence on z is negligible even to rst order in δ, and therefore it is omied.
e y-component of the velocity is obtained by rearranging equation (2.28),
y˙ = vy = Ω (x¯− x) . (2.33)
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Figure 2.1: Type I (le) and II (right) eective potential curves, both with a stationary
point corresponding to a minimum at x = xm. A type II curve is characterized by a
stationary point corresponding to a maximum at x = xM. ese curves allow closed
orbits for any value of U⊥ in the range χm (y, x¯) 6 U⊥ 6 χM (y, x¯) with boom and top
bounce points at positions xb and xt.
e z-component of the velocity is obtained by subtracting equation (2.29) from (2.30),
multiplying by 2 and taking a square root,
vz = σ‖V‖ (U⊥, U) with V‖ (U⊥, U) =
√
2 (U − U⊥), (2.34)
where σ‖ = ±1 is the sign of vz .
2.2.2 Types of eective potential curves
By imposing that vx be real in equation (2.31), I nd that the allowed ion positions
must satisfy U⊥ > χ (x; y, x¯). A particle moves periodically if, for given values of U⊥
and x¯, it is trapped around a minimum (with respect to x) of the eective potential
χ(x; y, x¯). en, the ion motion is conned between bounce points xb (boom) and xt
(top) dened by (see Figure 2.1)
U⊥ = χ (xb; y, x¯) = χ (xt; y, x¯) with xb 6 xt. (2.35)
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roughout this work, the electrostatic potential across the magnetic presheath is as-
sumed to be such that φ(x, y), ∂φ(x, y)/∂x and ∂2φ(x, y)/∂x2 are all monotonic as a
function of x, as shown in Figure 2.2. My numerical results, presented in chapters 4 and
5 and obtained with no y-dependence (δ = 0), satisfy these monotonicity conditions.
en, for values of x¯ and y for which the eective potential has a minimum, there are
two possible types of eective potential χ(x; y, x¯):
• a type I eective potential has one stationary point, corresponding to a minimum
at xm, such that χm (x¯, y) ≡ χ (xm; y, x¯), and no other stationary point — in this
case, it is important to consider the local maximum at position xM = 0 (which is
not a stationary point) with χM (x¯, y) = χ (0, x¯, y);
• a type II eective potential has two stationary points: one at position xm which
corresponds to a minimum χm (x¯, y), and one at position xM which corresponds
to a maximum χM (y, x¯) ≡ χ (xM; y, x¯).
ese two types of eective potential are shown in Figure 2.1. I will refer to the ion
trajectories arising due to each curve type as type I and type II orbits.
I proceed to obtain the range of values of x¯ for which the eective potential is of
either type, and to give a physical explanation of the dierence between the two types
of curves. Dierentiating equation (2.32) with respect to x, we obtain
∂χ
∂x
(x; y, x¯) = Ω2(x− x¯) + Ω
B
∂φ
∂x
(x, y) . (2.36)
Substituting vy = Ω (x¯− x) into equation (2.25), which is valid to lowest order in α
and δ, one sees that −∂χ(x; y, x¯)/∂x coincides with the acceleration of an ion at that
point, in the x direction. Indeed, the magnetic force in the x direction is, to lowest order
in α and δ, given by miΩvy = miΩ2 (x¯− x) and the electric force is −miΩφ′(x, y)/B.
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x
0
φ
φ’
φ’’
Figure 2.2: An example of a monotonic electrostatic potential prole φ(x) and its mono-
tonic rst and second derivatives φ′(x) and φ′′(x).
Consider an ion that reaches the point x = 0. For type I curves the gradient of the
eective potential at x = 0 must be negative. Hence, from equation (2.36), we obtain
−Ω2x¯+ Ωφ′(0, y)/B < 0 which leads to the requirement that x¯ > x¯m,I(y) with
x¯m,I(y) =
φ′(0, y)
ΩB
. (2.37)
Physically, the dierence between type I and type II curves only manifests itself only
when the ion reaches the region x 6 xM, and therefore always manifests itself at x = 0.
For type I curves, the magnetic force directed away from the wall at x = 0 is larger
than the electric force towards the wall. For type II curves, the opposite is true and the
electric force towards the wall is larger than the magnetic force turning the ions away
from the wall at x = 0.
Seing equation (2.36) to zero gives an equation for the stationary points of χ, which
can be rearranged to
∂φ
∂x
(x, y) = ΩB (x¯− x) . (2.38)
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@2 
@x2
(0, y) =  ⌦B
<latexit sha1_base64="Z6LHrvwxXdZzAUrwUyu0ZMm4G/8=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCUpom6Uoht 3VrAPaNIymU7aoZMHMxMxhPyJG3/FjQtFxF3/xklbRFsPXDiccy/33uOEjAppGCMtt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbunbOw0RRByTOg5YwFsOEoRRn9QllYy0Qk6Q5zDSdIbXmd98IFzQwL+XcUhsD/V96lKMpJK6+qnlcoQTK0RcUsQ6FWiFA5r+CPCxU0lLxlF 8CC/gMbRuPdJH8KqrF42yMQacJ+aUFMEUta7+ZfUCHHnEl5ghIdqmEUo7yZZgRtKCFQkSIjxEfdJW1EceEXYy/i+FB0rpQTfgqnwJx+rviQR5QsSeozo9JAdi1svE/7x2JN1zO6F+GEni48kiN2JQBjALC/YoJ1iyWBGEOVW3QjxAKjCpIi2oEMzZl+d Jo1I2jbJ5d1KsXk7jyIM9sA9KwARnoApuQA3UAQZP4AW8gXftWXvVPrTPSWtOm87sgj/QRt+D/KFJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z6LHrvwxXdZzAUrwUyu0ZMm4G/8=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCUpom6Uoht 3VrAPaNIymU7aoZMHMxMxhPyJG3/FjQtFxF3/xklbRFsPXDiccy/33uOEjAppGCMtt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbunbOw0RRByTOg5YwFsOEoRRn9QllYy0Qk6Q5zDSdIbXmd98IFzQwL+XcUhsD/V96lKMpJK6+qnlcoQTK0RcUsQ6FWiFA5r+CPCxU0lLxlF 8CC/gMbRuPdJH8KqrF42yMQacJ+aUFMEUta7+ZfUCHHnEl5ghIdqmEUo7yZZgRtKCFQkSIjxEfdJW1EceEXYy/i+FB0rpQTfgqnwJx+rviQR5QsSeozo9JAdi1svE/7x2JN1zO6F+GEni48kiN2JQBjALC/YoJ1iyWBGEOVW3QjxAKjCpIi2oEMzZl+d Jo1I2jbJ5d1KsXk7jyIM9sA9KwARnoApuQA3UAQZP4AW8gXftWXvVPrTPSWtOm87sgj/QRt+D/KFJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z6LHrvwxXdZzAUrwUyu0ZMm4G/8=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCUpom6Uoht 3VrAPaNIymU7aoZMHMxMxhPyJG3/FjQtFxF3/xklbRFsPXDiccy/33uOEjAppGCMtt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbunbOw0RRByTOg5YwFsOEoRRn9QllYy0Qk6Q5zDSdIbXmd98IFzQwL+XcUhsD/V96lKMpJK6+qnlcoQTK0RcUsQ6FWiFA5r+CPCxU0lLxlF 8CC/gMbRuPdJH8KqrF42yMQacJ+aUFMEUta7+ZfUCHHnEl5ghIdqmEUo7yZZgRtKCFQkSIjxEfdJW1EceEXYy/i+FB0rpQTfgqnwJx+rviQR5QsSeozo9JAdi1svE/7x2JN1zO6F+GEni48kiN2JQBjALC/YoJ1iyWBGEOVW3QjxAKjCpIi2oEMzZl+d Jo1I2jbJ5d1KsXk7jyIM9sA9KwARnoApuQA3UAQZP4AW8gXftWXvVPrTPSWtOm87sgj/QRt+D/KFJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z6LHrvwxXdZzAUrwUyu0ZMm4G/8=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCUpom6Uoht 3VrAPaNIymU7aoZMHMxMxhPyJG3/FjQtFxF3/xklbRFsPXDiccy/33uOEjAppGCMtt7C4tLySXy2srW9sbunbOw0RRByTOg5YwFsOEoRRn9QllYy0Qk6Q5zDSdIbXmd98IFzQwL+XcUhsD/V96lKMpJK6+qnlcoQTK0RcUsQ6FWiFA5r+CPCxU0lLxlF 8CC/gMbRuPdJH8KqrF42yMQacJ+aUFMEUta7+ZfUCHHnEl5ghIdqmEUo7yZZgRtKCFQkSIjxEfdJW1EceEXYy/i+FB0rpQTfgqnwJx+rviQR5QsSeozo9JAdi1svE/7x2JN1zO6F+GEni48kiN2JQBjALC/YoJ1iyWBGEOVW3QjxAKjCpIi2oEMzZl+d Jo1I2jbJ5d1KsXk7jyIM9sA9KwARnoApuQA3UAQZP4AW8gXftWXvVPrTPSWtOm87sgj/QRt+D/KFJ</latexit>
@2 
@x2
(0, y) <  ⌦B
<latexit sha1_base64="8r4veURGsMdqtu2deLgRUFFJ2Z k=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCUpoi5Eim7cWcE+oEnLZDpph04ezEzEEPInbvwVNy4UEXf9GydtEW09cO Fwzr3ce48TMiqkYYy03MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv7zREEHFM6jhgAW85SBBGfVKXVDLSCjlBnsNI0xleZ37zgXBBA/9exiGx PdT3qUsxkkrq6qeWyxFOrBBxSRHrVKAVDmj6I8DHTiUtGUfxIbyAx9C69UgfwauuXjTKxhhwnphTUgRT1Lr6l9ULcOQRX2 KGhGibRijtJFuCGUkLViRIiPAQ9UlbUR95RNjJ+L8UHiilB92Aq/IlHKu/JxLkCRF7jur0kByIWS8T//PakXTP7YT6YSSJ jyeL3IhBGcAsLNijnGDJYkUQ5lTdCvEAqcCkirSgQjBnX54njUrZNMrm3UmxejmNIw/2wD4oAROcgSq4ATVQBxg8gRfwBt 61Z+1V+9A+J605bTqzC/5AG30Dgm2hSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8r4veURGsMdqtu2deLgRUFFJ2Z k=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCUpoi5Eim7cWcE+oEnLZDpph04ezEzEEPInbvwVNy4UEXf9GydtEW09cO Fwzr3ce48TMiqkYYy03MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv7zREEHFM6jhgAW85SBBGfVKXVDLSCjlBnsNI0xleZ37zgXBBA/9exiGx PdT3qUsxkkrq6qeWyxFOrBBxSRHrVKAVDmj6I8DHTiUtGUfxIbyAx9C69UgfwauuXjTKxhhwnphTUgRT1Lr6l9ULcOQRX2 KGhGibRijtJFuCGUkLViRIiPAQ9UlbUR95RNjJ+L8UHiilB92Aq/IlHKu/JxLkCRF7jur0kByIWS8T//PakXTP7YT6YSSJ jyeL3IhBGcAsLNijnGDJYkUQ5lTdCvEAqcCkirSgQjBnX54njUrZNMrm3UmxejmNIw/2wD4oAROcgSq4ATVQBxg8gRfwBt 61Z+1V+9A+J605bTqzC/5AG30Dgm2hSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8r4veURGsMdqtu2deLgRUFFJ2Z k=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCUpoi5Eim7cWcE+oEnLZDpph04ezEzEEPInbvwVNy4UEXf9GydtEW09cO Fwzr3ce48TMiqkYYy03MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv7zREEHFM6jhgAW85SBBGfVKXVDLSCjlBnsNI0xleZ37zgXBBA/9exiGx PdT3qUsxkkrq6qeWyxFOrBBxSRHrVKAVDmj6I8DHTiUtGUfxIbyAx9C69UgfwauuXjTKxhhwnphTUgRT1Lr6l9ULcOQRX2 KGhGibRijtJFuCGUkLViRIiPAQ9UlbUR95RNjJ+L8UHiilB92Aq/IlHKu/JxLkCRF7jur0kByIWS8T//PakXTP7YT6YSSJ jyeL3IhBGcAsLNijnGDJYkUQ5lTdCvEAqcCkirSgQjBnX54njUrZNMrm3UmxejmNIw/2wD4oAROcgSq4ATVQBxg8gRfwBt 61Z+1V+9A+J605bTqzC/5AG30Dgm2hSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8r4veURGsMdqtu2deLgRUFFJ2Z k=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCUpoi5Eim7cWcE+oEnLZDpph04ezEzEEPInbvwVNy4UEXf9GydtEW09cO Fwzr3ce48TMiqkYYy03MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv7zREEHFM6jhgAW85SBBGfVKXVDLSCjlBnsNI0xleZ37zgXBBA/9exiGx PdT3qUsxkkrq6qeWyxFOrBBxSRHrVKAVDmj6I8DHTiUtGUfxIbyAx9C69UgfwauuXjTKxhhwnphTUgRT1Lr6l9ULcOQRX2 KGhGibRijtJFuCGUkLViRIiPAQ9UlbUR95RNjJ+L8UHiilB92Aq/IlHKu/JxLkCRF7jur0kByIWS8T//PakXTP7YT6YSSJ jyeL3IhBGcAsLNijnGDJYkUQ5lTdCvEAqcCkirSgQjBnX54njUrZNMrm3UmxejmNIw/2wD4oAROcgSq4ATVQBxg8gRfwBt 61Z+1V+9A+J605bTqzC/5AG30Dgm2hSA==</latexit>
@ 
@x
(0, y) =1
<latexit sha1_base64="BRSoVIo+mgWj1vPB/pHlxHkCeJs=">AAACFXicbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfVY9egkOYMEYrgl6UgRe PE9wHrGWkWbqFpWlJUrGU/gkv/hUvHhTxKnjz35huRXTzgcCT53nfN3kfL2JUKsv6MkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvXkWEsMGnjkIWi5yFJGOWkrahipBcJggKPka43ucr97h0Rkob8ViURcQM04tSnGCktDcy64wuEUydCQlHEnGhMs58bvM9qVj05hhc O5b5KBmbValhTwEViF6QKCrQG5qczDHEcEK4wQ1L2bStSbppPx4xkFSeWJEJ4gkakrylHAZFuOt0qg0daGUI/FPpwBafq744UBVImgacrA6TGct7Lxf+8fqz8czelPIoV4Xj2kB8zqEKYRwSHVBCsWKIJwoLqv0I8RjompYOs6BDs+ZUXSeekYVsN++a 02rws4iiDA3AIasAGZ6AJrkELtAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lpySh69sEfGB/fs6KfFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BRSoVIo+mgWj1vPB/pHlxHkCeJs=">AAACFXicbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfVY9egkOYMEYrgl6UgRe PE9wHrGWkWbqFpWlJUrGU/gkv/hUvHhTxKnjz35huRXTzgcCT53nfN3kfL2JUKsv6MkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvXkWEsMGnjkIWi5yFJGOWkrahipBcJggKPka43ucr97h0Rkob8ViURcQM04tSnGCktDcy64wuEUydCQlHEnGhMs58bvM9qVj05hhc O5b5KBmbValhTwEViF6QKCrQG5qczDHEcEK4wQ1L2bStSbppPx4xkFSeWJEJ4gkakrylHAZFuOt0qg0daGUI/FPpwBafq744UBVImgacrA6TGct7Lxf+8fqz8czelPIoV4Xj2kB8zqEKYRwSHVBCsWKIJwoLqv0I8RjompYOs6BDs+ZUXSeekYVsN++a 02rws4iiDA3AIasAGZ6AJrkELtAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lpySh69sEfGB/fs6KfFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BRSoVIo+mgWj1vPB/pHlxHkCeJs=">AAACFXicbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfVY9egkOYMEYrgl6UgRe PE9wHrGWkWbqFpWlJUrGU/gkv/hUvHhTxKnjz35huRXTzgcCT53nfN3kfL2JUKsv6MkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvXkWEsMGnjkIWi5yFJGOWkrahipBcJggKPka43ucr97h0Rkob8ViURcQM04tSnGCktDcy64wuEUydCQlHEnGhMs58bvM9qVj05hhc O5b5KBmbValhTwEViF6QKCrQG5qczDHEcEK4wQ1L2bStSbppPx4xkFSeWJEJ4gkakrylHAZFuOt0qg0daGUI/FPpwBafq744UBVImgacrA6TGct7Lxf+8fqz8czelPIoV4Xj2kB8zqEKYRwSHVBCsWKIJwoLqv0I8RjompYOs6BDs+ZUXSeekYVsN++a 02rws4iiDA3AIasAGZ6AJrkELtAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lpySh69sEfGB/fs6KfFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BRSoVIo+mgWj1vPB/pHlxHkCeJs=">AAACFXicbVBNS8MwGE7n15xfVY9egkOYMEYrgl6UgRe PE9wHrGWkWbqFpWlJUrGU/gkv/hUvHhTxKnjz35huRXTzgcCT53nfN3kfL2JUKsv6MkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvXkWEsMGnjkIWi5yFJGOWkrahipBcJggKPka43ucr97h0Rkob8ViURcQM04tSnGCktDcy64wuEUydCQlHEnGhMs58bvM9qVj05hhc O5b5KBmbValhTwEViF6QKCrQG5qczDHEcEK4wQ1L2bStSbppPx4xkFSeWJEJ4gkakrylHAZFuOt0qg0daGUI/FPpwBafq744UBVImgacrA6TGct7Lxf+8fqz8czelPIoV4Xj2kB8zqEKYRwSHVBCsWKIJwoLqv0I8RjompYOs6BDs+ZUXSeekYVsN++a 02rws4iiDA3AIasAGZ6AJrkELtAEGD+AJvIBX49F4Nt6M91lpySh69sEfGB/fs6KfFw==</latexit>
@ 
@x
<latexit sha1_base64="Cun4/HS1Wuk0ZadHuEUhzHjWuNM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26iRbBVZkRQVdScOO ygn1AZyiZNNOGZjJDkhHL0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/Bsz7SDaeiBwcs69N7knSDhT2nG+rNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRzgRtaqY57SSS4ijgtB2MrnK/fUelYrG41eOE+hEeCBYygrWRevahF0pMMuQlWGqGuSFDNsl+rveTnl11as4 UaJG4BalCgUbP/vT6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz/KBhNNJxUsVTTAZ4QHtGipwRJWfTVeZoGOj9FEYS3OERlP1d0eGI6XGUWAqI6yHat7Lxf+8bqrDCz9jIkk1FWT2UJhypGOU54L6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiE022qRXMSG48ysvktZpzXVq7s1ZtX5ZxFGGAzi CE3DhHOpwDQ1oAoEHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqflZasomcf/sD6+Aaxaprg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cun4/HS1Wuk0ZadHuEUhzHjWuNM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26iRbBVZkRQVdScOO ygn1AZyiZNNOGZjJDkhHL0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/Bsz7SDaeiBwcs69N7knSDhT2nG+rNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRzgRtaqY57SSS4ijgtB2MrnK/fUelYrG41eOE+hEeCBYygrWRevahF0pMMuQlWGqGuSFDNsl+rveTnl11as4 UaJG4BalCgUbP/vT6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz/KBhNNJxUsVTTAZ4QHtGipwRJWfTVeZoGOj9FEYS3OERlP1d0eGI6XGUWAqI6yHat7Lxf+8bqrDCz9jIkk1FWT2UJhypGOU54L6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiE022qRXMSG48ysvktZpzXVq7s1ZtX5ZxFGGAzi CE3DhHOpwDQ1oAoEHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqflZasomcf/sD6+Aaxaprg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cun4/HS1Wuk0ZadHuEUhzHjWuNM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26iRbBVZkRQVdScOO ygn1AZyiZNNOGZjJDkhHL0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/Bsz7SDaeiBwcs69N7knSDhT2nG+rNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRzgRtaqY57SSS4ijgtB2MrnK/fUelYrG41eOE+hEeCBYygrWRevahF0pMMuQlWGqGuSFDNsl+rveTnl11as4 UaJG4BalCgUbP/vT6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz/KBhNNJxUsVTTAZ4QHtGipwRJWfTVeZoGOj9FEYS3OERlP1d0eGI6XGUWAqI6yHat7Lxf+8bqrDCz9jIkk1FWT2UJhypGOU54L6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiE022qRXMSG48ysvktZpzXVq7s1ZtX5ZxFGGAzi CE3DhHOpwDQ1oAoEHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqflZasomcf/sD6+Aaxaprg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cun4/HS1Wuk0ZadHuEUhzHjWuNM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26iRbBVZkRQVdScOO ygn1AZyiZNNOGZjJDkhHL0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/Bsz7SDaeiBwcs69N7knSDhT2nG+rNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRzgRtaqY57SSS4ijgtB2MrnK/fUelYrG41eOE+hEeCBYygrWRevahF0pMMuQlWGqGuSFDNsl+rveTnl11as4 UaJG4BalCgUbP/vT6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz/KBhNNJxUsVTTAZ4QHtGipwRJWfTVeZoGOj9FEYS3OERlP1d0eGI6XGUWAqI6yHat7Lxf+8bqrDCz9jIkk1FWT2UJhypGOU54L6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiE022qRXMSG48ysvktZpzXVq7s1ZtX5ZxFGGAzi CE3DhHOpwDQ1oAoEHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqflZasomcf/sD6+Aaxaprg</latexit>
@ 
@x
<latexit sha1_base64="Cun4/HS1Wuk0ZadHuEUhzHjWuNM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26iRbBVZkRQVdScOO ygn1AZyiZNNOGZjJDkhHL0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/Bsz7SDaeiBwcs69N7knSDhT2nG+rNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRzgRtaqY57SSS4ijgtB2MrnK/fUelYrG41eOE+hEeCBYygrWRevahF0pMMuQlWGqGuSFDNsl+rveTnl11as4 UaJG4BalCgUbP/vT6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz/KBhNNJxUsVTTAZ4QHtGipwRJWfTVeZoGOj9FEYS3OERlP1d0eGI6XGUWAqI6yHat7Lxf+8bqrDCz9jIkk1FWT2UJhypGOU54L6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiE022qRXMSG48ysvktZpzXVq7s1ZtX5ZxFGGAzi CE3DhHOpwDQ1oAoEHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqflZasomcf/sD6+Aaxaprg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cun4/HS1Wuk0ZadHuEUhzHjWuNM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26iRbBVZkRQVdScOO ygn1AZyiZNNOGZjJDkhHL0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/Bsz7SDaeiBwcs69N7knSDhT2nG+rNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRzgRtaqY57SSS4ijgtB2MrnK/fUelYrG41eOE+hEeCBYygrWRevahF0pMMuQlWGqGuSFDNsl+rveTnl11as4 UaJG4BalCgUbP/vT6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz/KBhNNJxUsVTTAZ4QHtGipwRJWfTVeZoGOj9FEYS3OERlP1d0eGI6XGUWAqI6yHat7Lxf+8bqrDCz9jIkk1FWT2UJhypGOU54L6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiE022qRXMSG48ysvktZpzXVq7s1ZtX5ZxFGGAzi CE3DhHOpwDQ1oAoEHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqflZasomcf/sD6+Aaxaprg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cun4/HS1Wuk0ZadHuEUhzHjWuNM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26iRbBVZkRQVdScOO ygn1AZyiZNNOGZjJDkhHL0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/Bsz7SDaeiBwcs69N7knSDhT2nG+rNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRzgRtaqY57SSS4ijgtB2MrnK/fUelYrG41eOE+hEeCBYygrWRevahF0pMMuQlWGqGuSFDNsl+rveTnl11as4 UaJG4BalCgUbP/vT6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz/KBhNNJxUsVTTAZ4QHtGipwRJWfTVeZoGOj9FEYS3OERlP1d0eGI6XGUWAqI6yHat7Lxf+8bqrDCz9jIkk1FWT2UJhypGOU54L6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiE022qRXMSG48ysvktZpzXVq7s1ZtX5ZxFGGAzi CE3DhHOpwDQ1oAoEHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqflZasomcf/sD6+Aaxaprg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cun4/HS1Wuk0ZadHuEUhzHjWuNM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26iRbBVZkRQVdScOO ygn1AZyiZNNOGZjJDkhHL0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/Bsz7SDaeiBwcs69N7knSDhT2nG+rNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJxKQpsk5rHsBFhRzgRtaqY57SSS4ijgtB2MrnK/fUelYrG41eOE+hEeCBYygrWRevahF0pMMuQlWGqGuSFDNsl+rveTnl11as4 UaJG4BalCgUbP/vT6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz/KBhNNJxUsVTTAZ4QHtGipwRJWfTVeZoGOj9FEYS3OERlP1d0eGI6XGUWAqI6yHat7Lxf+8bqrDCz9jIkk1FWT2UJhypGOU54L6TFKi+dgQTCQzf0VkiE022qRXMSG48ysvktZpzXVq7s1ZtX5ZxFGGAzi CE3DhHOpwDQ1oAoEHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqflZasomcf/sD6+Aaxaprg</latexit>
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Figure 2.3: e stationary points of the eective potential satisfy equation (2.38),
∂φ/∂x = ΩB (x¯− x). In each of the four diagrams the solid curves represent ∂φ/∂x,
the oblique dashed lines are ΩB (x¯− xc), while the additional oblique doed line in the
boom-le diagram is ΩB (x¯− xm,I). For given values of y and x¯, equation (2.38) can
have two solutions (dark grey region, χ is type II), one solution (light grey region, χ
is type I) or no solution (unshaded region, χ has no minimum). e smallest value of
x¯ for which a stationary point exists, at position xc(y), is x¯c(y). e value of x¯ which
corresponds to a stationary point at x = 0 is x¯m,I(y).
e stationary points are minima if the second derivative of χ is positive. is condition
is equivalent to the gradient of ∂φ(x, y)/∂x with respect to x being larger than the
gradient of the line ΩB(x¯ − x). By rearranging equation (2.38) to an equation for x¯ as
a function of x and then minimizing it with respect to x, we obtain the minimum value
of the orbit position x¯c(y) for which the eective potential has a stationary point,
x¯c(y) ≡ min
x∈[0,∞]
(
x+
φ′(x, y)
ΩB
)
≡ xc(y) + φ
′(xc(y), y)
ΩB
. (2.39)
Note that, in equation (2.39), I also dened the position xc(y) of the stationary point
of the eective potential χ when x¯ = x¯c(y). In Figure 2.3, x¯c(y) is the smallest
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value of x¯ for which the straight line ΩB (x¯− x) touches the curve ∂φ(x, y)/∂x, and
xc(y) is the value of x at which they intersect. From Figure 2.3, x¯c and x¯m,I coin-
cide if ∂2φ(0, y)/∂x2 > −ΩB. en, all eective potential curves are type I for
x¯ > x¯c(y) = x¯m,I(y). If ∂2φ(0, y)/∂x2 < −ΩB, x¯ = x¯c(y) is the orbit parameter value
corresponding to when the straight line ΩB(x¯− x) touches the curve ∂φ(x, y)/∂x tan-
gentially. en, for orbit parameter values in the range x¯c(y) 6 x¯ 6 x¯m,I(y), there are
two stationary points (a minimum in the region x > xc(y) and a maximum in the region
0 6 x < xc(y)), corresponding to type II curves, while for x¯ > x¯m,I(y) there is only one
minimum, corresponding to type I curves. Summarizing these observations with the aid
of Figure 2.3:
• if ∂2φ(0, y)/∂x2 > −ΩB, χ is a type I curve for x¯ > x¯c(y) = x¯m,I(y);
• if ∂2φ(0, y)/∂x2 < −ΩB, χ is a type II curve for x¯c(y) < x¯ < x¯m,I(y) and a type I
curve for x¯ > x¯m,I(y).
In chapter 4 I set δ = 0 and thus solve a magnetic presheath with no y-dependence.
I will show that a self-consistent solution φ(x) of such a magnetic presheath requires
the electric eld to diverge at x = 0, ∂φ(0)/∂x → ∞, which is conrmed numerically.
Hence, the eective potential curves are type II for all values of x¯ larger than x¯c because
x¯m,I = (∂φ(0)/∂x) /ΩB → ∞ (see Figure 2.3, boom-right diagram). It is nonetheless
useful to consider also type I curves because I obtain my numerical solution by iterat-
ing over possible electrostatic potential proles starting from the initial guess of a at
potential, φ(x) = 0 for all x.
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2.2.3 Periodicity
e ion motion for α = 0 and δ = 0 is a periodic (closed) orbit provided that an
eective potential minimum exists, x¯ > x¯c(y), and that a pair of bounce points xb and
xt exist, U⊥ < χM(y, x¯) (see Figure 2.1). For a closed orbit, the position x can be wrien
as a function of a gyrophase angle which parameterizes the particular point of the orbit
in which the particle lies. e period of the orbit, 2pi/Ω, where Ω is the generalized
gyrofrequency, is the integral of all the time elements dt = dx/vx over a whole orbit,
2pi
Ω
= 2
∫ xt
xb
dx
Vx (x, y, x¯, U⊥)
. (2.40)
e gyrophase angle ϕ of the orbit is dened as Ωt, where t is dened in the interval
−pi/Ω < t < pi/Ω and is (when positive) the time elapsed since the particle last reached
the top bounce point,
ϕ = σxΩ
∫ x
xt
ds
Vx (s, y, x¯, U⊥)
. (2.41)
e time derivative of the gyrophase is the gyrofrequency,
ϕ˙ = Ω. (2.42)
To obtain this, I have used ∂ϕ/∂x = σxΩ/Vx and σxx˙ = Vx to simplify ϕ˙ = σxΩx˙∂ϕ/∂x.
Note that inverting (2.41) gives x(ϕ, y, x¯, U⊥). It will turn out that, for α  1, the ion
distribution function is independent of ϕ.
It will be useful to dene the gyroaveraging operation as a time average over possible
values of gyrophase, or equivalently as an average over the period of a closed orbit,
〈. . .〉ϕ =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
(. . .) dϕ =
∑
σx=±1
Ω
2pi
∫ xt
xb
(. . .) dx
Vx (x, y, x¯, U⊥)
. (2.43)
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e second equality in (2.43) is obtained using (2.41). e closed orbit has an ~E × ~B
dri in the y direction (parallel to the wall), with dri velocity V ~E× ~B dened as the
gyroaverage of vy,
V ~E× ~B (y, x¯, U⊥) =
Ω
pi
∫ xt
xb
Ω (x¯− x)
Vx (x, y, x¯, U⊥)
dx =
Ω
pi
∫ xt
xb
(1/B) ∂φ(x, y)/∂x
Vx (x, y, x¯, U⊥)
dx. (2.44)
e second equality in (2.44) comes from using equation (2.36) and the result∫ xt
xb
∂χ(x; y, x¯)/∂x
Vx (x, y, x¯, U⊥)
dx = −
∫ xt
xb
∂Vx
∂x
(x, y, x¯, U⊥) dx
= Vx (xb, y, x¯, U⊥)− Vx (xt, x¯, U⊥) = 0, (2.45)
where I used Vx (xb; y, x¯, U⊥) = Vx (xt; y, x¯, U⊥) = 0. e rst equality in (2.45) comes
from dierentiating equation (2.31).
2.3 Magnetic presheath trajectories
e main eect of non-zero α and δ is to break the exact periodicity by making the
orbit parameters vary over a characteristic time 1/αΩ ∼ 1/δΩ 1/Ω. Using the results
of Section 2.2, in Section 2.3.1 I explain how the ion trajectories consist of a sequence of
approximately closed orbits. I quantify the variation of the orbit parameters to rst order
in α and δ, and obtain two quantities that are conserved to lowest order over the long
timescale 1/αΩ ∼ 1/δΩ: the adiabatic invariant and the z-component of the canonical
momentum. A time ∼ 1/Ω before the ion reaches the wall, the ion is considered to be
in an “open” orbit. In Section 2.3.2, I dene an open orbit and obtain the conditions that
orbit parameters must satisfy for an ion to be in an open orbit.
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2.3.1 Approximately closed orbits
When α = δ = 0 an ion moves in a closed orbit which ~E× ~B dris in the y direction
(equation (2.44)) and streams parallel to the magnetic eld in the z direction (equation
(2.34)). When α ∼ δ  1, the motion is approximately periodic because the orbit
parameters vary over a timescale 1/αΩ that is much longer than the typical gyroperiod
1/Ω. e equations of motion (2.22)-(2.24) are approximately given by
v˙x = −Ω
B
∂φ
∂x
+ Ωvy +O
(
α2Ωvt,i
)
, (2.46)
v˙y = −Ωvx − Ω
B
∂φ
∂y
− αΩvz +O
(
α2Ωvt,i
)
, (2.47)
v˙z = αΩvy +O
(
α2Ωvt,i
)
. (2.48)
e time variation of the total energy is given by
U˙ = O
(
δ2Ωv2t,i
)
(2.49)
because energy is exactly conserved up to explicit time dependence, which is second
order in δ (equation (2.11)). Dierentiating (2.28) with respect to time and using (2.47),
we nd
˙¯x = −σ‖αV‖ (U⊥, U)− 1
B
∂φ
∂y
(x, y) +O
(
α2vt,i
)
. (2.50)
Physically, this dri is a combination of the small x-component of the parallel motion,
and the small ~E × ~B dri due to the weak turbulent electric elds [14]. Dierentiating
(2.29) and using (2.46) and (2.47) we get
U˙⊥ = −σ‖αΩ2V‖ (U⊥, U) (x¯− x) +O
(
α2Ωv2t,i
)
. (2.51)
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Both ˙¯x and U˙⊥ depend on the instantaneous particle position x, and therefore on
the gyrophase ϕ. Since the orbit parameters are varying over the long timescale tMPS,
they are approximately constant over a single orbit, and hence ˙¯x and U˙⊥ are approxi-
mately periodic at small timescales (because x is approximately periodic). Hence, the
gyroaveraged time derivatives of x¯ and U⊥ determine the behaviour of x¯ and U⊥ at long
timescales. From (2.50) the gyroaveraged time derivative of x¯ is
〈 ˙¯x〉ϕ = −σ‖αV‖ (U⊥, U)−
1
B
〈
∂φ
∂y
(x, y)
〉
ϕ
+O
(
α2vt,i
)
. (2.52)
Exploiting (2.43) and (2.44), the gyroaverage of (2.51) is
〈
U˙⊥
〉
ϕ
= −σ‖αΩV‖ (U⊥, U)
B
〈
∂φ
∂x
(x, y)
〉
ϕ
+O
(
α2Ωv2t,i
)
. (2.53)
Note that the overall motion in the y direction is determined by the gyroaveraged time
derivative of y, which is the ~E × ~B dri of equation (2.44),
〈y˙〉ϕ = 〈vy〉ϕ = Ω 〈x¯− x〉ϕ = V ~E× ~B (y, x¯, U⊥) =
1
B
〈
∂φ
∂x
(x, y)
〉
ϕ
. (2.54)
e variation of z is second order, z˙/z ∼ α2Ω. Two ion trajectories, which were obtained
by varying the orbit parameters according to equations (2.49)-(2.51), are shown in Figure
2.4.
In a Hamiltonian system, when the parameters of periodic motion change over a
timescale much longer than the period of the motion, an adiabatic invariant exists. Here,
it is given by the denite integral
µ =
1
pi
∫ xt
xb
Vx (x, y, x¯, U⊥) dx ∼
v2t,i
Ω
. (2.55)
is is derived in Appendix D. Equation (2.55) is a generalization of the usual magnetic
moment to the grazing angle presheath geometry which I study in this thesis. It was
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Figure 2.4: Two ion trajectories approaching the wall, represented as a grey surface at
x = 0, are shown as black lines. e electric and magnetic elds are marked with doed
arrows. e angle between the magnetic eld and wall is α = 0.05 radians, although it
looks large because the z direction has been squashed in order to draw the 3 dimensional
ion trajectories. e electrostatic potential used to obtain the trajectories is the solution
presented in chapter 4. Most of the ion motion is locally approximated by closed orbits,
represented as superimposed rings. Ions stream along the magnetic eld ~B at velocity
V‖ (U⊥, U), and the strong electric eld towards the wall causes the approximately closed
orbits to ~E× ~B dri at velocity V ~E× ~B (y, x¯, U⊥) in the y direction. e increasing electric
eld as the orbits approach x = 0 causes the ~E × ~B velocity to noticeably increase (see
equation (2.44)). Since these are type II orbits, there is a point (xM) in which the electric
and magnetic forces on the ion are equal and opposite, where the trajectories spend a
long time moving almost tangential to the wall. e trajectory on the le crosses xM
with near-zero vx, while the trajectory on the right crosses xM with the largest velocity
possible. e two trajectories have, to lowest order, equal values of µ and U ; the only
dierence between them is the gyrophase ϕ.
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derived by Cohen and Ryutov in reference [33]. Note that we can use µ as an orbit
parameter instead of U⊥. Unlike U⊥, the adiabatic invariant (2.55) is conserved to lowest
order over the much longer timescale tMPS,
〈µ˙〉ϕ = O
(
α2v2t,i
) ' 0. (2.56)
I proceed to prove equation (2.56). Dierentiating (2.55) with respect to x¯ gives, using
∂χ/∂x¯ = Ω2 (x¯− x) and equation (2.44),
∂µ
∂x¯
=
1
pi
∫ xt
xb
Ω2 (x− x¯)√
2 (U⊥ − χ (x; y, x¯))
dx = − Ω
BΩ
〈
∂φ
∂x
(x, y)
〉
ϕ
. (2.57)
Dierentiating (2.55) with respect to y, I obtain, using ∂χ/∂y = (Ω/B) ∂φ/∂y,
∂µ
∂y
= − 1
pi
Ω
B
∫ xt
xb
∂φ/∂y (x, y)√
2 (U⊥ − χ (x; y, x¯))
dx = − Ω
BΩ
〈
∂φ
∂y
(x, y)
〉
ϕ
. (2.58)
Finally, dierentiating (2.55) with respect to U⊥ and using (2.40), I have
∂µ
∂U⊥
=
1
pi
∫ xt
xb
1√
2 (U⊥ − χ (x; y, x¯))
dx =
1
Ω
. (2.59)
Using the chain rule to take the time derivative µ˙ gives, to rst order in α and δ,
µ˙ =
∂µ
∂x¯
˙¯x+
∂µ
∂y
y˙ +
∂µ
∂U⊥
U˙⊥. (2.60)
Gyroaveraging equation (2.60), the rst order gyroaveraged total derivative of the mag-
netic moment with respect to time is
〈µ˙〉ϕ =
∂µ
∂x¯
〈 ˙¯x〉ϕ +
∂µ
∂y
〈y˙〉ϕ +
∂µ
∂U⊥
〈
U˙⊥
〉
ϕ
. (2.61)
Upon using (2.57)-(2.59) and (2.52)-(2.54), I obtain (2.56).
e variation of y with time is rst order in my ordering, y˙/y ∼ αΩ. In what follows,
I introduce another orbit parameter y? ∼ l which varies over a timescale much longer
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than tMPS, y˙?/y? ∼ α2Ω 1/tMPS. e equation of motion in the z direction is approx-
imately (2.48). Integrating this in time and introducing the constant of integration y?
gives
y? = y − vz
αΩ
∼ l. (2.62)
is quantity is proportional to the canonical momentum in the z direction [34], if the
magnetic vector potential is wrien so that it has no z dependence. Such a choice for
the vector potential is, for example,
~A =

0
xB cosα
−yB sinα
 . (2.63)
is vector potential can be checked by calculating the magnetic eld that corresponds
to it,
~B = ∇× ~A =

−B sinα
0
B cosα
 , (2.64)
which is exactly the magnetic eld present in the magnetic presheath. Using sinα ' α,
the canonical momentum in the z direction, pz , is proportional to y?, pz = mivz +
ZeAz = mi (vz − Ωy sinα) ' −miαΩy?. Because the magnetic vector potential is
wrien such that it is independent of z and the electrostatic potential depends on z
only to second order (see equation (2.9)), the canonical momentum that we have just
calculated is a constant of motion to rst order, p˙z/pz ∼ α2Ω. Note that the orbit position
x¯ is proportional to the canonical momentum in the y direction [56], py = mivy +
ZeAy = mi (vy + Ωx cosα) ' miΩx¯. Because both the magnetic vector potential in
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(2.63) and the electrostatic potential have a rst order dependence on y, we have p˙y/py ∼
αΩ as expected. Using (2.34) y? is re-expressed in terms of y, U⊥ and U ,
y? = y − 1
αΩ
v‖
(
U⊥, U, σ‖
)
. (2.65)
e picture that emerges of the ion trajectory in a grazing angle magnetic presheath
is that of a sequence of approximately closed orbits whose parallel streaming brings them
slowly towards the wall, as shown in Figure 2.4. As the ion approaches the wall, its ~E× ~B
dri increases. e adiabatic invariant µ, the z component of the canonical momentum
y?, and total energy U are conserved as the ion traverses the magnetic presheath. e
nal piece of the ion trajectory terminates at the wall, a characteristic that is clearly
incompatible with periodicity. Hence, a time 1/Ω before the ion reaches the wall, I
consider the ion’s trajectory to be an open orbit, as it can no longer be approximated
by a closed orbit. e gyroaveraged time derivatives (equations (2.52)-(2.54)) are not
an accurate description of the open orbit, and the instantaneous variation of the orbit
parameters (equations (2.50)-(2.51)) must be considered in order to study open orbits.
2.3.2 Open orbits
When the ion reaches values of the orbit parameters for which its lowest order mo-
tion intersects the wall (and is therefore no longer periodic), it reaches the wall and is
lost from the system over the fast timescale 1/Ω (as I will show). In this short period
of time, the ion is in an open orbit. e number of ions in open orbits is small (higher
order in α) compared with the number of ions in closed orbits because open orbits exist
for a much shorter time. However, the number of ions in closed orbits that cross a point
arbitrarily close to the wall is small because it only includes those ions in type I orbits
that are near the boom bounce point of their orbit (and thus, from equation (2.41), it
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only includes ions with a small range of gyrophases around ϕ = ±pi). erefore, it is
essential to obtain the contribution to the density due to ions in open orbits.
It is clear that an ion is in an open orbit when x 6 xM, because a closed orbit cannot
access this region by denition (see Figure 2.1). For the ion to reach x 6 xM, it must have
crossed the maximum of the eective potential χ from the region x > xM. e exact
point x > xM at which we consider its orbit to be open is arbitrary, but this arbitrariness
does not maer because the ion density for x > xM is dominated by closed orbits. We
exploit this to generalize the open orbit denition in a way that includes all ions at
x 6 xM and smoothly extends the open orbit density to x > xM. We consider an ion to
be in an open orbit if:
at future times, its trajectory has no bounce points; (2.66)
at past times, its trajectory has several bounce points. (2.67)
Note that the criterion (2.67) corresponds to the past trajectory becoming an approx-
imately closed orbit. Both criteria (2.66) and (2.67) rely on the wall being electron-
repelling, because they assume that any ion reaching x = 0 (the Debye sheath entrance)
does not bounce back. Examples of pieces of trajectories considered to be open orbits
are shown in Figure 2.5 by solid lines. We consider open orbit the part of a trajectory
between the wall and the top bounce point.
To study open orbits, it will be useful to consider the dierence between the perpen-
dicular energy and the eective potential maximum as a separate quantity D,
D = U⊥ − χM (y, x¯) . (2.68)
e velocity component vx, given by equation (2.31), is
vx = σxVx (x; y, x¯, D + χM (x¯)) = σx
√
2 (D + χM (y, x¯)− χ (x; y, x¯)). (2.69)
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Figure 2.5: Two sets of phase space trajectories corresponding to type I (le diagram)
and type II (right diagram) orbits. e type I trajectories are obtained using φ = 0
everywhere, while the type II trajectories are evaluated using the electrostatic potential
solution of chapter 4 for α = 0.02, which has no y dependence. e doed lines are
trajectories of motion with α = 0 when U⊥ = χM, with x¯ = ρi (type I) and x¯ = 1.6ρi
(type II). e solid and dashed lines are trajectories calculated by integrating equations
(2.19), (2.31) and (2.50)-(2.51) backwards in time from x = 0 with α = 0.02, starting
with the same value of x¯ used to obtain the doed trajectories and with U − χM =
v2t,i. e solid lines are the open orbit pieces of the trajectories, while the dashed lines
are approximately closed orbits according to my denition. In each diagram, the red
trajectory corresponds to the ion crossing xM with vx ' 0, while the blue trajectory
corresponds to the ion crossing xM with the largest possible value of |vx|.
When x = xM is reached from x > xM, the velocity is given by vx = −
√
2D, hence only
ions with D > 0 cross the eective potential maximum and reach x 6 xM. To obtain
the rate of change of D, we calculate the rate of change of χM (y, x¯),
χ˙M (y, x¯) =
∂χ
∂x¯
(xM, y, x¯) ˙¯x+
∂χ
∂x
(xM; y, x¯)
(
∂xM
∂x¯
˙¯x+
∂xM
∂y
y˙
)
+
∂χ
∂y
(xM; y, x¯) y˙.
(2.70)
For both type I and type II orbits, the second term in (2.70) vanishes (type I curves have
∂xM/∂x¯ = ∂xM/∂y = 0, while type II curves have ∂χ/∂x (xM; y, x¯) = 0) and, using
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(2.33) and (2.50), we nd
χ˙M (x¯) = σ‖αΩ2V‖ (U⊥, U) (xM − x¯) + Ω
2
B
(xM − x¯) ∂φ
∂y
(x, y)
+
Ω2
B
(x¯− x) ∂φ
∂y
(xM, y) +O
(
α2Ωv2t,i
)
. (2.71)
Combining (2.71) with the result for U˙⊥ in (2.51), we get
D˙(x, y, x¯, U⊥, U) = σ‖αΩ2V‖(U⊥, U) (x− xM)− Ω
2
B
(xM − x¯) ∂φ
∂y
(x, y)
+
Ω2
B
(x− x¯) ∂φ
∂y
(xM, y) +O
(
α2Ωv2t,i
)
. (2.72)
Consider an ion that reaches U⊥ = χM(y, x¯) at a position x′ > xM and is travelling
towards the maximum (σx = −1). We use the relation
dt =
dx
vx
' dx
σxVx (x; y, x¯, U⊥)
(2.73)
to estimate the time taken for the ion to reach the eective potential maximum,
δtM =
∫
dt '
∫ x′
xM
ds
Vx (s; y, x¯, U⊥)
. (2.74)
We assume that the dierence between U⊥ and χM stays small and that the change in x¯
and y during the time δtM is small (which we will show to be true), so thatU⊥ ' χM(y, x¯).
If the eective potential curve is of type I, δtIM ∼ 1/Ω, whereas for type II curves, δtIIM
diverges according to equation (2.74). We show this by expanding Vx (x, y, x¯, U⊥) near
x ' xM for a type II curve, using U⊥ ' χM and dening χ′′M (y, x¯) ≡ ∂2χ/∂x2 (xM, y, x¯)
to obtain
V IIx (x; y, x¯, U⊥) ' V IIx (x, y, x¯, χM (y, x¯)) '
√
|χ′′M| |x− xM| . (2.75)
e time δtIIM is then
δtIIM '
∫ x′
xM
ds√|χ′′M| (s− xM) →∞. (2.76)
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Despite this apparent divergence, the variation ofD during the time δtM can be evaluated
using (2.73). Using U⊥ ' χM(y, x¯), equation (2.72) becomes
D˙(x, y, x¯, U⊥, U) = αΩ2V‖(χM(y, x¯), U) (x− xM)− Ω
2
B
(xM − x¯) ∂φ
∂y
(x, y)
+
Ω2
B
(x− x¯) ∂φ
∂y
(xM, y) +O
(
α2Ωv2t,i
)
. (2.77)
Note that D˙ = 0 at x = xM. us, equations (2.75) and (2.77) imply that
D˙/Vx (x, y, x¯, χM) is not divergent at x = xM. Integrating equation (2.77) in time us-
ing (2.73), we have
D =
∫
D˙dt '
∫ x′
xM
D˙(s, y, x¯, U⊥, U)
Vx (s, y, x¯, χM)
ds; (2.78)
hence, we expect D ∼ αv2t,i ∼ δv2t,i for both orbit types, justifying U⊥ ' χM(y, x¯) a
posteriori. Using U⊥ = χM(y, x¯) + D with D ∼ αv2t,i, equation (2.74) can be used to
obtain the more accurate estimate δtIIM ∼ ln (1/α) /Ω. Puing together the estimates for
both orbit types, I have
ΩδtM ∼

1 for type I orbits,
ln
(
1
α
)
for type II orbits.
(2.79)
During the time δtM, the change in x¯ and y is small.
I proceed to nd the possible values of D which satisfy the open orbit criteria that I
have dened. If x < xM, the particle has already crossed the eective potential maximum
and one has to integrate backwards in time to obtain the value of D at the moment xM
was crossed, denoted DX, and further back to obtain the value of D during the last
bounce from the boom bounce point xb ' xM, denoted DB. If x > xM, one must
integrate D˙ forwards in time to obtain DX (because by denition the particle trajectory
must cross xM when it next reaches it, otherwise it would not be an open orbit), and
backwards in time to obtain DB.
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I rst obtain DX −D in terms of x, x¯ and U . If x > xM, D˙ is integrated forwards in
time (so dt > 0), and if x < xM, D˙ is integrated backwards in time (so dt < 0). From
equation (2.78), I obtain
DX −D ' ∆+ (x, y, x¯, U) ≡
∫ x
xM
D˙(s, y, x¯, U⊥, U)
Vx (s, y, x¯, χM (x¯))
ds ∼ αv2t,i; (2.80)
therefore, DX is
DX = D + ∆+ (x, y, x¯, U) +O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
. (2.81)
e power p used to quantify the error is given by
p =

1 for type I orbits,
1
2
for type II orbits.
(2.82)
e larger error from type II orbits comes from the fact thatD ∼ αv2t,i is neglected when
using dt ' ds/Vx (s, y, x¯, χM(x¯)). Estimating |vx| more accurately in the region near
the maximum, I have
V IIx (x, y, x¯, U⊥) = V
II
x (x, y, x¯, χM (y, x¯) +D) '
√
|χ′′M| (x− xM)2 + 2D. (2.83)
Hence, there is a region of size |x− xM| ∼ α1/2ρi where the estimate (2.75) is incorrect.
e contribution from this region to the integral (2.80) is therefore incorrect, and the
size of this contribution is the size of the error in equation (2.81). Indeed, multiplying
the size of the region (
∫ x
xM
ds ∼ α1/2ρi) by the size of the integrand (|x−xM|/V IIx ∼ 1/Ω)
and by the prefactor (αΩ2vt,i), I obtain an error of α3/2v2t,i, in accordance with equation
(2.81) with p = 1/2.
I proceed to obtain DB − DX by integrating D˙ backwards in time (so dt < 0) from
the point at which the maximum is crossed. e backwards integration is identical to
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the forwards one; hence, using equation (2.78), I obtain
DX −DB ' ∆M (y, x¯, U) = 2
∫ xt,M
xM
D˙(s, y, x¯, χM, U)
Vx (x, y, x¯, χM (y, x¯))
ds ∼ 2piαv2t,i, (2.84)
where xt,M is the top bounce point corresponding to U⊥ = χM(y, x¯). e factor of 2pi in
the nal scaling of (2.84) is due to having integrated in time over a gyroperiod ∼ 2pi/Ω.
en, DB is
DB = DX −∆M (y, x¯, U) +O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
. (2.85)
e criteria (2.66) and (2.67) used to determine whether an ion is in an open orbit
can be used to obtain the possible values of DB and DX for an ion in an open orbit. We
only consider σx = −1, as previously argued. en, for an ion at position x < xM,
condition (2.66) is automatically satised as the ion’s fate is to fall down the eective
potential towards x = 0. However, condition (2.67) is satised provided the ion’s past
trajectory crosses the maximum xM, so that DX > 0, and then bounces back from the
boom bounce point (which, to lowest order, coincides with xM) so that DB < 0. For
an ion at position x > xM, condition (2.66) implies that DX > 0 while condition (2.67)
implies that DB < 0. In both cases, imposing both conditions implies that both DX > 0
and DB < 0 must be satised. Note that the argument can be applied in the reverse
direction as well, and hence conditions (2.66) and (2.67) are satised if and only if the
following inequalities are satised:
DX > O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
; (2.86)
DB < O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
. (2.87)
e limited accuracy in the evaluation of DX and DB leads to the O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
error in
the inequality. Using conditions (2.86) and (2.87), and equations (2.81) and (2.85), the
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inequality
−∆+ (x, y, x¯, U) +O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
< D < ∆M (y, x¯, U)−∆+ (x, y, x¯, U) +O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
(2.88)
gives the values of D that an open orbit can have. From (2.88), for an open orbit to exist
at some value of x¯, U and y, the integral ∆M must be positive. From equations (2.69) and
(2.88), there is a range of possible particle velocities vx for open orbits, with maximum
given by −Vx+ (x, x¯, U), where
Vx+ (x, x¯, U) =
√
2 (−∆+ (x, y, x¯, U) + χM (y, x¯)− χ (x, y, x¯)) +O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
, (2.89)
and with range of values given by
∆vx =
√
2 (∆M (y, x¯, U)−∆+ (x, y, x¯, U) + χM (y, x¯)− χ (x, y, x¯)) +O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
−
√
2 (−∆+ (x, y, x¯, U) + χM (y, x¯)− χ (x, y, x¯)) +O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
, (2.90)
such that
−Vx+ (x, y, x¯, U)−∆vx < vx < −Vx+ (x, y, x¯, U) . (2.91)
Note that equations (2.89)-(2.91) are dened, for a given x¯ and U , in the region 0 6 x 6
xt,M+, where |xt,M − xt,M+| ∼ αρi and xt,M+ is obtained by seing Vx+ (xt,M+, x¯, U) to
zero, χM(x¯)−χ (xt,M+, x¯)−∆+ (xt,M+, x¯, U) = 0. In section 3.2.2 of chapter 3, I will obtain
a useful approximation to equations (2.89)-(2.91) which eliminates the dependence on
∆+ and is dened in the region 0 6 x 6 xt,M (instead of 0 6 x 6 xt,M+).
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Chapter 3
Ion distribution function and density
e magnetic presheath solution requires a treatment of the behaviour of a collec-
tion of ions in this system, which is the subject of this chapter. e ion distribution
function f(t, x, y, z, vx, vy, vz) describes the probability of an ion having a certain po-
sition (x, y, z) and a certain velocity (vx, vy, vz) at a time t, such that integrating the
distribution function in velocity space at xed time and position gives the number den-
sity ni at that position and time,
ni(t, x, y, z) =
∫
f(t, x, y, z, vx, vy, vz)d
3v. (3.1)
is chapter is devoted to obtaining f and ni in the magnetic presheath, with the as-
sumptions and approximations presented in chapter 2.
e structure of this chapter is as follows. First, in section 3.1, I obtain the ion dis-
tribution function by simplifying the kinetic equation using the asymptotic expansion
α ∼ δ  1. en, in section 3.2, I obtain the ion density by treating the contribution
due to approximately closed orbits (described in subsection 2.3.1) and due to open orbits
(described in subsection 2.3.2) separately.
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3.1 Ion distribution function
e Vlasov equation, with an ion distribution function f (t, x, y, z, vx, vy, vz) is
∂f
∂t
+ x˙
∂f
∂x
+ y˙
∂f
∂y
+ z˙
∂f
∂z
+ v˙x
∂f
∂vx
+ v˙y
∂f
∂vy
+ v˙z
∂f
∂vz
= 0. (3.2)
In this paragraph, it will be useful to introduce vectors to represent the two possi-
ble sets of variables in which the kinetic equation can be wrien. By denoting ~H =
(x, y, z, vx, vy, vz), the kinetic equation is
∂f
∂t
+ ~˙H · ∂f
∂ ~H
= 0. (3.3)
Applying the change of variables (x, y, z, vx, vy, vz) →
(
ϕ, y?, z, x¯, µ, U, σ‖
)
, the
distribution function has the form F
(
t, ϕ, y?, z, x¯, µ, U, σ‖
)
. By denoting ~G =
(ϕ, y?, z, x¯, µ, U) and appying the chain rule on 3.3, the kinetic equation is re-expressed
to
∂F
∂t
+
[
∂ ~G
∂t
+ ~˙H · ∂
~G
∂ ~H
]
· ∂F
∂ ~G
= 0. (3.4)
e expression in the square bracket is a vector, and can be identied as the time deriva-
tive of the set of variables ~G
~˙G =
∂ ~G
∂t
+ ~˙H · ∂
~G
∂ ~H
. (3.5)
Hence, the kinetic equation (3.2) is, when expressed in the set of variables ~G,
∂F
∂t
+ ϕ˙
∂F
∂ϕ
+ y˙?
∂F
∂y?
+ z˙
∂F
∂z
+ ˙¯x
∂F
∂x¯
+ µ˙
∂F
∂µ
+ U˙
∂F
∂U
= 0. (3.6)
I expand the distribution function for α ∼ δ  1,
F = F0 + F1 + . . . , (3.7)
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where F0 ∼ F , F1 ∼ αF ∼ δF . Taking O(ΩF ) terms only in (3.6) and using ϕ˙ ' Ω
(from equation (2.42)) leads to the lowest order equation
Ω
∂F0
∂ϕ
= 0. (3.8)
To obtain this, I used Ω ∼ Ω, ˙¯x/x¯ ∼ µ˙/µ ∼ αΩ and ∂/∂t ∼ y˙?/y? ∼ z˙/z ∼ U˙/U ∼
α2Ω. From (3.8), the lowest order distribution function is gyrophase independent, F0 =
F0(t, y?, z, x¯, µ, U).
e rst order of (3.6) is
˙¯x
∂F0
∂x¯
+ µ˙
∂F0
∂µ
+ Ω
∂F1
∂ϕ
= 0. (3.9)
where we used ∂/∂t ∼ y˙?/y? ∼ z˙/z ∼ U˙/U ∼ α2Ω. Taking the gyroaverage of
(3.9) and, using 〈µ˙〉ϕ /µ ∼ α2Ω ∼ δ2Ω and 〈∂F1/∂ϕ〉ϕ = 0, we obtain the gyrokinetic
equation
∂F0
∂x¯
= 0. (3.10)
erefore, the lowest order distribution function is independent of x¯, F0 =
F0(t, y?, z, µ, U, σ‖). Moreover, the dependence of the distribution function on z and
t is unimportant, as argued in chapter 2. Hence, I do not consider z and t dependence in
the ion distribution function, F0 = F0(y?, µ, U, σ‖).
Using that F0 = 0 for U⊥ → ∞ and vy = Ω (x¯− x) ∼
√
U⊥, the limit x¯ → ∞
is equivalent to the limit x → ∞. Hence, the distribution function at the magnetic
presheath entrance is
lim
x¯→∞
F0 = lim
x→∞
F0 = Fcl
(
y?, µ, U, σ‖
)
for 〈 ˙¯x〉ϕ < 0, (3.11)
where the subscript “cl” stands for closed orbits. Note that the boundary condition only
gives the particles that are driing into the presheath, 〈 ˙¯x〉ϕ < 0. e assumption of an
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electron repelling wall implies that no ion comes back from the wall. us, the only
boundary condition to impose at x = 0 is that there be no forward moving ions. e
distribution function of ions in the magnetic presheath is therefore
F ' F0 = Fcl
(
y?, µ, U, σ‖
)
. (3.12)
is result is similar to the one obtained in reference [33], but generalized using y? in
order to account for gradients parallel to the wall.
e ordering (1.1) implies that the collisional layer only determines the boundary
conditions at x → ∞. A solution of the collisional layer is thus required to obtain the
correct form of Fcl. Alternatively, a dri-kinetic code of the scrape-o layer could be
used to obtain such a distribution function.
3.2 Ion density
e total ion density is the sum of the closed orbit contribution, ni,cl(x, y), and the
open orbit contribution, ni,op(x, y),
ni(x, y) = ni,cl(x, y) + ni,op(x, y). (3.13)
In subsection 3.2.1 an expression for ni,cl(x, y) is obtained, and in subsection 3.2.1 an
expression for ni,op(x, y) is obtained.
3.2.1 Closed orbit density
In order to obtain the ion density of ions in approximately closed orbits, I rst pro-
ceed to obtain the domain of phase space that allows for periodic solutions to lowest
order in α ∼ δ  1. In references [33, 34, 56, 57], analytical expressions for the domain
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of allowed closed orbits are found with various assumptions. My approach is similar to
the one presented in reference [56], but includes the velocity dimension parallel to the
magnetic eld, weak gradients parallel to the wall, and allows for type II orbits. Type II
orbits were not studied in reference [56] because the authors were studying the dier-
ent problem of a plasma with a magnetic eld exactly parallel to a wall, which is thus
ion-repelling.
In this section, I sometimes denote the eective potential χ as a function of the vari-
able s in order to distinguish the position x at which the ion density is evaluated from
the positions s that a particle occupies in its lowest order orbit. Obviously x is just one of
the many possible values that s can take. Electric elds outside the magnetic presheath
are weak in our ordering, so that ∂φ/∂s (s→∞, y) ' 0. e eective potential χ must
therefore be unbounded at innity for nite x¯,
∂χ
∂s
(s→∞, x¯, y) ' Ω2 (s− x¯) > 0, (3.14)
leading always to a bounce point for suciently large s. erefore, in order to have a
closed orbit crossing the position x at which we are calculating the integral, the eective
potential must be larger than its value at x for some value of s between the particle
position s = x and the wall at s = 0,
χ (s; y, x¯) > χ (x; y, x¯) for some or all s ∈ [0, x) . (3.15)
Explicitly, this is (aer dividing through by Ω2)
1
2
(s− x¯)2 + φ (s, y)
ΩB
>
1
2
(x− x¯)2 + φ (x, y)
ΩB
, (3.16)
which reduces to
x¯ (x− s) > 1
2
(
x2 − s2)+ φ (x, y)− φ (s, y)
ΩB
. (3.17)
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is leads to the closed orbit condition
x¯ > g (s;x, y) ≡ 1
2
(x+ s) +
φ (x, y)− φ (s, y)
ΩB (x− s) for some or all s ∈ [0, x) . (3.18)
e minimum value of x¯, x¯m (x, y), that satisies this condition is obtained by minimiz-
ing the function g (s;x, y) over the interval [0, x),
x¯m (x, y) = min
s∈[0,x)
g (s, x, y) . (3.19)
Note that, from (3.18), g (s;x, y) > x/2 because s < x and the electrostatic potential
φ is increasing with the distance to the (negatively charged) wall. is implies that
x¯m (x, y) > x/2. Figure 3.1 shows examples of type I and II eective potential curves
with values of x¯ smaller than, equal to and larger than x¯m.
Closed orbits exist for x¯ > x¯m (x, y). However, any orbit which has perpendicular
energy U⊥ > χM (y, x¯) does not have a periodic solution to lowest order (with its tra-
jectory intersecting the wall). Hence, the distribution function of approximately closed
orbits is expected to be non-zero only for x¯ > x¯m(x, y) and U⊥ < χM(y, x¯), and is
therefore given by
fcl(x, y, vx, vy, vz) ' Fcl
(
y?, µ, U, σ‖
)
Θ (x¯− x¯m(x, y)) Θ (χM(y, x¯)− U⊥) , (3.20)
where Θ is the Heaviside step function,
Θ(y) =

1 for y > 0,
0 for y < 0.
(3.21)
e density of ions crossing position (x, y) in approximately closed orbits is an in-
tegral in velocity space of the distribution function (3.20),
ni,cl(x, y) =
∫
fcl(x, y,~v)d
3v. (3.22)
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Figure 3.1: Two sets of eective potential curves, each set with three dierent curves
χ (s, x¯, y) ploed as a function of s that correspond to a dierent value of the orbit
position x¯. On the le, type I eective potential curves with a local maximum near
the wall, which arises if the electric eld is suciently strong there, are shown. On
the right, type II eective potential curves without a maximum are shown. e solid
curves are associated to orbits with position x¯ > x¯m (x, y). Dashed curves correspond
to orbit position x¯m (x, y) which is associated with the presence of only one closed orbit
that passes through x, while doed ones correspond to orbits at position x¯ < x¯m (x, y),
which are all open if they are to cross point x. e horizontal lines are associated with
the minimum perpendicular energy required for a closed orbit to lie at position x¯ and
cross the point x, equal toχ (x, x¯, y). e eective potential maximumχM (x¯, y), marked
for the closed (and semi-closed) orbit curves.
I proceed to change variables in the ion density integral (3.22) from (vx, vy, vz) to
(x¯, U⊥, U) while holding the ion position co-ordinates x and y xed. Using (2.31), (2.33)
and (2.34), the Jacobian is |∂ (vx, vy, vz) /∂ (x¯, U⊥, U)| = Ω/ |vxvz|, which can be ex-
pressed as ∣∣∣∣∂ (vx, vy, vz)∂ (x¯, U⊥, U)
∣∣∣∣ = Ω√2 (U⊥ − χ (x; y, x¯))√2 (U − U⊥) . (3.23)
erefore, the ion density integral becomes
ni,cl =
∑
σ‖=±1
∫ ∞
x¯m(x,y)
dx¯
∫ χM(y,x¯)
χ(x;y,x¯)
2ΩdU⊥√
2 (U⊥ − χ (x; y, x¯))
∫ ∞
U⊥
Fcl
(
y?, µ, U, σ‖
)√
2 (U − U⊥)
dU ,
(3.24)
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where the summation over the two possible values σx = ±1 has simplied to a factor of
2 becauseFcl is independent ofϕ. If the distribution function were gyrophase dependent,
the summation over σx would be necessary and (2.41) would be used in order to obtain
ϕ (x, y, x¯, U⊥, σx) at each integration point. e limits ensure that we integrate over the
phase space domain in which closed orbits are allowed.
It is worth noting that ni,cl(0, y) = 0, because for type I orbits χM(y, x¯) = χ(0, y, x¯)
while for type II orbits x = 0 < xM. e fact that ni,cl(0, y) = 0 means that we cannot
naively impose quasineutrality with only the approximately closed orbit contribution
to the ion density. An aempt to impose Zni,cl(0, y) = ne (0, y) leads to ne (0, y) =
ne∞ exp (eφ(0, y)/Te) = 0 and therefore φ(0, y) = −∞. is is an unphysical result
which stems from the fact that we have not kept the dominant contribution to the ion
density at (and near) the wall, which comes from ions in open orbits. is contribution
is calculated in the next section.
3.2.2 Open orbit density
Consider an ion at position (x, y) in an open orbit, when U⊥ = χM (y, x¯) + D and
D lies in the range (2.88). For such an ion to exist, the integral ∆M dened in equation
(2.84) must be positive. e ion transitioned from being in a closed orbit to being in
an open orbit a time ∼ δtM before the instant in time considered. At this time, the
orbit position diered from x¯ by O (αΩδtMρi), which is small. To lowest order, the ion
conserved its adiabatic invariant up to the point where U⊥ = χM(y, x¯). Using U⊥ '
χM (y, x¯), the adiabatic invariant of the ion wasµ (y, x¯, χM)+O (αΩδtMvt,iρi). Hence, the
distribution function is Fcl
(
y?(y, χM, U, σ‖), µ (y, x¯, χM) , U, σ‖
)
to lowest order, which
is independent of the value of D [58, 59]. I proceed to obtain the values of x¯ (related
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to vy) and U (related to vz) for which the distribution function is non-zero at xed x
and y. I also obtain the small range of values of vx for which the open orbit distribution
function is non-zero, at xed values of x, y, x¯ and U .
For an ion in an open orbit to be at position x, the range of possible values of x¯ (to
lowest order) is determined by two constraints. A time ∼ δtM before being in an open
orbit, the ion must have been in an approximately closed orbit whose existence depends
on the presence of an eective potential minimum. Hence, a stationary point must exist,
which implies that x¯ > x¯c is necessary. Moreover, we require that x < xt,M. For x < xc,
it is impossible for an ion to be in the region x > xt,M because xc 6 xm 6 xt,M, therefore
x¯ > x¯c(y) is the necessary and sucient condition for an open orbit crossing position
x in this case. For x > xc, we use the fact that xM < xc to conclude that the ion must
be in the region xM < x < xt,M; the criterion for an open orbit crossing position x is
therefore identical to that of a closed orbit crossing position x, x¯ > x¯m(x, y). erefore,
the condition for an ion in an open orbit to be present at position x is x¯ > x¯m,o (x, y),
where
x¯m,o(x, y) =

x¯c(y) for x < xc(y)
x¯m(x, y) for x > xc(y).
(3.25)
Two examples of how the constraint x¯ > x¯m,o (x, y) arises are shown in Figure 3.2. is
constraint is valid to lowest order in αΩδtM.
e ion’s total energy has to be larger than the eective potential maximum, U >
χM (y, x¯), and the z component of the velocity is approximated by V‖ (χM (x¯) , U). In
order to relate values of vy and vz to lowest order values of x¯ and U for ions in open
orbits, in what follows I refer extensively to equations (2.28) and
U = χM (y, x¯) +
1
2
v2z +O
(
αv2t,i
)
, (3.26)
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Figure 3.2: Type I and II eective potential curves are shown on the le and right re-
spectively, for some xed value of y (not shown). e dashed curves correspond to an
orbit position x¯ = x¯m,o (x, y), which is the minimum value of x¯ above which open orbits
crossing the position x (vertical line) exist. e solid eective potential curves are the
ones corresponding to x¯ > x¯m,o(x). e horizontal lines correspond to U⊥ = χM, which
is the lowest order perpendicular energy of an ion in an open orbit. e doed curves
correspond to x¯ < x¯m,o (x): no open orbits crossing position x exist for such values of x¯
because there are no closed orbits at s > x.
where the laer equation is obtained by rearranging the equation vz '
V‖ (χM (y, x¯) , U).
e velocity component vx lies in the range (2.91), which is obtained from the range
of allowed values of D for given values of x, y, x¯, and U . For the evaluation of the dis-
tribution function and density of ions in open orbits, the value of ∆vx is crucial because
at a given x, x¯ and U it gives the small range of values of vx in which the distribution
function is non-zero. e exact value of the maximum and minimum vx only needs
to be known to lowest order. Hence, we can shi Vx+ (x, y, x¯, U) by a small amount
provided we preserve the same value of ∆vx. With this in mind, we proceed to obtain
simpler expressions for Vx+ (x, y, x¯, U) and ∆vx. Two regions must be distinguished:
|x− xM| ∼ ρi where χM − χ ∼ v2t,i, and |x− xM| ∼ αpρi where χM − χ ∼ αv2t,i (with p
dened in equation (2.82)).
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In the region |x− xM| ∼ ρi, we have
α1+pv2t,i  ∆M ∼ ∆+ ∼ αv2t,i  χM − χ ∼ v2t,i. (3.27)
By using equations (2.89) and (2.90), the ordering (3.27) leads to
∆vx ∼ αvt,i  Vx+ ∼ vt,i. (3.28)
Neglecting the term ∆+ ∼ αv2t,i in the square root of equation (2.89) for Vx+, we obtain
Vx+ (x; x¯, U) =
√
2 (χM (x¯)− χ (x, x¯)) +O
(
αv2t,i
)
= Vx (x; x¯, χM (x¯)) +O (αvt,i) . (3.29)
I expand the terms ∆M and ∆+ out of the square root in equation (2.90) for ∆vx using
the ordering (3.27), and thus obtain
∆vx =
[√
2
(
∆M (y, x¯, U)−∆+ (x; y, x¯, U) + χM (y, x¯)− χ (x; y, x¯) +O
(
α1+pv2t,i
))
−
√
2
(−∆+ (x; y, x¯, U) + χM (y, x¯)− χ (x; y, x¯) +O (α1+pv2t,i))]
=
∆M (y, x¯, U)√
2 (χM(y, x¯)− χ(x, y, x¯))
(1 +O (αp)) . (3.30)
Note that the terms proportional to ∆+ have cancelled to rst order, and the error in the
last line of (3.30) comes from the O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
error in the evaluation of D (see equation
(2.88)). For convenience, I re-express (3.30) in the form
∆vx =
[√
2 (∆M (y, x¯, U) + χM (y, x¯)− χ (x, y, x¯))
−
√
2 (χM (y, x¯)− χ (x, y, x¯))
]
(1 +O (αp)) . (3.31)
I proceed to show that equations (3.29) and (3.31) are also valid in the region |x −
xM| ∼ αpρi. In this region, the scalings
∆+ . α1+pv2t,i  ∆M ∼ χM − χ ∼ αv2t,i (3.32)
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hold. From equations (2.89), (2.90) and (3.32) we have
∆vx ∼ Vx+ ∼ α1/2vt,i. (3.33)
e term ∆+ in the ordering (3.32) is small because the range of integration in equation
(2.80) is small. Importantly, the O
(
α1+pv2t,i
)
error in the evaluation of D is larger than
(or comparable to) ∆+. Hence, the term ∆+ is negligible in equations (2.89) and (2.90),
and equations (3.29) and (3.31) are valid in the region |x− xM| ∼ αpρi.
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Figure 3.3: e le diagram shows ion trajectories (dashed lines) for α = 0.02, obtained
using equations (2.19), (2.31) and (2.50)-(2.51) with the numerical electrostatic potential
solution presented in chapter 4 (with no y-dependence). At a given time, the trajectories
have x¯ = 1.6ρi and U − χM = v2t,i at three dierent positions (marked with thick black
lines). Blue lines are past ion trajectories chosen to have the largest value of U⊥ for
which a boom bounce point exists. Red lines are future ion trajectories chosen to
have the smallest value of U⊥ for which the ion crosses the eective potential maximum
xM and reaches the wall. e thick black lines connect the red and blue trajectories
at the three positions. us, they measure the dierence between the maximum and
minimum vx of the open orbits. e shaded region on the le is−Vx (x; x¯, χM)−∆vx <
vx < −Vx (x, x¯, χM). On the right diagram, the dierence between the maximum and
minimum velocities of the open orbits at the three values of x is compared to the width
of the shaded region, given by ∆vx.
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In the above discussion I neglected the factor of 2pi in the scaling ∆M ∼ 2piαv2t,i of
equation (2.84). When this factor is included, equation (3.31) gives the scaling
2piαvt,i . ∆vx .
√
2piαvt,i, (3.34)
where ∆vx ∼
√
2piαvt,i holds in the neighbourhood of the eective potential maximum
xM, while ∆vx ∼ 2piαvt,i holds almost everywhere else. e behaviour of ∆vx as a
function of x is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that there is a small region near the top
bounce point that satises |x − xt,M| ∼ αρi in which ∆vx ∼
√
2piαvt,i. In this region,
equations (3.29) and (3.31) are not valid because ∆+ ∼ ∆M ∼ χM − χ ∼ αv2t,i and thus
∆+ cannot be neglected. However, aer equation (3.40) I will argue that the contribution
to the ion density due to this region is small. Recall that ∆vx, calculated from equation
(3.31), should be equal to the dierence between the maximum and minimum velocity
that an open orbit with a given y, x¯ and U can have. Indeed, from Figure 3.3 (which
does not include y-dependence) we see that ∆vx is a good approximation to the range
of allowed velocities at two out of three positions shown, and is a bad approximation
only at the position close to xt,M.
e range of velocities in (2.91) reduces, using equations (3.29) and (3.31), to
−Vx (x, y, x¯, χM)−∆vx < vx < −Vx (x, y, x¯, χM) . (3.35)
Note the major simplication: equations (3.29) and (3.31), and therefore the range (3.35),
are independent of ∆+. Equation (3.35) gives the range of values of vx for which the dis-
tribution function of open orbits is non-zero. Using this range in vx and x¯ > x¯m,o(x, y),
we have
fop(x, y, vx, vy, vz) 'Fcl
(
y?(y, V‖), µ (y, x¯, χM) , U, σ‖
)
Θ (x¯− x¯m,o(x, y))
× Πˆ (vx,−Vx (x, y, x¯, χM)−∆vx,−Vx (x, y, x¯, χM)) , (3.36)
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where we dened the top-hat function Πˆ (r, l1, l2) as
Πˆ (r, l1, l2) =

1 if l1 6 r < l2,
0 else.
(3.37)
In equation (3.36) we can use (2.28) and (3.26) to re-express x¯ and U in terms of x, vy
and vz . e subscript “op” stands for “open”.
e density of ions in open orbits is an integral of the distribution function in velocity
space at xed x, hence
ni,op (x) =
∫
fop (x, y,~v) d
3v. (3.38)
Changing variables in the integral using equations (2.28) and (3.26) we get
ni,op (x, y) =
∫ ∞
x¯m,o(x,y)
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(y,x¯)
Fcl
(
y?(y, vz), µ(y, x¯, χM), U, σ‖
)√
2 (U − χM)
∆vxdU . (3.39)
e relative error in equation (3.39) is O(αp).
From equations (3.34) and (3.39), the characteristic size of the open orbit density is
αne∞ . ni,op . α1/2ne∞. (3.40)
e ordering ni,op ∼ α1/2ne∞ is valid for x . αρi only if there is a suciently large
number of type I orbits, that is, x¯m,I ∼ ρi (see Figure 2.3). Type I eective potential curves
have xM = 0 by denition, so all type I ion orbits must cross the eective potential
maximum at the same position x = 0, with a range of values of vx given by ∆vx ∼
α1/2vt,i. For type II orbits, the open orbit density is always ni,op ∼ αn∞ because ions
with dierent values of x¯ cross the eective potential maximum at dierent locations
xM. At some position x, there is a small range of values of xM (and therefore of x¯), given
by |x − xM| ∼ α1/2ρi, in which ∆vx ∼ α1/2vt,i. Multiplying the factor α1/2 from the
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range of values of xM by the factor α1/2 from the size of ∆vx gives a contribution of
order αne∞ to the ion density from ions in the region |x − xM| ∼ α1/2ρi. Physically,
the ions approach the wall more slowly near the eective potential maximum (where
vx is smaller), leading to a larger number of ions in this region due to ux conservation.
However, ions in type II orbits slow down at dierent locations depending on their orbit
position x¯. us, there is not a single location where the ions in type II orbits accumulate.
erefore, their contribution to the density has the same characteristic size at all values
of x. Conversely, ions in type I orbits are all slowly crossing the eective potential
maximum at the same position x = 0, and therefore their contribution to the density at
x = 0 is larger. Despite the fact that ∆vx ∼ α1/2vt,i near xt,M, the contribution to the
density from ions in this region is of order α3/2ne∞ because the ions must be very close
to xt,M for ∆vx to be large, that is, |x− xt,M| ∼ αρi. Consequently, the fact that ∆vx is a
bad approximation to the range of values of vx near xt,M (Figure 3.3) is unimportant.
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Chapter 4
Electron-repelling magnetic presheath
e previous chapter provides the equations from which the ion distribution function
and density can be obtained across the magnetic presheath if the electrostatic potential
φ(x, y) is known. However, the electrostatic potential is not known a priori, but has to
be determined from the quasineutrality equation. is chapter is devoted to solving the
quasineutrality equation.
I assume a strongly electron-repelling wall and thus an adiabatic electron model. e
conditions under which this assumption is justied are explained in section 4.1. Seing
the ion and electron density equal to each other gives the quasineutrality equation, as
shown in section 4.2. At the end of section 4.2, I take the limit δ  α in the magnetic
presheath, eectively seing δ = 0 and thus ignoring turbulent gradients parallel to the
wall for the remainder of this thesis. In section 4.3, I derive a condition that must be
satised for the quasineutrality equation to have a steady-state solution. is condition
is the kinetic generalization of the well-known Chodura condition (to lowest order in α).
In section 4.4, I prove that the solution of my kinetic model satises the kinetic Bohm
condition with the equality sign, and obtain the expected behaviour of the electrostatic
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potential near x = 0. In section 4.5 I explain the numerical method and iteration pro-
cedure used to obtain the solution to the magnetic presheath quasineutrality equation.
I conclude this chapter by presenting numerical results in section 4.6, discussing how
the angle α aects the electrostatic potential and ion ow proles, as well as the ion
distribution function entering the Debye sheath.
4.1 Boltzmann electrons
Consider a magnetized plasma in contact with a wall without a potential dierence
between them and with a magnetic eld making a small angle α with the wall. Ions and
electrons are expected to travel at characteristic velocities equal to their thermal speeds.
e ion thermal speed is dened in (2.3) and the electron thermal speed is
vt,e =
√
2Te
me
. (4.1)
A distance ρi from the wall, many ions reach the wall during their Larmor orbit. On
the other hand, the typically much faster electrons (vt,i  vt,e) have to travel along the
magnetic eld because they are tied much more closely to the magnetic eld lines than
the ions (ρe  ρi), as shown in Figure 4.1. Hence, electrons travel a distance longer by
a factor of 1/α compared to ions, and they reach the wall in a time equal to vt,i/(αvt,e)
multiplied by the time taken by ions. e time taken by an electron to reach the wall is
much smaller than the time taken by an ion if vt,i/(αvt,e) 1, which implies
α
√
meTi
miTe
. (4.2)
For Ti ∼ Te, we have α
√
me/mi ∼ 0.02 (' 1◦) for Deuterium ions.
If the ordering (4.2) is satised, the plasma will lose a much larger number of elec-
trons than ions and a potential dierence that repels most of the electrons will be set
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<latexit sha1_base64="7g++VPQLQb9dU3xQQcQ1gu2p+tA=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoign orevFYwdhCG8Jmu2mXbjZhdyLWkF/ixYOKV/+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Bsf5tiorq2vrG9XN2tb2zm7d3tu/10mmKPNoIhLVDYlmgkvmAQfBuqliJA4F64Tj66nfeWBK80TewSRlfkyGkkecEjBSYNf7apQEeR/YI+S8KAK74TSd GfAycUvSQCXagf3VHyQ0i5kEKojWPddJwc+JAk4FK2r9TLOU0DEZsp6hksRM+/ns8AIfG2WAo0SZkoBn6u+JnMRaT+LQdMYERnrRm4r/eb0Mogs/5zLNgEk6XxRlAkOCpyngAVeMgpgYQqji5lZMR0QRCiarmgnBXXx5mXinzcumc3vWaF2 VaVTRITpCJ8hF56iFblAbeYiiDD2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MW+tWOXMAfoD6/MHGJuTkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7g++VPQLQb9dU3xQQcQ1gu2p+tA=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoign orevFYwdhCG8Jmu2mXbjZhdyLWkF/ixYOKV/+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Bsf5tiorq2vrG9XN2tb2zm7d3tu/10mmKPNoIhLVDYlmgkvmAQfBuqliJA4F64Tj66nfeWBK80TewSRlfkyGkkecEjBSYNf7apQEeR/YI+S8KAK74TSd GfAycUvSQCXagf3VHyQ0i5kEKojWPddJwc+JAk4FK2r9TLOU0DEZsp6hksRM+/ns8AIfG2WAo0SZkoBn6u+JnMRaT+LQdMYERnrRm4r/eb0Mogs/5zLNgEk6XxRlAkOCpyngAVeMgpgYQqji5lZMR0QRCiarmgnBXXx5mXinzcumc3vWaF2 VaVTRITpCJ8hF56iFblAbeYiiDD2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MW+tWOXMAfoD6/MHGJuTkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7g++VPQLQb9dU3xQQcQ1gu2p+tA=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoign orevFYwdhCG8Jmu2mXbjZhdyLWkF/ixYOKV/+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Bsf5tiorq2vrG9XN2tb2zm7d3tu/10mmKPNoIhLVDYlmgkvmAQfBuqliJA4F64Tj66nfeWBK80TewSRlfkyGkkecEjBSYNf7apQEeR/YI+S8KAK74TSd GfAycUvSQCXagf3VHyQ0i5kEKojWPddJwc+JAk4FK2r9TLOU0DEZsp6hksRM+/ns8AIfG2WAo0SZkoBn6u+JnMRaT+LQdMYERnrRm4r/eb0Mogs/5zLNgEk6XxRlAkOCpyngAVeMgpgYQqji5lZMR0QRCiarmgnBXXx5mXinzcumc3vWaF2 VaVTRITpCJ8hF56iFblAbeYiiDD2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MW+tWOXMAfoD6/MHGJuTkg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="a0v3jw6msEtidWavsp0cSuTHYHg=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ooIXL8EieKqpCO qt6MVjBWMLTQib7aZZutmE3YlYYg7+FS8eVLz6O7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzAtSzhTY9rdRWVhcWl6prtbW1jc2t8ztnTuVZJJQhyQ8kd0AK8qZoA4w4LSbSorjgNNOMLwa+517KhVLxC2MUurFeCBYyAgGLfnmniujxM9doA+Qs6I4djFP I+ybdbthT2DNk2ZJ6qhE2ze/3H5CspgKIBwr1WvaKXg5lsAIp0XNzRRNMRniAe1pKnBMlZdP7i+sQ630rTCRugRYE/X3RI5jpUZxoDtjDJGa9cbif14vg/Dcy5lIM6CCTBeFGbcgscZhWH0mKQE+0gQTyfStFomwxAR0ZDUdQnP25XninDQ uGvbNab11WaZRRfvoAB2hJjpDLXSN2shBBD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz6mrRWjnNlFf2B8/gAyfZZp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a0v3jw6msEtidWavsp0cSuTHYHg=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ooIXL8EieKqpCO qt6MVjBWMLTQib7aZZutmE3YlYYg7+FS8eVLz6O7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzAtSzhTY9rdRWVhcWl6prtbW1jc2t8ztnTuVZJJQhyQ8kd0AK8qZoA4w4LSbSorjgNNOMLwa+517KhVLxC2MUurFeCBYyAgGLfnmniujxM9doA+Qs6I4djFP I+ybdbthT2DNk2ZJ6qhE2ze/3H5CspgKIBwr1WvaKXg5lsAIp0XNzRRNMRniAe1pKnBMlZdP7i+sQ630rTCRugRYE/X3RI5jpUZxoDtjDJGa9cbif14vg/Dcy5lIM6CCTBeFGbcgscZhWH0mKQE+0gQTyfStFomwxAR0ZDUdQnP25XninDQ uGvbNab11WaZRRfvoAB2hJjpDLXSN2shBBD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz6mrRWjnNlFf2B8/gAyfZZp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a0v3jw6msEtidWavsp0cSuTHYHg=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ooIXL8EieKqpCO qt6MVjBWMLTQib7aZZutmE3YlYYg7+FS8eVLz6O7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzAtSzhTY9rdRWVhcWl6prtbW1jc2t8ztnTuVZJJQhyQ8kd0AK8qZoA4w4LSbSorjgNNOMLwa+517KhVLxC2MUurFeCBYyAgGLfnmniujxM9doA+Qs6I4djFP I+ybdbthT2DNk2ZJ6qhE2ze/3H5CspgKIBwr1WvaKXg5lsAIp0XNzRRNMRniAe1pKnBMlZdP7i+sQ630rTCRugRYE/X3RI5jpUZxoDtjDJGa9cbif14vg/Dcy5lIM6CCTBeFGbcgscZhWH0mKQE+0gQTyfStFomwxAR0ZDUdQnP25XninDQ uGvbNab11WaZRRfvoAB2hJjpDLXSN2shBBD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz6mrRWjnNlFf2B8/gAyfZZp</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="tCXrF1ZFXcQsICIIrPc0L9tJ168=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyURQb 0VvXisYGyhDWGznbRLNx/sTsQa8ku8eFDx6l/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAVXaNvfRmVldW19o7pZ29re2a2be/v3KskkA5clIpHdgCoQPAYXOQrophJoFAjoBOPrqd95AKl4Et/hJAUvosOYh5xR1JJv1vtylPh5H+ERcygK32zYTXsG a5k4JWmQEm3f/OoPEpZFECMTVKmeY6fo5VQiZwKKWj9TkFI2pkPoaRrTCJSXzw4vrGOtDKwwkbpitGbq74mcRkpNokB3RhRHatGbiv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGy+KMyEhYk1TcEacAkMxUQTyiTXt1psRCVlqLOq6RCcxZeXiXvavGzat2eN1lW ZRpUckiNyQhxyTlrkhrSJSxjJyDN5JW/Gk/FivBsf89aKUc4ckD8wPn8AEoeTjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tCXrF1ZFXcQsICIIrPc0L9tJ168=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyURQb 0VvXisYGyhDWGznbRLNx/sTsQa8ku8eFDx6l/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAVXaNvfRmVldW19o7pZ29re2a2be/v3KskkA5clIpHdgCoQPAYXOQrophJoFAjoBOPrqd95AKl4Et/hJAUvosOYh5xR1JJv1vtylPh5H+ERcygK32zYTXsG a5k4JWmQEm3f/OoPEpZFECMTVKmeY6fo5VQiZwKKWj9TkFI2pkPoaRrTCJSXzw4vrGOtDKwwkbpitGbq74mcRkpNokB3RhRHatGbiv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGy+KMyEhYk1TcEacAkMxUQTyiTXt1psRCVlqLOq6RCcxZeXiXvavGzat2eN1lW ZRpUckiNyQhxyTlrkhrSJSxjJyDN5JW/Gk/FivBsf89aKUc4ckD8wPn8AEoeTjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tCXrF1ZFXcQsICIIrPc0L9tJ168=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyURQb 0VvXisYGyhDWGznbRLNx/sTsQa8ku8eFDx6l/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAVXaNvfRmVldW19o7pZ29re2a2be/v3KskkA5clIpHdgCoQPAYXOQrophJoFAjoBOPrqd95AKl4Et/hJAUvosOYh5xR1JJv1vtylPh5H+ERcygK32zYTXsG a5k4JWmQEm3f/OoPEpZFECMTVKmeY6fo5VQiZwKKWj9TkFI2pkPoaRrTCJSXzw4vrGOtDKwwkbpitGbq74mcRkpNokB3RhRHatGbiv95vQzDCy/ncZohxGy+KMyEhYk1TcEacAkMxUQTyiTXt1psRCVlqLOq6RCcxZeXiXvavGzat2eN1lW ZRpUckiNyQhxyTlrkhrSJSxjJyDN5JW/Gk/FivBsf89aKUc4ckD8wPn8AEoeTjg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="576ISQ7zNhArOUBoqyc95V4lwbo=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcKuCO ot6MVjBNcEkjXMTnqTIbMPZnqjYdn/8OJBxasf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXeXn0ih0ba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t2713GqOLg8lrFq+kyDFBG4KFBCM1HAQl9Cwx9cj/3GEJQWcXSHowS8kPUiEQjO0EgPw07WRnjCDE8gzzvlil21J6CL xJmRCpmh3il/tbsxT0OIkEumdcuxE/QyplBwCXmpnWpIGB+wHrQMjVgI2ssmV+f0yChdGsTKVIR0ov6eyFio9Sj0TWfIsK/nvbH4n9dKMbjwMhElKULEp4uCVFKM6TgC2hUKOMqRIYwrYW6lvM8U42iCKpkQnPmXF4l7Wr2s2rdnldrVLI0 iOSCH5Jg45JzUyA2pE5dwosgzeSVv1qP1Yr1bH9PWgjWb2Sd/YH3+AJhwksQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="576ISQ7zNhArOUBoqyc95V4lwbo=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcKuCO ot6MVjBNcEkjXMTnqTIbMPZnqjYdn/8OJBxasf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXeXn0ih0ba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t2713GqOLg8lrFq+kyDFBG4KFBCM1HAQl9Cwx9cj/3GEJQWcXSHowS8kPUiEQjO0EgPw07WRnjCDE8gzzvlil21J6CL xJmRCpmh3il/tbsxT0OIkEumdcuxE/QyplBwCXmpnWpIGB+wHrQMjVgI2ssmV+f0yChdGsTKVIR0ov6eyFio9Sj0TWfIsK/nvbH4n9dKMbjwMhElKULEp4uCVFKM6TgC2hUKOMqRIYwrYW6lvM8U42iCKpkQnPmXF4l7Wr2s2rdnldrVLI0 iOSCH5Jg45JzUyA2pE5dwosgzeSVv1qP1Yr1bH9PWgjWb2Sd/YH3+AJhwksQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="576ISQ7zNhArOUBoqyc95V4lwbo=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcKuCO ot6MVjBNcEkjXMTnqTIbMPZnqjYdn/8OJBxasf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXeXn0ih0ba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t2713GqOLg8lrFq+kyDFBG4KFBCM1HAQl9Cwx9cj/3GEJQWcXSHowS8kPUiEQjO0EgPw07WRnjCDE8gzzvlil21J6CL xJmRCpmh3il/tbsxT0OIkEumdcuxE/QyplBwCXmpnWpIGB+wHrQMjVgI2ssmV+f0yChdGsTKVIR0ov6eyFio9Sj0TWfIsK/nvbH4n9dKMbjwMhElKULEp4uCVFKM6TgC2hUKOMqRIYwrYW6lvM8U42iCKpkQnPmXF4l7Wr2s2rdnldrVLI0 iOSCH5Jg45JzUyA2pE5dwosgzeSVv1qP1Yr1bH9PWgjWb2Sd/YH3+AJhwksQ=</latexit>
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Figure 4.1: An ion (large) and electron (small) gyro-orbit are shown schematically an
ion gyroradius ρi away from the wall (grey horizontal surface). e ion reaches the
wall during a gyro-orbit, taking a time ρi/vt,i, where vt,i is the ion thermal velocity. e
electron gyroradius is much smaller, ρe  ρi. e electron reaches the wall by travelling
a distance ρi/α parallel to the magnetic eld at its thermal velocity vt,e, taking a time
ρi/(αvt,e) = (vt,i/(αvt,e)) × (ρi/vt,i). e x, y and z directions are shown relative to the
magnetic and electric elds ~B and ~E, respectively.
up between the plasma and the wall. In current tokamaks, the angle α usually lies in
the range 3◦ − 11◦ (α ∼ 0.05 − 0.2 in radians) and the ordering (4.2) is approximately
satised. If (4.2) is not well satised, a kinetic electron model is necessary to solve for
the magnetic presheath and Debye sheath. In ITER, it is expected that α will be around
2◦ (0.03 radians) [60]. Note that the presence of an electron current to the wall reduces
the need for the wall to repel electrons, and thus large electron currents can increase
the right hand side of 4.2. e electron-repelling assumption can therefore be violated
at larger values of α than estimated above. Large electron currents are measured close to
divertor or limiter targets in the near Scrape-O-Layer [61]. is discussion highlights
the need for a kinetic electron model in future studies of the sheath and presheath.
If (4.2) is satised (and there are no large electron currents to the wall), the electron
density in the magnetic presheath is expected to be well-approximated by a Boltzmann
distribution,
ne(x, y) = ne∞ (y) exp
(
e (φ (x, y)− φ∞ (y))
Te
)
. (4.3)
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In (4.3), ne∞ (y) and φ∞ (y) are the electron density and the electrostatic potential at the
magnetic presheath entrance (x→∞). e ordering (4.2) implies that the truncation of
the Maxwellian electron distribution function, due to the high energy electrons reaching
the wall instead of being reected, can be ignored. Such truncation applies to the high-
energy tail of the electron distribution function and leads to a negligible correction, of
order ne,∞
√
meTi/miTe, to the Boltzmann distribution (4.3) [62].
4.2 asineutrality equation
e quasineutrality equation is
ne∞ (y) exp
(
e (φ (x, y)− φ∞ (y))
Te
)
= ni(x, y). (4.4)
e solution of this equation is the electrostatic potential φ (x, y) across a mag-
netic presheath with turbulent gradients. Solving the magnetic presheath numerically
amounts to nding a potential for which (4.4) is satised. As previously proposed (with-
out y dependence) by Cohen and Ryutov [33], one can solve the quasineutrality equation
(4.4) by means of an iterative procedure. In order to solve for the self-consistent electro-
static potential in the magnetic presheath, the electrostatic potential prole at x → ∞,
φ∞(y), must be known as a boundary condition. is is φ∞ (y) = φ (x→∞, y). For
some guessed potential φ (x, y), the integral on the right hand side of (4.4) can be com-
puted numerically. If the initial guess can be corrected to a new guess such that the
dierence between the right hand side and the le hand side of (4.4) is reduced, this
procedure can be iterated until convergence.
I implemented such an iteration procedure to solve the simpler problem with no
gradients in the y direction (δ = 0), as will be discussed in section 4.5. I henceforth set
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δ = 0 and thus neglect the y? and y dependences from (4.4). e electron density is
ne(x) = ne∞ exp
(
eφ (x)
Te
)
, (4.5)
where ne∞ is a constant and I set φ∞ = 0. e total ion density is
ni (x) = ni,cl(x) + ni,op (x) . (4.6)
e ion distribution function simplies to F (µ, U) and thus the closed orbit density is
ni,cl(x) =
∫ ∞
x¯m(x)
dx¯
∫ χM(x¯)
χ(x;x¯)
2ΩdU⊥√
2 (U⊥ − χ (x; x¯))
∫ ∞
U⊥
F∞ (µ, U)√
2 (U − U⊥)
dU . (4.7)
I have removed the summation over σ‖ because σ‖ = +1 is the only allowed value at
x¯ → ∞ when the turbulent ~E × ~B dri is not present (because ˙¯x = −σ‖αV‖(U⊥, U)
must be negative at x→∞). e open orbit density is
ni,op (x) =
∫ ∞
x¯m,o(x)
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
F∞ (µ(x¯, χM), U)√
2 (U − χM)
∆vxdU [1 +O (α
p)] . (4.8)
e quasineutrality equation thus becomes
ne∞ exp
(
eφ (x)
Te
)
= Zni (x) . (4.9)
Note that removing y dependence in equation (2.84) leads to
∆M (x¯, U) = αV‖ (χM (x¯) , U) I (x¯) , (4.10)
where I dened the “open orbit integral”
I (x¯, U) = 2Ω2
∫ xt,M
xM
x− xM
Vx (x, x¯, χM (x¯))
ds = 2pi
d
dx¯
(µ (x¯, χM(x¯))) . (4.11)
e last equality of (4.11) is proved as follows. Taking the total derivative of µ with
respect to x¯ while xing U⊥ = χM(x¯) gives
d
dx¯
(µ (x¯, χM(x¯))) =
∂µ
∂U⊥
(x¯, χM)
dχM
dx¯
+
∂µ
∂x¯
(x¯, χM). (4.12)
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Using equations (2.57) and (2.59) without y dependence, and using ∂χM/∂x¯ =
Ω2 (x¯− xM), one obtains
d
dx¯
(µ (x¯, χM(x¯))) =
Ω2
pi
∫ xt,M
xM
x− xM
Vx (x, x¯, χM)
dx. (4.13)
Hence, the last equality of (4.11) follows.
roughout this work I assume a single ion species. However, the quasineutrality
equation can be generalized to include more than one ion species by adding the density
integral of the additional species to equation (4.4) or its simplied version (4.9). Gener-
alizing to a system with more than one ion species is needed to account for the presence
of Deuterium and Tritium isotopes in roughly equal amounts near the divertor targets
of future fusion devices.
4.3 Magnetic presheath entrance
Expanding the quasineutrality equation (4.9) near the magnetic presheath entrance
x→∞ leads to:
• a solvability condition for the distribution function at the magnetic presheath en-
trance, with which I choose a realistic boundary condition for the ion distribution
function at x→∞;
• the form of the electrostatic potential near x→∞, which is needed to determine
the potential above a certain value of x in my numerical scheme.
At suciently large values of x, the electrostatic potential must be small, such that
φˆ =
e |φ (x)|
Te
 1. (4.14)
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Here I also assume that the length scale of changes in the electrostatic potential is very
large at suciently large x, such that
 =
ρiφ
′ (x)
φ (x)
 1. (4.15)
Assumption (4.15) is not the most general one, as  can be of order unity, but it is useful
because it is correct for the boundary condition at x → ∞ chosen in Section 4.6. In
general, φˆ . 2 . 1, but here I take the more constrained limit
φˆ . 2  1. (4.16)
For x→∞, the open orbit density is higher order in α than the closed orbit density.
Moreover, if the distribution function is exponentially decaying with energy, like the one
I use in section 4.6, the open orbit density near x → ∞ is exponentially small because
only very large orbits with very large energies can extend all the way from the wall
x = 0 to points with large x. Using that ni,open(x) ' 0 for large x, the closed orbit
density is obtained by expanding the near-circular ion orbits about circular orbits, as
shown in Appendix E, to obtain
ni,closed (x) =
(
1 +
φ′′(x)
ΩB
)∫ pi
−pi
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
{∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ, U
′)√
2 (U − Ωµ)dU
−
√
2δU⊥Fcl(µ,Ωµ)− δU⊥
∫ ∞
Ωµ
∂Fcl (µ, U) /∂U√
2 (U − Ωµ) dU
+
1
3
(2δU⊥)
3/2 ∂Fcl
∂U
(µ,Ωµ) +
1
2
δU2⊥
∫ ∞
Ωµ
∂2Fcl(µ, U)/∂U
2√
2 (U − Ωµ) dU
}
+O
(
φˆ3ne∞, φˆ22ne∞, φˆ5/2ne∞
)
, (4.17)
where
δU⊥ = −Ωφ (x)
B
+
Ωφ′ (x)
B
√
2µ
Ω
cosϕ− µφ
′′ (x)
2B
(
1 + 2 cos2 ϕ
)
+O
(
φˆ3v2t,i, φˆ
22v2t,i
)
. (4.18)
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Note that equations (4.17) and (4.18) are derived to lowest order in α 1. e quantity
δU⊥ is dened so that U⊥ = Ωµ − δU⊥, and therefore captures the dierence between
U⊥ and Ωµ as the ion travels into the magnetic presheath. Outside of the magnetic
presheath, at x → ∞, ion orbits are circular and U⊥ = Ωµ (using φ(∞) = φ′(∞) =
φ′′(∞) = 0).
e electron density in (4.5) is expanded in φˆ 1 for x→∞,
ne (x) = ne∞ + ne∞
eφ(x)
Te
+
1
2
ne∞
(
eφ(x)
Te
)2
+O
(
φˆ3ne∞
)
. (4.19)
Substituting (4.17) and (4.19) in (4.9), and using that ni,op (x) = 0, I obtain the quasineu-
trality equation expanded in φˆ and ,
ne∞ + ne∞
eφ(x)
Te
+
1
2
ne∞
(
eφ(x)
Te
)2
= Z
(
1 +
φ′′(x)
ΩB
)∫ pi
−pi
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
×
{∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ, U)√
2 (U − µΩ)dU −
√
2δU⊥Fcl(µ, µΩ)− δU⊥
∫ ∞
Ωµ
∂Fcl(µ, U)/∂U√
2 (U − µΩ) dU
+
1
3
(2δU⊥)
3/2 ∂Fcl
∂U
(µ, µΩ) +
1
2
δU2⊥
∫ ∞
Ωµ
∂2Fcl(µ, U)/∂U
2√
2 (U − µΩ) dU
}
+O
(
φˆ3ne∞, φˆ22ne∞, φˆ5/2ne∞
)
. (4.20)
To zeroth order in φˆ, equation (4.20) gives
Z
∫ pi
−pi
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ, U)√
2 (U − Ωµ)dU = ne∞. (4.21)
is is the quasineutrality equation evaluated exactly at x→∞. e next order correc-
tion to (4.21) is a term of order φˆ1/2, giving
−Z
∫ pi
−pi
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
√
2δU⊥Fcl(µ,Ωµ) = 0. (4.22)
e distribution function Fcl (µ, U) is non-negative, and hence the integral in (4.22)
is zero only if Fcl(µ,Ωµ) = 0 for all possible values of µ. One expects this for an
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electron-repelling sheath where no ions come back from the magnetic presheath, so
f∞ (vx, vy, vz) = 0 at vz < 0 and therefore Fcl (µ,Ωµ) = f∞ (vx, vy, 0) = 0.
To next order, O(φˆ), I collect all terms in (4.20) which are proportional to φ (x) or its
derivatives. Integrating by parts1 and using Fcl (µ,Ωµ) = 0, I nd the result∫ ∞
µΩ
∂Fcl(µ, U)/∂U√
2 (U − µΩ) dU =
∫ ∞
µΩ
Fcl(µ, U)
(2 (U − µΩ))3/2
dU . (4.23)
With this result, the order φˆ piece of (4.20) is, keeping terms up to O
(
φˆ2
)
,
φ′′ (x) = k1φ (x) +O
(
φˆ3
)
, (4.24)
where I dene k1, a quantity with dimensions of (1/length)2, as
k1 =
Ω2
v2B
ne∞ − 2piZv2B
∫∞
0
Ωdµ
∫∞
µΩ
Fcl(µ,U)dU
(2(U−µΩ))3/2
ne∞ + 2piZ
∫∞
0
Ω2µdµ
∫∞
µΩ
Fcl(µ,U)dU
(2(U−µΩ))3/2
. (4.25)
From equation (4.24) and using the boundary condition φ = 0 at x → ∞, I nd φ ∝
exp
(−√k1x). Consequently, √|k1|ρi ∼ , and assumption (4.15) is true only if k1,
dened in equation (4.25), is suciently small. If this is not the case, I expect φ ∝
exp (−λx), but the value of λ would have to be determined by carrying out a more
general expansion of the quasineutrality equation in φˆ 1 with  ∼ 1.
In order to impose that φ (∞) = 0, I require a non-oscillating potential prole at
x→∞, which gives k1 > 0 as a solvability condition. e numerator of k1 determines
the sign of k1 because the denominator is always positive. Hence, I obtain the condition
2piZv2B
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
µΩ
Fcl(µ, U)dU
(2 (U − µΩ))3/2
6 ne∞, (4.26)
1Re-expressing integrals of the form on the le hand side of (4.23) to the form on the right hand side
using integration by parts is common in the community. However, the form on the le hand side is more
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where the Bohm velocity vB is dened in equation (1.2). e equation
2pi
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
µΩ
Fcl(µ, U)h (µ, U)√
2 (U − µΩ) dU =
∫
f∞ (~v)h
(
v2x + v
2
y
2Ω
,
v2x + v
2
y + v
2
z
2
)
d3v,
(4.27)
is valid for any function h and is obtained using the fact that µ = (v2x + v2y)/2Ω and
U = (v2x + v
2
y + v
2
z)/2 at x → ∞ (shown in Appendix E.1). I can use equation (4.27) to
re-express the solvability condition as
Zv2B
∫
f∞ (~v)
v2z
d3v 6 ne∞. (4.28)
e solvability condition (4.28) generalizes Chodura’s condition for the magnetic
presheath entrance [15] to include the eect of kinetic ions at small α.2 In chapter 5,
I show that the cold ion limit of the generalized condition recovers the cold ion limit of
Chodura’s original condition to lowest order in α.
It is believed that solvability conditions such as (4.26) are usually satised marginally
[31]. is means that equation (4.26) is expected to hold in the equality form, which
justies considering k1 = 0 and hence justies my initial assumption that  1. When
k1 = 0, terms of size φˆ3/2 in the expansion of quasineutrality become important. From
considering terms of this order in (4.20), I obtain
φ′′ (x) = −k3/2 [−φ (x)]3/2 , (4.29)
where k3/2 is given by
k3/2 =
√
e
Te
(
Ω
vB
)2 2√2
3
2pi
∫∞
0
Ωv3B
∂Fcl
∂U
(µ,Ωµ)dµ
ne∞ + 2piZ
∫∞
0
Ω2µdµ
∫∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ,U)
(2(U−Ωµ))3/2dU
> 0. (4.30)
general, as has been pointed out by Riemann in the context of the Debye sheath [31].
2It has been speculated that a kinetic generalization of Chodura’s condition should be satised at
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e numerator of (4.30) is positive because Fcl(µ, U) = 0 for U 6 Ωµ and hence
∂Fcl(µ,Ωµ)/∂U > 0 for all values of µ. Moreover, both terms in the denomi-
nator of (4.30) are explicitly positive, so the inequality in (4.30) follows. e case
k3/2 = 0 only arises if ∂Fcl(µ,Ωµ)/∂U = 0 for all µ. Note that this condition implies
(1/vz)∂f∞ (vx, vy, 0) /∂vz = 0 for all values of vx and vy, which corresponds to a very
at ion distribution function near vz = 0. One example of such a at ion distribution
function is the one used in section 5.3 of chapter 5.
Equation (4.29) is solved by multiplying by φ′ (x) and then integrating once using
the boundary condition φ′ (x) = 0 when φ (x) = 0 to get
φ′ (x)2 =
4k3/2
5
[−φ (x)]5/2 . (4.31)
Taking the square root and integrating again, the potential prole is
φ (x) = − 400
k23/2
1
(x+ C3/2)4
, (4.32)
where C3/2 is an integration constant. Equation (4.32) implies that  ∼ φˆ1/4  φˆ.
e boundary condition that I use to obtain the numerical results (in Section 4.6) has
k3/2 6= 0, so equation (4.32) is the form of the electrostatic potential to which I must
match my numerical solution at large x.
If ∂F (µ,Ωµ) /∂U = 0, then k3/2 = 0 and I must go to higher order in φˆ to solve
for the electrostatic potential at large x. For ∂Fcl (µ,Ωµ) /∂U = 0, one can integrate by
parts twice the term with ∂2F (µ,Ωµ) /∂U2 to get∫ ∞
Ωµ
∂2Fcl (µ, U) /∂U
2√
2 (U − Ωµ) dU = 3
∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcl (µ, U)
(2 (U − Ωµ))5/2
dU . (4.33)
the magnetic presheath entrance [32]; however, the existing derivations [36, 63] make some simplifying
assumptions.
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Balancing the term of order φˆ2 with terms of order φˆ2 in (4.20), I get
φ′′ (x) = −k2 [φ (x)]2 , (4.34)
where k2 is given by
k2 =
Ω2e
2v2BTe
6piZv4B
∫∞
0
Ωdµ
∫∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ,U)
(2(U−Ωµ))5/2dU − ne∞
ne∞ + 2piZ
∫∞
0
Ω2µdµ
∫∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ,U)
(2(U−Ωµ))3/2dU
> 0. (4.35)
Both terms in the denominator of (4.35) are positive, therefore the inequality on the right
hand side of (4.35) is the result of the numerator being positive, which is demonstrated
in Appendix F using the fact that (4.28) is satised with the equality sign. Equation (4.34)
is solved in the same way as equation (4.29), and the result is
φ (x) = − 6
k2
1
(x+ C2)2
, (4.36)
where C2 is an integration constant. e fact that k2 is positive and k2ρ2i Te/e ∼ 1
implies that I do not need to carry out the expansion of (4.20) any further, because the
order φˆ2 term is guaranteed to be non-zero if the solvability condition (4.28) is marginally
satised. Hence,  & φˆ1/2 as stated in equation (4.16).
4.4 Debye sheath entrance
By expanding the quasineutrality equation near the Debye sheath entrance, x = 0, I
conclude that
• that the self-consistent solution of the system gives an ion distribution function
at x = 0 that marginally satises the kinetic Bohm condition, with which I can
check the numerically calculated distribution function;
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• the self-consistent form of the potential near x = 0, with which I choose a suitable
numerical discretization for the system.
I dene the normalized electrostatic potential relative to x = 0,
δφˆ =
eδφ
Te
=
e
Te
(φ(x)− φ(0)) 1. (4.37)
Each term of the quasineutrality equation (4.9) is expanded in δφˆ 1 separately, order
by order. Denoting the electron density at x = 0 as ne0, such that
ne0 = ne∞ exp
(
eφ(0)
Te
)
, (4.38)
the electron density near x = 0 is
ne(x) = ne0 exp
(
eδφ
Te
)
. (4.39)
Using the result ni,cl(0) = 0 and equation (4.9) gives
ne0 = Zni,op(0) =
∫ ∞
x¯m,o(0)
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ(x¯, χM), U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆vx0dU , (4.40)
where
∆vx0 = ∆vx|x=0 =
√
2 (∆M(x¯, U) + χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯))−
√
2 (χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯)).
(4.41)
Subtracting equation (4.40) from equation (4.9), I obtain the perturbed quasineutrality
equation near x = 0,
ne(x)− ne0 = Z
(
ni,cl(x) + ni,op(x)− ni,op(0)
)
. (4.42)
e value of x¯, x¯m,I, above which the orbits become type I becomes innitely large
in the magnetic presheath. erefore, type I orbits are absent. To prove this result, I rst
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assume the more general scenario in which both type I and type II orbits are present,
with φ′(0) being nite, and calculate the dominant contribution to equation (4.42).
I proceed to obtain the term ni,cl(x) in equation (4.42) to leading order. Firstly, I
observe that a closed orbit near x = 0 must lie at a position x such that 0 6 xM 6 x,
with χ(x, x¯) ' χM(x¯). Remembering that for a closed orbit the perpendicular energy
lies in the range χ(x, x¯) 6 U⊥ 6 χM(x¯), I can take the integral over U⊥ in (4.7) by
approximating
Fcl (µ(x¯, U⊥), U) ' Fcl (µ(x¯, χM(x¯)), U) (4.43)
and
√
2 (U − U⊥) '
√
2 (U − χM(x¯)). With these approximations, the integral (4.7)
becomes
ni,cl(x) ' 2
∫ ∞
x¯m(x)
Ω
√
2 (χM(x¯)− χ(x, x¯))dx¯
×
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
dU . (4.44)
e contributions to ni,cl(x) of type I and type II closed orbits have dierent sizes. In-
troducing the small quantity
δχ = χ(0, x¯)− χ(x, x¯) ' −Ωδφ
B
+ Ω2x¯x, (4.45)
where I neglected the term proportional to x2, the closed orbit density (4.44) is dominated
by type I closed orbits (which have χM(x¯) = χ(0, x¯)), whose leading order density is
given by
ni,cl(x) ' 2
∫ ∞
x¯m,I
Ω
√
2δχdx¯
∫ ∞
χM
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
dU . (4.46)
e reason for neglecting the contribution to the density of type II closed orbits is that
the contribution from ions with xM > 0 is smaller, as shown explicitly in Appendix G.
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I now obtain ni,op(x)− ni,op(0) to leading order. Using equations (4.8) and (3.25), the
perturbed open orbit density is
ni,op(x)− ni,op(0) '
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ, U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
[∆vx −∆vx0] dU
−
∫ x¯m,o(x)
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ, U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆vx0dU (4.47)
where
∆vx −∆vx0 =
√
2 (∆M(x¯, U) + χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯) + δχ)
−
√
2 (χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯) + δχ)−
√
2 (∆M(x¯, U) + χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯))
+
√
2 (χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯)). (4.48)
e second term in (4.47) is zero if type II orbits are present (xc > 0) because, from
equation (3.25), x¯m,o(x) = x¯c for x < xc 6= 0. If no type II orbits are present (xc = 0),
equation (3.25) gives x¯m,o(x) = x¯m(x) and, from equation (3.19), we expect the variation
in x¯m(x) to be linear in x and δφ. For type I orbits, χM(x¯) = χ(0, x¯). en, the second
term in equation (4.48) is of order
√
δφˆ, the fourth term is zero, and the rst and third
terms together cancel to lowest order leaving a piece of order δφˆ. For χM(x¯) > χ(0, x¯),
no term as large as
√
δφˆ appears. erefore, the dominant contribution to ∆vx −∆vx0
is of order
√
δφˆ. Type II open orbits have χM(x¯) 6= χ(0, x¯), and hence they contribute
at most an order δφˆ piece to ∆vx − ∆vx03. e minimum value of x¯ for which type I
open orbits are present near x = 0 is approximately x¯m,I, giving
ni,op(x)− ni,op(0) ' −
∫ ∞
x¯m,I
√
2δχΩdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM(x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
dU . (4.49)
3Some type II open orbits have χM(x¯) − χ(0, x¯) ∼ δχ, such that the second term in equation (4.48)
is
√
χ′′Mx
2
M + 2δχ ∼
√
δφˆvt,i. e range of values of xM for type II orbits which satisfy ∆vx ∼
√
δφˆvt,i is
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From equation (4.39), one sees that there is no term in the expansion of the electron
density that has a size
√
δφˆ. Hence, the dominant terms in the perturbed quasineutrality
equation (4.42) for small x are obtained by adding equations (4.46) and (4.49) and seing
the sum to zero,
0 = Z
∫ ∞
x¯m,I
√
2δχΩdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM(x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
dU . (4.50)
e right hand side of equation (4.50) vanishes only if x¯m,I → ∞, which from equation
(2.37) implies a divergent electric eld at x = 0, φ′(0) → ∞. e fact that x¯m,I → ∞
means that only type II orbits are present in the magnetic presheath and ni,cl(x) is expo-
nentially small, as argued in Appendix G. erefore, I consider ni,cl(x) ' 0 in equation
(4.42) and focus on the perturbed open orbit density ni,op(x)− ni,op(0).
With type I orbits absent, the eective potential maximum lies at xM 6= 0, giving
χM(x¯) 6= χ(0, x¯). Taking x¯→∞ corresponds to xM → 0, leading to
lim
x¯→∞
χM(x¯) = χ(0, x¯) ' 1
2
Ω2x¯2. (4.51)
If the distribution function Fcl decays exponentially at large energies, it is exponentially
small in the region of the integral where χM(x¯) − χ(0, x¯) ∼ δχ (which corresponds
to x¯ being large). is is because, according to equation (4.51), U⊥ ' χM(x¯) is very
large in that region. As a consequence, δχ  χM(x¯) − χ(0, x¯) for values of x¯ where
the distribution function is not exponentially small. When δχ χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯), both
terms in equation (4.48) can be Taylor expanded to obtain
∆vx −∆vx0 = −∆
[
1
vx0
]
δχ+
1
2
∆
[
1
v3x0
]
δχ2, (4.52)
small, xM ∼
√
δφˆρi. Hence, integrating over such type II orbits results in a contribution to the density of
the order of δφˆne∞.
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where I introduced the positive quantities
∆
[
1
vx0
]
=
1√
2 (χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯))
− 1√
2 (∆M(x¯, U) + χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯))
, (4.53)
and
∆
[
1
v3x0
]
=
1
[2 (χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯))]3/2
− 1
[2 (∆M(x¯, U) + χM(x¯)− χ(0, x¯))]3/2
. (4.54)
I expand the open orbit density (4.8) using equation (4.52) for the expansion of ∆vx,
obtaining
ni,op(x)− ni,op(0) '−
∫ ∞
x¯c
δχΩdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ(x¯, χM), U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
vx0
]
dU
+
1
2
∫ ∞
x¯c
δχ2Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ(x¯, χM), U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
v3x0
]
dU . (4.55)
Expanding the electron density (4.39), I get
ne(x)− ne0 ' eδφ
Te
+
1
2
(
eδφ
Te
)2
. (4.56)
e perturbed quasineutrality equation (4.42), to order δφˆ, then implies that
ne0
eδφ
Te
=
Ωδφ
B
Z
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM(x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
vx
]
dU
−xΩZ
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ω2x¯dx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM(x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
vx
]
dU . (4.57)
is can be rearranged to obtain
δφ = φ(x)− φ(0) = x
q1
, (4.58)
where q1 is given by
q1 =
e
ΩTe
Zv2B
∫∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ(x¯,χM(x¯)),U)√
2(U−χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
vx
]
dU − ne0
Z
∫∞
x¯c
Ω2x¯dx¯
∫∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ(x¯,χM(x¯)),U)√
2(U−χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
vx
]
dU
. (4.59)
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Equation (4.58) implies that φ′(0) = q−11 . e magnetic presheath is driven towards
q1 = 0 because φ′(0)→∞ is required from equation (4.50) and the discussion following
it. Hence, the numerator of q1 must be zero,
Zv2B
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ(x¯, χM), U)√
2 (U − χM)
∆
[
1
vx0
]
dU = ne0. (4.60)
I proceed to show that equation (4.60) is equivalent to the marginal form of the ki-
netic Bohm condition [30, 64, 31],
Zv2B
∫
f0(~v)
v2x
d3v = ne0. (4.61)
From (3.36), the distribution function at x = 0 is
f0(~v) = fopen(0, ~v)
' Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U) Πˆ (vx,−Vx (0, x¯, χM)−∆vx0,−Vx (0, x¯, χM)) . (4.62)
Using the denition (4.62) and the change of variables (x¯, U)→ (vy, vz) (equations (2.28)
and (3.26)) at x = 0, I can re-express the integral in (4.60) to obtain∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
vx0
]
dU
=
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
dU
×
∫ 0
−∞
1
v2x
Πˆ (vx,−Vx (0, x¯, χM)−∆vx0,−Vx (0, x¯, χM)) dvx
=
∫
f0(~v)
v2x
d3v. (4.63)
is shows that equations (4.60) and (4.61) are equivalent. Hence, the system is driven
to marginally satisfying the kinetic Bohm condition (4.61).
Because q1 = 0, I must consider terms of size ∼ δφˆ2 in equation (4.42). Using equa-
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tions (4.55) and (4.56), I obtain
1
2
ne0
(
eδφ
Te
)2
= −Zx
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ω3x¯dx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM(x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
vx
]
dU (4.64)
+
ZΩ2δφ2
2B2
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM(x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
v3x
]
dU . (4.65)
is leads to
δφ = φ(x)− φ(0) = q−1/22 x1/2, (4.66)
where
q2 =
1
2
(
e
Te
)2 Zv4B ∫∞x¯c Ωdx¯ ∫∞χM(x¯) Fcl(µ(x¯,χM(x¯)),U)√2(U−χM(x¯)) dU∆ [ 1v3x]− ne0
Z
∫∞
x¯c
Ω3x¯dx¯
∫∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl(µ(x¯,χM(x¯)),U)√
2(U−χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
vx
]
dU
> 0. (4.67)
In Appendix F, I show that q2 is always positive and never small because equation (4.61)
is satised. erefore, equation (4.66) is the scaling of the electrostatic potential I expect
to observe in my numerical results.
4.5 Numerical method
I discretize the potential on a grid xη (labelled by the index η)
xη
ρi
=

(0.05η)2 for 0 6 η < 10,
0.25 + 0.1 (η − 10) for 10 6 η < η2 = 129.
(4.68)
I numerically calculate the ion density prole ni (xη) in the region 0 6 xη 6 xη1 =
6.15ρi (η1 = 69). e domain in x is larger than [0, xη1 ] because the potential prole
in the region xη1 < x 6 xη2 = 12.15ρi is necessary to correctly evaluate the ion den-
sity at xη1 and in its neighbourhood. e electron density prole ne (xη) is evaluated
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by inserting φ (xη) into equation (4.5). I iterate over electrostatic potential functions
φν (xη), where ν is an index labelling the iteration number. e problem of solving (4.9)
is equivalent to nding, aer N iterations, a φN (xη) for which ne,N (xη) ' ni,N (xη) in
the region 0 6 x 6 xη1 .
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Figure 4.2: An example solution for the electrostatic potential prole (for α = 0.05)
is ploed on the grid of equation (4.68). Initially φ increases linearly with
√
x, which
justies my grid choice.
Near x = 0, the grid (4.68) that I use to discretize all functions of x has evenly spaced
values of
√
x/ρi ranging from 0 to 0.5 in intervals of 0.05. e reason for this is that
the self-consistent solution of the electrostatic potential is expected to be proportional
to
√
x near x = 0, as in equation (4.66). is behaviour of the electrostatic potential
is captured by my grid as shown in Figure 4.2. For
√
x/ρi > 0.5, corresponding to
x/ρi > 0.25, my grid has evenly spaced values of x/ρi, ranging from 0.25 to 12.15 in
intervals of 0.1.
e density integrals in equations (4.7) and (4.8) are evaluated numerically at every
point xη by employing the trapezoidal rule. In order to evaluate those integrals, I rst
evaluate the integrands. I introduce a grid of positions x¯γ (labelled with the index γ),
x¯γ
ρi
= 0.01γ for 0 6 γ < 1200. (4.69)
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en, I evaluate the function χ (xη, x¯γ) at all possible values of xη and x¯γ . I nd the
location of the eective potential maximum xM corresponding to the index ηM (γ) that
satises either
χ
(
xηM(γ), x¯γ
)
> χ
(
xηM(γ)+1, x¯γ
)
for ηM (γ) = 0 (type I) (4.70)
or
χ
(
xηM(γ), x¯γ
)
> χ
(
xηM(γ)−1, x¯γ
)
and χ
(
xηM(γ), x¯γ
)
> χ
(
xηM(γ)+1, x¯γ
)
for ηM (γ) > 1 (type II). (4.71)
I also nd the location of the eective potential minimum xm corresponding to the index
ηm (γ) that satises
χ
(
xηm(γ), x¯γ
)
< χ
(
xηM(γ)−1, x¯γ
)
and χ
(
xηm(γ), x¯γ
)
< χ
(
xηM(γ)+1, x¯γ
)
for ηm (γ) > 1. (4.72)
At every value of the orbit parameter x¯γ , I obtain a grid of possible values of per-
pendicular energy U⊥,γκ, indexed with γ and κ,
U⊥,γκ = χ
(
xκ+ηM(γ), x¯γ
)
for 0 6 κ 6 ηm (γ)− ηM (γ) . (4.73)
is grid is shown in Figure 4.3. For all possible x¯γ and U⊥,γκ, I evaluate the adiabatic
invariant µ (x¯γ, U⊥,γκ) by performing the integral (2.55) using the trapezoidal rule. Sim-
ilarly, for all possible values of x¯γ , I evaluate the integral I (x¯γ) in (4.11) using the trape-
zoidal rule4. For all values of γ and κ, the total energy is labelled by the index ι,
2Uγκι
v2t,i
=
2U⊥,γκ
v2t,i
+ (0.2ι)2 for 0 6 ι < ιmax, (4.74)
4Taking the derivative of µ (x¯γ , χM(x¯γ)), as in the last equality of (4.11), is faster and gives the same
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Figure 4.3: e values of U⊥,γκ corresponding to dierent values of κ are shown with
horizontal lines on top of the eective potential curve χ (xη, x¯γ), for a particular value
of γ. Here, κ ranges from κ = 0 (top line) to κ = 12 (boom line).
where ιmax is such that 2U/v2t,i < 15.0 and 7.5v2t,i is a cuto energy above which the
distribution function is essentially zero. e distribution function Fcl(µ, U) must be
dened on a grid of values of 2Ωµ/v2t,i and 2U/v2t,i. is is then bilinearly interpolated
at every integration point. e integrals over U and over U⊥ in equations (4.7) and
(4.8) are, for numerical convenience, evaluated over vz =
√
2 (Uγκι − U⊥,γκ) and |vx| =√
2 (U⊥,γκ − χ(xη, x¯γ)), respectively (for this reason Uγκι is dened such that linear
increments in ι correspond to linear increments in vz). Where necessary, the values of
the integrands and of the integration limits of equations (2.55), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.11) are
found by linear interpolation.
e iteration scheme to nd φ(x) hinges on imposing
ne,ν+1 (xη) = wZni,ν (xη) + (1− w)ne,ν (xη) (4.75)
at every (ν+1)th iteration. Here,w is a weight whose value lies in the range 0 < w 6 1.
result as the integral (to within a small numerical error).
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From (4.75), φν+1 (xη) is obtained by inverting the Boltzmann relation for ne,ν+1 (xη),
and the new guess for the potential prole is thus obtained for 0 6 η 6 η1. For values
of η in the interval η1 + 1 6 η 6 η2, the electrostatic potential φν+1 (xη) is completed
by matching to the appropriate functional form for φ (x) at x→∞. With my choice of
distribution function in section 4.6 marginally satisfying the Chodura condition (4.26),
φ(x) satises equation (4.32) for large x. e value of k3/2 is calculated numerically. e
value of C3/2 is obtained by imposing φν+1 (xη1) = −400k−23/2(xη1 + C3/2)−4 to get
C3/2 =
√
20
k3/2
[−φν+1 (xη1)]−1/4 − xη1 . (4.76)
e new guess for the electrostatic potential is then
φν+1 (xη) =

Te
e
ln
(
wZniν(xη)
ne∞ + (1− w)
neν(xη)
ne∞
)
for 0 6 η 6 η1,
− 400
k2
3/2
(xη+C3/2)
4 for η1 + 1 6 η 6 η2.
(4.77)
is can be used to evaluate ni,ν+1(xη) in the region 0 6 η 6 η1 and continue the
iteration. e rst potential guess I use is a at potential prole (φ0(xη) = 0 for all η).
Aer N iterations, a numerical solution φN (xη) which satises ne,N(xη) ' ni,N(xη) for
all η is found. e deviation of φν (xη) from the exact solution (which satises ni (xη) =
ne (xη)) is measured by calculating the quantity
n˜ν (xη) = 1− ni,ν (xη)
ne,ν (xη)
. (4.78)
Convergence to an acceptable solution is given by the criterion that the root mean square
value of n˜ν (xη) be less than some error, denoted En,[
η1∑
η=0
1
η1 + 1
n˜2ν (xη)
]1/2
< En. (4.79)
For the numerical study of section 4.6, En was set to 0.007.
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Figure 4.4: An example of an eective potential χ (xη, x¯γ) in which my algorithm for
generating the grid U⊥,γκ fails, because it does not take into account the possibility of
nding multiple eective potential minima (marked with circles) and maxima (marked
with squares) for a given γ.
e method that I use can give a non-smooth numerical second derivative of the
potential φν (xη). e numerical noise in the second derivative is problematic because
the algorithm fails to take into account the possibility of more than one maximum or
minimum of the eective potential existing for some value of x¯. If at some point during
the iteration the function φν (xη) is such that, for some value of γ, the function χ(xη, x¯γ)
has more than one index ηM(γ) that satises either (4.70) or (4.71) (and more than one
index ηm(γ) that satises (4.72)), a more sophisticated analysis than the one I presented
is necessary to obtain the grid of values of U⊥. e appearance of multiple maxima and
minima, shown in Figure 4.4, is due to the numerical second derivative of φ (xη) having
pronounced oscillations, even when φ (xη) looks smooth to the naked eye. To avoid the
appearance of multiple maxima and minima, in this work I perform a smoothing oper-
ation on the second derivative of φν (x) (with respect to
√
x) before iteration number
ν + 1, for a certain number of iterations until the densities obtained using φν(x) are
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close to satisfying criterion (4.79). Aer that, I carry out the last few iterations with-
out smoothing. In my iterations, w = 0.6 when the smoothing operation is performed,
while w = 0.2 when it is not.
e computing time necessary to obtain the solutions that I present in the next sec-
tion is small. e number of iterations required for convergence is typically less than
20, and each iteration runs in approximately 3 seconds on a laptop. Consequently, the
total run time of the code on a laptop is typically less than one minute. e computing
time can be further reduced by using a beer initial guess, improving the integration
schemes and reducing the number of integration points.
From here on, I omit all indices associated with quantities and functions evaluated
numerically.
4.6 Numerical results
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Figure 4.5: e distribution function in (4.80) is shown as a function of the par-
allel velocity vz only, f∞z (vz) =
∫ ∫
f∞ (~v) dvxdvy. is distribution function
marginally satises (4.26),
∫
dvzf∞z (vz) /v2z = ne∞/v
2
B. Its rst moment is uz∞ =
(1/ne∞)
∫
dvzvzf∞z (vz) ' 1.60vB.
In the following, I take Z = 1, thus considering singly charged ions. asineutrality
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Figure 4.6: e distribution function (4.80) entering the magnetic presheath is shown as
a function of the co-ordinates (vx, vy, vz). I dene f∞x(vx) =
∫∞
−∞ dvy
∫∞
0
f∞(~v)dvz and
f∞yz(vy, vz) =
∫∞
−∞ f∞(~v)dvx. To compare with the distribution function f0 (~v) leaving
the magnetic presheath, the box delimited by the white lines and the top right corner in
the top diagram has the same size as Figure 4.11, and the region to the le of the dashed
line in the boom diagram is the domain of Figure 4.10.
(4.9) implies that the ion and electron number densities are equal, and their value at
x→∞ is denoted n∞. I assume the following form for the lowest order ion distribution
function at the magnetic presheath entrance,
f∞ (~v) =
4
pi3/2
ne∞
(
mi
2Te
)5/2
v2z exp
(
−mi|~v|
2
2Te
)
. (4.80)
Equation (4.80) satises the marginal form of the kinetic Chodura condition (4.28)
Zv2B
∫
f∞ (~v)
v2z
d3v = ne∞. (4.81)
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Changing to variables µ and U , the distribution function (4.80) is
Fcl (µ, U) =
8
pi3/2
ne∞
(
mi
2Te
)5/2
(U − Ωµ) exp
(
−miU
Te
)
Θ (vz) , (4.82)
which is constant throughout the magnetic presheath to lowest order in α. is form
was used in other studies, for example [29], and it is ploed in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Equa-
tion (4.82) is used to obtain a discretized version of the distribution function Fcl(µ, U),
dened on a square grid of values of 2Ωµ/v2t,i and 2U/v2t,i which lie between 0 and
15.0 in intervals of 0.05. For the distribution function (4.82), I dene the ion ther-
mal velocity vt,i =
√
2Te/mi and the ion gyroradius ρi = vt,i/Ω. e Bohm speed is
vB =
√
Te/mi = vt,i/
√
2. e distribution function (4.80) marginally satises the solv-
ability condition (4.28), and the coecient k3/2 can be computed from (4.30), obtaining√
Te
e
(vB
Ω
)2
k3/2 =
8
3
√
pi
' 1.50. (4.83)
e numerically calculated value of k3/2 coincides (to within a numerical error of
2%) with equation (4.83). e average ion velocity in the z direction at the magnetic
presheath entrance is
uz∞ =
1
ne∞
∫
f∞ (~v) vzd3v = 2
√
2
pi
vB ' 1.60vB. (4.84)
e normalized electrostatic potential eφ(x)/Te is shown in Figure 4.7 for a range of
angles α. A general property of the potential curves is that they rise very steeply near
x = 0, with the scaling φ(x) − φ(0) ∝ √x/q2 in that region (as can be seen explicitly
in Figure 4.2). I have shown that this behaviour of φ(x) is expected, and it is connected
with the marginal kinetic Bohm condition (4.61) being satised. e value of q2 that I
calculate numerically from the distribution function at x = 0, using equation (4.67), is
consistent with the behaviour of the electrostatic potential near x = 0.
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Figure 4.7: e electrostatic potential prole is ploed for a range of angles α, which are
indicated next to the corresponding curve. Near x = 0, φ(x)− φ(0) ∝ √x.
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Figure 4.8: e ion density (solid line) for α = 0.02 and α = 0.1 is shown with the
contributions from the closed ion orbits (dashed line) and the open orbits (doed line)
clearly marked. e open orbits clearly dominate in a very small region near x = 0,
there is an overlap region in which the open orbit contribution and the closed orbit
contribution have a similar size, while at larger values of x the closed orbit density
dominates.
e ion density proles for α = 0.02 and α = 0.1 are shown in Figure 4.8. e open
orbit density can be seen to increase initially and then quickly decrease with distance
from the wall. is behaviour is consistent with the behaviour of ∆vx for type II orbits
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Figure 4.9: e average ion velocity in the direction normal to the wall is shown at
various angles α (labelled next to the corresponding curve). e ow velocity obtained
via the integral (4.89) is shown with a black circle at x = 0, which coincides with the
value I calculate from continuity. e usual cold ion Bohm limit is indicated by the
dashed line |ux|/vB = 1. e ion ow lies above the cold ion Bohm limit at x = 0
because the ions are “warm” (Ti 6= 0). However, at small angles α . 0.05, the ion ow
at x = 0 approaches the cold ion Bohm limit.
(see Figure 3.3 and the discussion following equation (3.40)). e open orbit density is
clearly the dominant contribution to the density in the neighbourhood of x = 0, while
for large x closed orbits give the largest contribution.
e ow velocity of ions across the magnetic presheath is commonly calculated in
uid models. erefore, it is useful to calculate it to compare with previous results.
Here I calculate the ow by using the ion continuity equation. e ion ux towards the
wall across the magnetic presheath must be constant (no ion sources) due to particle
conservation,
∂
∂x
(ni (x)ux (x)) = 0, (4.85)
where ux (x) is the average velocity of ions in the x direction. At the magnetic presheath
entrance x → ∞, the ow towards the wall is obtained from the average over the
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distribution function of the gyroaveraged motion of ions towards the wall, given by
˙¯x (note that, due to distortion of the orbits, this does not remain true across the mag-
netic presheath). Using equations (2.34) and (2.50), the ow in the z direction, uz∞, is
related to the ow in the x direction, ux∞, via ux∞ = −αuz∞. is is equivalent to the
boundary condition of ow being parallel to the magnetic eld at x→∞ [16]. e ow
uz∞ is obtained as a moment of the incoming distribution function (see equation (4.84))
uz∞ =
1
ne∞
∫
f∞(~v)vzd3v. (4.86)
e ux of ions towards the wall is conserved and therefore given by ni (x)ux (x) =
ni∞ux,∞ = −αni∞uz∞. e average lowest order ion ow velocity towards the wall at
a general position x is therefore
ux (x) ' −αne∞uz∞
ni (x)
. (4.87)
Using the quasineutrality equation, ni(x) = ne(x) = ne∞ exp (eφ(x)/Te),
ux (x) ' −αuz∞ exp
(
−eφ(x)
Te
)
. (4.88)
e function (4.88) evaluated at x = 0 can be checked, for consistency, against the
appropriate integral of the distribution function (4.62),
ux0 =
1
ni (0)
∫
f0 (~v) vxd
3v. (4.89)
In Figure 4.9, I plot the average ion velocity prole ux (x), obtained using equation (4.88),
for a range of angles α. e magnetic presheath acceleration turns the ion ow from
being (super)sonic in the direction parallel to the magnetic eld to being (super)sonic
in the x direction normal to the wall. At x = 0, the ow velocity is calculated in an
alternative way, by taking the integral of the distribution function as in equation (4.89).
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Figure 4.10: e distribution function f0x (vx) =
∫∞
−∞ dvy
∫∞
−∞ f0 (vx, vy, vz) dvz for a
range of angles α, marked next to the corresponding curve.
e value thus obtained is marked on the curves for each value of α, and it is consistent
with the value obtained by using equation (4.88).
By asymptotic matching, the distribution function in (4.62) is the distribution func-
tion entering the Debye sheath. In the Debye sheath, electrostatic forces normal to
the wall dominate over magnetic forces, hence vx is the only velocity component that
changes signicantly [31]. erefore, only knowledge of the function
f0x (vx) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dvy
∫ ∞
−∞
f0 (vx, vy, vz) dvz
'
∫ ∞
x¯m,o
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U)
V‖ (χM (x¯) , U)
× Πˆ (vx,−Vx (0, x¯, χM)−∆vx,−Vx (0, x¯, χM)) dU (4.90)
is needed to solve for the electrostatic potential in the Debye sheath. e distribution
f0x (vx) is shown in Figure 4.10 for a range of angles α. A general feature of this function
is that it is very close to zero near vx = 0. is is expected from the discussion in
Section 4.4, where I concluded that there is an exponentially small number of ions with
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Figure 4.11: e distribution function f0yz (vy, vz) =
∫ 0
−∞ f0 (vx, vy, vz) dvx for a range
of angles α, marked on each panel.
small values of vx if the distribution function Fcl decays exponentially at large energy
U . Another pronounced feature of Figure 4.10 is that the distribution function becomes
narrower with decreasing α. For the cases α = 0.01 and α = 0.02, the distribution
function is thin, approximately symmetric and centred at the Bohm speed vB. For all
angles α, the marginal form of the kinetic Bohm condition (4.61) is found to be satised,
as I predicted in Section 4.4, with an error of. 2%. A thin distribution function implies
that the distribution function must be centred at the sonic speed. If the ions entering the
Debye sheath have a narrow velocity distribution, this can be approximated by a Dirac
delta function, f0x (vx) ' δDirac (vx − ux0). Substituting this approximation into (4.61),
one obtains the “uid” marginal Bohm condition ux0 = vB.
e broadening of the distribution function f0x (vx) at larger values of α is due to
typical values of ∆vx, given in equation (3.31), becoming larger. e scaling ∆vx ∼
√
2piαvt,i gives ∆vx ∼ vt,i for α ∼ 0.1. e asymptotic expansion relies on ∆vx being
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Figure 4.12: e distribution function f0zx (vz, vx) =
∫∞
0
f0 (vx, vy, vz) dvy for a range
of angles α, marked on each panel. e distribution of the corresponding velocity com-
ponents of ions entering the magnetic presheath is the same as the one shown in Figure
4.6, with the axis labelled vy representing vx.
small, so one might question the validity of my results when ∆vx ∼ vt,i. While it is true
that the accuracy of our expansion may to some extent be compromised at such large
values of ∆vx, the broadening of the distribution function is expected to be physical.
In Figure 4.11 I show a contour plot of f0yz (vy, vz), which is given by
f0yz (vy, vz) =
∫
f0 (vx, vy, vz) dvx ' Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U) ∆vx, (4.91)
where (2.28) and (3.26) can be used to re-express x¯ andU in terms of vy and vz in equation
(4.91). Comparing with the distribution function at the magnetic presheath entrance
(shown in Figure 4.6), the distribution function at x = 0 is narrower (it occupies a
smaller area in the vy − vz plane of phase space) and it has shied to larger vz and to
very large and positive vy. e net motion of the ions in the y direction can be explained
by the fact that they acquire very large ~E × ~B velocities in the magnetic presheath (see
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Figure 2.4). A contour plot of the distribution function in the x−z plane (containing the
normal to the wall and the magnetic eld) is also shown in Figure 4.12. From Figures
4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, I infer that ions entering the Debye sheath travel with a typical speed
of∼ 3vB, making an angle of 15− 30◦ with the plane parallel to the wall. e ion speed
and the angle that the ion trajectory makes to the wall are expected to increase in the
Debye sheath as the electric eld accelerates ions in the x-direction.
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Figure 4.13: e total electrostatic potential drop across the magnetic presheath for
a range of angles α is shown with squares. e dashed line represents the potential
drop expected if the ions entering the Debye sheath are cold and the Bohm condition is
marginally satised, h(α) = ln (αuz∞/vB). For α . 0.05, my results converge to the
dashed line.
e electrostatic potential drop across the magnetic presheath is shown in Figure
4.13. At small angles, eφ(0)/T converges to the function
h (α) = ln
(
αuz∞
vB
)
, (4.92)
which is depicted in Figure 4.13 using a dashed line. e reason is the following. At
x = 0, the ow into the wall is ne∞ exp (eφ (0) /T ) |ux0|. Equating this to the ux
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through x → ∞, equal to αne∞uz∞, and rearranging, I obtain an expression for the
potential drop in terms of the ion ows into and out of the magnetic presheath,
eφ (0)
T
= ln
(
αuz∞
|ux0|
)
. (4.93)
Moreover, I previously found that for α . 0.05 the cold ion Bohm condition is almost
marginally satised, |ux0| ' vB, due to the thinness of the distribution function (see
Figure 4.10). en, the potential drop across the magnetic presheath can be predicted
using equation (4.93) with ux0 = vB, which is equation (4.92). erefore, the potential
drop converges to the dashed line in Figure 4.13.
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Chapter 5
Ion temperature dependence
At the end of the previous chapter, a magnetic presheath in which the ion and elec-
tron temperatures are similar was studied. Seing Z = 1, the magnetic presheath so-
lution depends on: (i) the angle α; and (ii) the ion distribution function at the magnetic
presheath entrance.
ere is an innite number of possible distribution functions at the magnetic
presheath entrance, but only a small subset of them can be used in a realistic study.
e width of the ion distribution function is characterized by the quantity Ti = miv2t,i/2.
In this chapter, I study the dependence of the magnetic presheath on the width of the
ion distribution function using the parameter
τ =
Ti
Te
(5.1)
by using a prescribed, arbitrary set of distribution functions.
Dependence on the ion temperature at the entrance of the magnetic presheath is
important because τ is measured to be greater than unity near the divertor targets of
tokamak plasmas [65]. No ions bounce back from the magnetic presheath, and thus
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we expect the ion distribution function at the entrance of the magnetic presheath to be
zero for vz < 0. at is, the distribution function is not a Maxwellian. Fluid equations
require that the distribution function be suciently close to a Maxwellian. If the ion
temperature is small compared to the electron temperature, τ  1, the ions can be
assumed mono-energetic and uid equations can accurately describe the ion dynamics.
Conversely, if τ & 1, the ion distribution function is very far from Maxwellian and the
validity of a uid description becomes questionable. erefore, it is important to include
the eect of a strongly non-Maxwellian ion distribution function, and the only way to
do this is via a kinetic treatment of the ions such as the one carried out in this thesis.
Some of the basic orderings presented in section 2.1 change with τ . e electrostatic
potential φ must be ordered as in (2.8) if the wall is electron-repelling. Ions falling in
such a potential gain energies of order Zeφ ∼ ZTe, where Ze is the ion charge. At
such energies, ions have at least a velocity of the order of the Bohm speed (1.2). Hence,
considering that the ion’s speed must at least be equal to its thermal velocity, I order
|~v| ∼ cs =
√
v2B +
1
2
v2t,i =
√
ZTe + Ti
mi
. (5.2)
Note that cs = vB when τ = 0 and cs = vt,i/
√
2 when τ =∞.
e typical size of the magnetic presheath, denoted dmps, also changes with τ . In
order to obtain an estimate for dmps, consider the two limits τ  1 and τ  1 separately.
When the ion temperature is much smaller than the electron temperature, τ  1, the
only way by which ions can acquire the Bohm velocity vB in the direction normal to
the wall — necessary to satisfy the Bohm condition at the Debye sheath entrance [31]
— is if the electric eld becomes large enough that it breaks the Larmor orbits [14].
From the ordering |~v| ∼ vB for the ion speed and by balancing the magnetic and electric
forces, one obtains φ′(x) ∼ Te/edmps ∼ vBB, leading to dmps ∼ vB/Ω. When the ion
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temperature is large, τ  1, the length scale of the magnetic presheath is set by the
ion density variation, which cannot have a characteristic length scale smaller than the
ion gyroradius, giving dmps ∼ ρi = vt,i/Ω. When τ ∼ 1, both arguments are valid
since ρi ∼ vB/Ω. us, the size of the magnetic presheath is given by the ion sound
gyroradius,
dmps ∼ ρs = cs
Ω
. (5.3)
e rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In section 5.1, I describe the set of dis-
tribution functions used as boundary conditions. Subsequently, in section 5.2 I present
numerical results obtained for a range of parameters τ using the numerical method out-
lined in chapter 4. e numerical results are consistent with the limits τ → 0 and
τ → ∞, which are studied in sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. In section 5.5 I discuss
the results of this chapter.
5.1 Boundary conditions
For dierent values of the parameter τ , the boundary condition for the ion distribu-
tion function at the magnetic presheath entrance is given by
f∞ (~v) =

Nn∞ 4v2zpi3/2v5t,i exp
(
−|~v−uvt,i~ˆz|
2
v2t,i
)
Θ (vz) for τ 6 1,
Nn∞ 4v2zpi3/2v3t,i(v2t,i+rv2z) exp
(
− |~v|2
v2t,i
)
Θ (vz) for τ > 1.
(5.4)
e value of the normalization constant N is (see Appendix H)
N =

[
(1 + 2u2) (1 + erf(u)) + 2u√
pi
exp(−u2)
]−1
for τ 6 1,
r3/2
[
2
√
r − 2√pi exp (1
r
) (
1− erf
(
1√
r
))]−1
for τ > 1,
(5.5)
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ensuring that
n∞ =
∫
f∞ (~v) d3v. (5.6)
At every value of τ , the positive constant r or u is obtained by imposing the marginal
form of the kinetic Chodura condition (4.28),∫
f∞ (~v)
v2z
d3v =
n∞
v2B
. (5.7)
Hence, u satises the equation
(1 + erf(u)) = τ
[(
1 + 2u2
)
(1 + erf(u)) + 2u√
pi
exp(−u)
]
, (5.8)
and r satises
r
√
pi exp
(
1
r
)(
1− erf
(
1√
r
))
= τ
[
2
√
r − 2√pi exp
(
1
r
)(
1− erf
(
1√
r
))]
.
(5.9)
Equations (5.8) and (5.9) are derived in Appendix H. e positive constant u can be deter-
mined iteratively for a given τ 6 1, and the positive constant r can be determined iter-
atively for a given τ > 1. e uid velocity in the z direction at the magnetic presheath
entrance, uz∞, is evaluated in Appendix H, giving
uz∞
vt,i
=
u (3 + 2u2) (1 + erf (u)) + 2 exp(−u
2)√
pi
(1 + u2)
(1 + 2u2) (1 + erf(u)) + 2u√
pi
exp(−u2) for τ 6 1. (5.10)
and
uz∞
vt,i
=
2√
r
√
pi
r − exp (1
r
)
E1
(
1
r
)
2
√
r − 2√pi exp (1
r
) (
1− erf
(
1√
r
)) for τ > 1. (5.11)
In equation (5.11), I have introduced the exponential integral,
E1(ξ) =
∫ ∞
ξ
exp(−η)
η
dη. (5.12)
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I proceed to write the distribution functions (5.4) in the variables µ and U . Using the
results of Appendix E, the equations
µ =
v2x + v
2
y
2Ω
(5.13)
and
U = Ωµ+
1
2
v2z (5.14)
are valid at x→∞. From equation (5.4), (5.13) and (5.14), we can write
F (µ, U) =

Nn∞ 8(U−Ωµ)pi3/2v5t,i exp
[
− 2
v2t,i
(
Ωµ+
(√
2 (U − Ωµ)− uvt,i
)2)]
for τ 6 1,
Nn∞ 8(U−Ωµ)pi3/2v3t,i(v2t,i+2r(U−Ωµ)) exp
(
−2U
v2t,i
)
for τ > 1.
(5.15)
e boundary conditions in equation (5.4) are only one possible set. e ion distri-
bution function entering the magnetic presheath is unknown in the absence of a kinetic
solution in the bulk plasma or in the collisional presheath.
5.2 Finite ion temperature
e electrostatic potential drop across the magnetic presheath is shown in Figure 5.1
as a function of α and τ , for the range 0.01 6 α 6 0.1 and 0.2 6 τ 6 10. e numer-
ical results approaching τ = 0.2 and τ = 10 are consistent with the analytical results
obtained in the cold ion and cold electron limits, treated in sections 5.3 and 5.4, respec-
tively. e shaded region is where we expect the assumption of an electron-repelling
wall not to be suitable for Deuterium ions, α . √τ√me/me ∼ 0.02√τ . Considering
the unshaded region in Figure 5.1, the potential drop with nite ion temperature is up
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Figure 5.1: e electrostatic potential drop across the magnetic presheath φ (0) is shown
as a function of the angle α and the parameter τ . e region where α . √τ√me/mi,
and therefore the ordering (4.2) breaks down, is shaded.
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Figure 5.2: Electrostatic potential for α = 0.05 at dierent values of τ , marked on the
curves.
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Figure 5.3: Flow proles for α = 0.05 at dierent values of τ , marked on the curves. e
ow speed |ux| is normalized to cs on the le and to vB on the right. e distance from
the wall is normalized to ρs on the le and to ρB on the right.
to 10− 15% smaller than the cold ion (τ = 0) potential drop. A kinetic model for elec-
trons, as well as ions, would be necessary to study the transition from the unshaded to
the shaded region. Moreover, in the shaded region, the wall may be an ion-repelling
wall and hence it may be that φ(0) > 0. erefore, one would also need to relax some
of the assumptions that were used to obtain the ion distribution function in chapter 3.
Specically, the backward-travelling ions reected in the magnetic presheath or Debye
sheath must be considered. Finally, note that for a suciently large ion current towards
the wall, the wall remains electron-repelling and the potential drop shown in Figure 5.1
will be correct for values of α/
√
τ smaller than 0.02.
e electrostatic potential proles are shown in Figure 5.2. e numerical proles
lie in between the known limits τ = 0 and τ = ∞. e ow proles are shown in
Figure 5.3 for dierent values of τ . e ion uid velocity is normalized to the sound speed
cs on the le diagram, and to the Bohm speed vB on the right diagram. e numerical
proles are consistent with the low and high temperature limits τ = 0 and τ =∞. e
uid velocity normal to the wall is always simultaneously sub-sonic and super-Bohm,
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vB 6 |ux(0)| 6 cs. At τ = 0, the sound speed and the Bohm speed coincide and the cold
ion Bohm condition, |ux(0)| = vB = cs, is satised.
For dierent values of temperature, we plot the functions f0x(vx) (dened in equa-
tion (4.90)) and f∞z(vz) =
∫∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞ f∞(~v)dvydvx in Figure 5.4. e kinetic Bohm con-
dition (4.61) is numerically satised for all distribution functions. is is a property of
the self-consistent solution of equation (4.9), as shown in section 4.4 of chapter 4. e
distribution f0x(vx) is found to be narrower than f∞z(vz) for all values of τ .
In Figure 5.5, we plot the functions f∞yz(vy, vz) and f0yz(vy, vz). e ions have very
large tangential velocities at x = 0 (compared with x =∞) due to the large increase in
the y-component of the velocity, related to the ~E × ~B dri acquired by the ion orbit in
the magnetic presheath.
5.3 Zero ion temperature limit
When Ti = 0, the ion equations of motion become the equations for the ion uid
velocity. Leing ~u = (ux, uy, uz) be the ion uid velocity, the momentum equation for
the ion species is, in components,
uxu
′
x = −
Ωφ′
B
+ Ωuy cosα, (5.16)
uxu
′
y = −Ωux cosα− Ωuz sinα, (5.17)
uxu
′
z = Ωuy sinα. (5.18)
Here, ′ indicates dierentiation with respect to x. e momentum equations (5.16)-(5.18)
follow from the particle equations of motion (2.22)-(2.24) in section (2.2.1), by replacing
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Figure 5.4: e distributions of the component vz of the ion velocity at the magnetic
presheath entrance x → ∞ (top) and the component vx of the velocity at the Debye
sheath entrance x = 0 (boom) are shown for α = 0.05 for three dierent values of the
parameter τ , labelled next to the corresponding curve. e velocities are normalized to
vt,i on the le diagrams and to vB on the right diagrams. Magnetized ions at the magnetic
presheath entrance move parallel to the magnetic eld. Hence, vz is responsible for the
ow of ions to the wall. At the Debye sheath entrance, the ion ow towards the wall
is determined by |vx|. e red dashed lines on the le diagrams are the distribution
functions in the limit τ → ∞. e blue vertical dashed lines on the right diagrams are
the cold ion distribution functions, τ = 0.
the ion velocity ~v with the ion uid velocity ~u and using ux = x˙ to write ~˙u = ux~u′
(thus changing the time derivative of every velocity component to a spatial derivative).
e uid velocity at x→∞ is denoted ~u∞. Equations (5.16)-(5.18) are solved using the
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Figure 5.5: e ion distribution functions f∞yz(vy, vz) (le) and f0yz(vy, vz) (right) for
α = 0.05 and, from top to boom, for τ = 0.2, τ = 1, τ = 5 and τ = ∞ (see section
5.4). e Bohm speed vB/vt,i = 1/
√
2τ is marked as a horizontal line in all panels, and
also as a vertical line on the right panels.
boundary conditions of a ow that is aligned with the magnetic eld,
~u∞ =

ux∞
uy∞
uz∞
 =

−u∞ sinα
0
u∞ cosα
 . (5.19)
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e quasineutrality equation, together with the electron Boltzmann distribution and the
ion continuity equation, gives the equation
ux = ux∞ exp
(
−eφ
Te
)
. (5.20)
e derivation of (5.20) is identical to that of (4.88), but uses ux = ux∞ at x→∞. en,
dierentiating (5.20) and rearranging, one obtains
φ′ = −Te
e
u′x
ux
. (5.21)
I follow Riemann’s derivation of a rst order dierential equation for ux from equa-
tions (5.16)-(5.18) and (5.21) [16]. e original derivation is due to Chodura [15]. Equa-
tion (5.16) can be rearranged to obtain
uy =
φ′
B cosα
+
uxu
′
x
Ω cosα
. (5.22)
By substituting equation (5.21) into equation (5.22), one obtains
uy = − v
2
Bu
′
x
uxΩ cosα
+
uxu
′
x
Ω cosα
, (5.23)
which can be substituted in equation (5.18) to obtain
u′z = tanα
(
1− v
2
B
u2x
)
u′x. (5.24)
Using the boundary conditions in (5.19), equation (5.24) integrates to
uz = ux tanα +
v2B tanα
ux
+
u∞
cosα
+
v2B
u∞ cosα
. (5.25)
Analogously to the procedure for deriving conservation of energy for a single par-
ticle, one can add equations (5.16)-(5.18) multiplied by ux, uy and uz respectively, and
divide by ux again to obtain
1
2
u2∞ =
1
2
u2x +
1
2
u2y +
1
2
u2z +
Ωφ
B
, (5.26)
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where we used φ(x) = 0 at x → ∞ and the boundary conditions (5.19). Substituting
equations (5.23) and (5.25) into the energy equation (5.26), one obtains the dierential
equation
(u2x − v2B)2
u2xΩ
2 cos2 α
u′2x = f(ux), (5.27)
where
f(ux) = u
2
∞ − u2x − 2v2B ln
(
u∞ sinα
−ux
)
−
(
tanα
(
ux +
v2B
ux
)
+
u∞ +
v2B
u∞
cosα
)2
. (5.28)
Equation (5.27) is solved by realizing that the singularity occurring when ux = −vB
corresponds to the Debye sheath entrance, x = 0 [15, 16]. en the position x is the
denite integral
x =
∫ ux
−vB
η2 − v2B
ηΩ cosα
[f(η)]−1/2 dη. (5.29)
is equation can be inverted to obtain ux(x), and then equation (5.20) can be used to
obtain φ(x).
Taking α 1, the direction of the uid velocity at x→∞ is, to lowest order, along
the z-axis. Hence, u∞ ' uz∞. At the Debye sheath entrance, the Bohm condition is
satised and thus ux ∼ vB close to x = 0. erefore, the size of ux changes from ∼ αvB
to ∼ vB from x→∞ to x = 0. For ux ∼ αvB, the lowest order terms in equations (5.27)
and (5.28) give
v2B
Ω2
(
u′x
ux
)2
= − v
2
B
u2z∞
− 2 + 2 ln
( −ux
αuz∞
)
− α
2v2B
u2x
+
2αv2B
−uxuz∞ +
2αuz∞
−ux . (5.30)
For ux ∼ vB, the lowest order terms in (5.27) and (5.28) give
(v2B − u2x)2
v2Bu
2
x
u′2x
Ω2
= −u
2
x
v2B
− v
2
B
u2z∞
− 2 + 2 ln
( −ux
αuz∞
)
. (5.31)
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Equations (5.30) and (5.31) both result in the same equation to lowest order in α in the
limit α ux/vB  1,
v2B
u2x
u′2x
Ω2
= − v
2
B
u2z∞
− 2 + 2 ln
( −ux
αuz∞
)
. (5.32)
A lowest order equation in α valid for all values of ux is
(v2B − u2x)2
v2Bu
2
x
u′2x
Ω2
= fα(ux), (5.33)
with
fα(ux) = −(ux + αuz∞)
2
v2B
− v
2
B
u2z∞
− 2 + 2 ln
( −ux
αuz∞
)
− α
2v2B
u2x
+
2αv2B
−uz∞ux +
2αuz∞
−ux .
(5.34)
Equations (5.33) and (5.34) are obtained by expanding (5.27) and (5.28) in α and keeping
enough lowest order terms such that the conditions fα(−αuz∞) = f ′α(−αuz∞) = 0 are
satised. ese conditions correspond to the electrostatic potential and ion ow tending
to a constant value at x→∞ [16].
By imposing the equality form of the uid Chodura condition, uz∞ = vB, in (5.33)
and (5.34), one obtains
(v2B − u2x)2
v2Bu
2
x
u′2x
Ω2
= −(ux + αvB)
2
v2B
− 3 + 2 ln
(−ux
αvB
)
− α
2v2B
u2x
− 4αvB
ux
. (5.35)
e solution of (5.35) is
x =
∫ ux
−vB
η2 − v2B
ηΩ
[
−(η + αvB)
2
v2B
− 3 + 2 ln
(−η
αvB
)
− α
2v2B
η2
− 4αvB
η
]−1/2
dη. (5.36)
e ion ow ux is obtained by inverting (5.36). e electrostatic potential prole is then
obtained by using the equation relating ow and potential, (4.88),
φ(x) = −Te
e
ln
(−ux(x)
αvB
)
. (5.37)
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With the ow solution to (5.35) marginally satisfying Bohm’s condition at the Debye
sheath entrance ([31, 50]), ux(0) = −vB, the potential drop is
φ(0) = −Te
e
ln
(
1
α
)
. (5.38)
In section 4.4, it was shown that there cannot be any type I orbits, and hence φ(x)−
φ(0) ∝ √x for x→ 0. As a result, the critical point xc (dened in equation (2.39)) must
be non-zero, and there exists a value of orbit position x¯c for which the eective potential
χ(x, x¯c) has a point of inection with zero derivative at xc. For each x¯, closed orbits with
µ ∼ τv2B/Ω must lie in a region surrounding the eective potential minimum, and the
size of this region is small for τ  1 and x xc. Since minima of the eective potential
only exist for x > xc, most closed orbits must lie in the region x xc, while only open
orbits reach the region x xc, as shown schematically in Figure 5.6. In Figure 5.6, a set
of eective potential curves corresponding to the solution of the uid equation (5.36) for
α = 0.05 are shown. It can be seen that the eective potential curves corresponding to
minima near xc are very at. Hence, for τ  1, the size of closed orbits approaching xc
from large x grows and can become of the order of the system scale length, ρB.
From this discussion, the quasineutrality equation (4.9) evaluated for τ  1 leads
to three regions of interest: x  xc, x ∼ xc and x  xc. In subsection 5.3.1, I show
that the quasineutrality equation (4.9) for x  xc reduces to equation (5.30), which is
the uid dierential equation obtained for ux ∼ αvB. In subsection 5.3.2, I show that
the quasineutrality equation for x  xc reduces to the form in equation (5.31), which
is the uid dierential equation obtained for ux ∼ vB. In subsection 5.3.3, I discuss the
intermediate region x ∼ xc.
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Figure 5.6: Some eective potential curves χ(x, x¯), corresponding to the electrostatic
potential prole φ(x) (dashed line) that solves the magnetic presheath for τ = 0 and
α = 0.05, are shown for a range of values of x¯ (where the dashed line intersects the solid
lines, χ(x, x¯) = φ(x) hence x = x¯). e position of an ion with µ = 0 corresponding
to each value of x¯ is shown by a marker: (i) a circle if the ion is in a closed orbit to
the right of the shaded region, x  xc; (ii) a triangle if the ion is in an open orbit to
the le of the shaded region, x  xc; (iii) a diamond if the ion is in the shaded region,
x ∼ xc, transitioning from a closed to an open orbit. In the shaded transition one nds
χ′′(x, x¯) ' 0 and χ′′′(x, x¯) = φ′′′(x, x¯) ' 0.
5.3.1 Closed orbit region (x xc)
At large values of x the ion density is dominated by closed orbits. For τ  1, the
distribution function (5.4) is clustered in a thin region a few vt,i from vz = uvt,i ' uz∞ 
vt,i. In terms of µ and U , equation (5.15) reduces to a very thin Maxwellian for τ → 0,
F (µ, U) =
1
2pi3/2τ 3/2
(
mi
2τTe
)3/2
exp
(
−miΩµ
2τTe
)
× exp
−mi
(√
2 (U − Ωµ)− uz∞
)2
2τTe
 . (5.39)
For most of this section, we consider the general case uz∞ > vB, but the numerical
results are all based on equation (5.15) and hence uz∞ = vB. Expanding the square root
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in the exponential around
√
2 (U − Ωµ) = uz∞ gives
√
2 (U − Ωµ) =
√
u2z∞ + 2
(
U − Ωµ− 1
2
u2z∞
)
' uz∞
(
1 +
(
U − Ωµ− 1
2
u2z∞
)
u2z∞
)
.
(5.40)
Hence, the distribution function is
F (µ, U) =
(
mi
2τTepi
)3/2
exp
(
−miΩµ
τTe
)
exp
(
−mi
(
U − Ωµ− 1
2
u2z∞
)2
2τTeu2z∞
)
. (5.41)
Considering that eφ ∼ Te, I order Ωµ ∼ U ∼ Te/mi, thus when taking τ → 0 equation
(5.39) is equivalent to the product of two Dirac delta functions
F (µ, U) =
uz∞
2piΩ
δ(µ)δ
(
U − 1
2
u2z∞
)
. (5.42)
For τ  1 and x  xc, the particle is conned close to the minimum, x ' xm, and
the eective potential looks like a parabola locally near the minimum. Hence,
χ(x, x¯)− χm(x¯) ' 1
2
χ′′(x) (x− xm)2 . (5.43)
Using equation (2.38), we have that
Ω2 (x¯− xm) = Ωφ
′(xm)
B
. (5.44)
From x ' xm, one nds U⊥ ' χ (x, x¯) ' χm (x¯), and using equation (5.44), it follows
that
U⊥ ' 1
2
(
φ′ (x)
B
)2
+
Ωφ (x)
B
. (5.45)
e adiabatic invariant is
µ '
√
2 (U⊥ − χm(x¯))
pi
∫ xt
xb
√
1− χ
′′(xm) (x− xm)2
2 (U⊥ − χ(xm)) dx, (5.46)
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with xb = xm −
√
2 (U⊥ − χm(x¯)) /χ′′(xm) and xt = xm +
√
2 (U⊥ − χm(x¯)) /χ′′(xm).
Upon using χ′′(xm) ' χ′′(x), equation (5.46) reduces to
µ ' U⊥ − χm(x¯)√
χ′′(x)
. (5.47)
Inserting the distribution function of equation (5.39) into the closed orbit integral (4.7)
and changing from U⊥ to µ using equation (5.47) gives
ni,cl(x) =
∫ ∞
x¯m(x)
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
0
2
√
χ′′(x)dµ√
2
(√
χ′′(x)µ+ χm(x¯)− χ(x, x¯)
)
×
∫ ∞
Ωµ
F (µ, U)dU√
2
(
U − 1
2
(
φ′
B
)2 − Ωφ
B
) . (5.48)
e upper limit of integration in µ is allowed to be∞ for x  xc because F (µ, U) is
exponentially small for orbits with µ τv2B/Ω.
To take the integral in equation (5.48), I change variable from x¯ to xm. From (5.44)
one obtains the relation
∂x¯
∂xm
=
χ′′(xm)
Ω2
' 1 + φ
′′(x)
ΩB
. (5.49)
Using (5.43) and (5.49), equation (5.48) becomes
ni,cl(x) =
χ′′(x)
Ω2
∫ ∞
0
dµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
F (µ, U) dU√
2
(
U − 1
2
(
φ′(x)
B
)2
− Ωφ(x)
B
)
×
∫ x+ √2µ
(χ′′(x))1/4
x−
√
2µ
(χ′′(x))1/4
2
√
χ′′(x)dxm√
2
(√
χ′′(x)µ− 1
2
χ′′(x) (x− xm)2
) . (5.50)
Note that the order of integration was changed in order to obtain (5.50). e rightmost
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integral evaluates to 2pi, and thus equation (5.50) becomes
ni,cl(x) =
2piχ′′(x)
Ω2
∫ ∞
0
dµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
F (µ, U) dU√
2
(
U − 1
2
(
φ′(x)
B
)2
− Ωφ(x)
B
) . (5.51)
Equation (5.50) is valid for x xc. To lowest order in τ  1, one can substitute equation
(5.42) for the distribution function to obtain
ni,cl(x) =
n∞uz∞χ′′(x)
Ω
∫ ∞
0
δ(µ)dµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
δ
(
U − 1
2
u2z∞
)√
2
(
U − 1
2
(
φ′(x)
B
)2
− Ωφ(x)
B
)dU . (5.52)
Taking the straightforward integrals over Dirac delta functions, the density of closed
orbits is
ni,cl(x) =
n∞uz∞
(
1 + φ
′′(x)
ΩB
)
√
u2z∞ −
(
φ′(x)
B
)2
− 2Ωφ(x)
B
. (5.53)
Note that equation (5.53) satises ni,cl(x)→ 0 for x→ xc, since 1 + φ′′(xc)/ΩB = 0.
e quasineutrality equation (4.9) for cold ions in the region x  xc is, using
ni,op(x) = 0 and equation (5.53),
exp
(
eφ
Te
)
=
uz∞
(
1 + φ
′′
ΩB
)
√
u2∞ −
(
φ′
B
)2 − 2Ωφ
B
. (5.54)
Multiplying equation (5.54) by Ωφ′/B, integrating once and using the boundary condi-
tion φ = φ′ = 0 at x→∞ I obtain
v2B exp
(
eφ
Te
)
= v2B + u
2
z∞ − u
√
u2z∞ −
(
φ′
B
)2
− 2Ωφ
B
, (5.55)
which can be rearranged to(
φ′
B
)2
= u2z∞ −
2Ωφ
B
− v
4
B
u2z∞
(
1 +
u2z∞
v2B
− exp
(
eφ
Te
))2
. (5.56)
Using the relation (4.88) between uid velocity and potential leads to equation (5.30).
Hence, Chodura’s dierential equation is recovered for x xc.
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5.3.2 Open orbit region (x xc)
I proceed to evaluate the quasineutrality equation (4.9) in the region x  xc. In
order to do so, I calculate the open orbit density for τ  1. While an ion is in an open
orbit, it falls down the eective potential well in the region x  xc. e perpendicular
energy of the open orbit remains constant to lowest order in α, taking the value it had
at the eective potential maximum. From Figure 5.6, the perpendicular energy is given,
to lowest order in α and τ , by
U⊥ ' χM ' χc = χ(xc, x¯c). (5.57)
For x xc, one can use ∆M ∼ αv2t,i and χc− χ(x, x¯c) ∼ v2B to show that ∆M  χc− χ.
en, equation (3.31) is expanded to give
∆vx ' ∆M√
2
(
χc − 12Ω2(x− x¯c)2 − Ωφ(x)B
) . (5.58)
In what follows, I denote dµ/dx¯|open = dµ(x¯, χM(x¯))/dx¯. By changing variable from x¯
to µ and substituting (5.58), the integral (4.8) simplies to
ni,op =
1√
2
(
χc − 12Ω2(x− x¯c)2 − Ωφ(x)B
) ∫ ∞
0
dµ
dx¯
∣∣∣∣−1
open
Ωdµ
×
∫ ∞
Ωµ
F (µ, U)∆MdU√
2 (U − χc)
. (5.59)
To evaluate (5.59), one uses the relation
∆M ' 2piα
√
2 (U − χc) dµ
dx¯
∣∣∣∣
open
, (5.60)
obtained using (4.10) and (4.11). Inserting equation (5.60) into (5.59) gives
ni,op =
2piα√
2
(
χc − 12Ω2(x− x¯c)2 − Ωφ(x)B
) ∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
F (µ, U)dU . (5.61)
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Using (5.42) for the distribution function, the density of open orbits is
ni,op(x) =
αn∞uz∞√
2
(
χc − 12Ω2(x− x¯c)2 − ΩφB
) , (5.62)
valid for x  xc. For x → xc, the open orbit density diverges, ni,op(x) → ∞, while we
previously found that the closed orbit density goes to zero at the same point, ni,cl(x)→ 0.
Both estimates were derived by considering positions far from the critical point and are
thus not valid in the region x ∼ xc.
Imposing quasineutrality (4.9) in the region x xc using ni,cl(x) = 0 and equation
(5.62), one obtains
exp
(
eφ
Te
)
=
αuz∞√
2χc − Ω2(x− x¯c)2 − 2ΩφB
. (5.63)
e constants χc and x¯c are to be determined, because they depend on the form of the
solution φ. Rearranging equation (5.63) gives
Ω2(x− x¯c)2 = 2χc − 2Ωφ
B
− α2u2z∞ exp
(
−2eφ
Te
)
, (5.64)
which is dierentiated to obtain
Ω2(x− x¯c) = eφ
′
Te
(
α2u2z∞ exp
(
−2eφ
Te
)
− v2B
)
. (5.65)
Hence, inserting equation (5.65) into (5.64), the constant x¯c is eliminated and the rst
order dierential equation(
eφ′
ΩTe
)2(
α2u2z∞ exp
(
−2eφ
Te
)
− v2B
)2
= 2χc − 2Ωφ
B
− α2u2z∞ exp
(
−2eφ
Te
)
(5.66)
is obtained. Using the equation relating uid velocity to electrostatic potential, (4.88),
gives a dierential equation for ux,
(v2B − u2x)2
u2xv
2
B
u′2x
Ω2
=
2χc
v2B
− u
2
x
v2B
+ 2 ln
( −ux
αuz∞
)
. (5.67)
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Note that (5.67) has the same form as (5.31), but with an additional constant of inte-
gration to be determined. e singularity in (5.67) at ux = −vB implies that the system
will reach the Bohm velocity with an innite gradient at the Debye sheath entrance,
x = 0 [31]. Hence, we expect that, to lowest order in α and τ , the distribution of the ion
velocity normal to the wall at x = 0 is
f0x(vx) = αn∞δ (vx + vB) , (5.68)
shown as a vertical dashed line in the boom-right panel of Figure 5.4.
5.3.3 Intermediate region (x ∼ xc)
e equations derived in the two previous subsections assumed that x was a point
suciently far away from the critical point xc. In what follows, I speculate that the self-
consistent electrostatic potential must be a parabola in the region x ∼ xc, and also argue
that my kinetic model requires non-zero τ (and therefore requires kinetic eects) in
order to have a solution in this intermediate region. Figure 5.6 shows eective potentials
corresponding to the solution of the uid model (equation (5.36), valid for τ = 0; for
x¯ = x¯c there is a large intermediate region near xc where the eective potential is at
over a length scale of ρB, and this behaviour is connected with the electrostatic potential
being close to parabolic for x ∼ xc.
e closed orbit and the open orbit equations both have the form
v2B
Ω2
u′2x
u2x
= C + 2 ln
( −ux
αuz∞
)
, (5.69)
when α  ux/vB  1 is taken. Suppose that equation (5.69) describes the dynamics
in the region x ∼ xc. Using (4.88) to re-express (5.69) as a dierential equation for the
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electrostatic potential, one obtains
ρB
eφ′
Te
=
√
C − 2eφ
Te
. (5.70)
e solution to equation (5.70) is the parabola
eφ
Te
=
1
2
C − (x− x0)
2
2ρ2B
, (5.71)
which can be re-expressed as
Zeφ
mi
=
1
2
Cv2B −
1
2
Ω2 (x− x0)2 . (5.72)
e eective potential for ions reaching x ∼ xc is thus
χ(x; x¯) =
1
2
Ω2 (x− x¯)2 − 1
2
Ω2 (x− x0)2 + 1
2
Cv2B. (5.73)
e eective potential of cold ions reaching xc must be such that χ′(x; x¯) = 0 to lowest
order inα and τ , because these ions are in closed orbits that eventually become open, and
closed orbits satisfy U⊥ = χm(x¯) to lowest order in τ . Hence, x0 = x¯ and the eective
potential is constant. e value of x¯ for which χ′(xc; x¯) = χ′′(xc) = 0 is x¯c, as proved
in section 2.2.2. Hence, x0 = x¯c and the eective potential is equal to χ(xc; x¯c) = χc to
lowest order in α and τ ,
χ(x; x¯) ' 1
2
Cv2B = χc. (5.74)
From the closed orbit quasineutrality equation for x  xc, C = −v2B/u2z∞ − 2. Hence,
χc = −v2B/u2z∞ − 2, and the open orbit solution for x  xc coincides with equation
(5.31), which is the expansion of Chodura’s dierential equation for ux ∼ vB.
Note that this discussion relies on the supposition that the solution be a parabola in
the intermediate region. Moreover, the exact values of xc and x¯c remain undetermined,
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and depend on the higher order corrections to equation (5.69). Hence, the electrostatic
potential solution in the intermediate region depends on higher order corrections in α
and τ . My model is formulated to lowest order in α, and thus I expect that non-zero
value of τ is required in order to obtain a solution in the intermediate region. Hence,
my numerical scheme relies on the presence of kinetic eects, although it can be seen
that my numerical solutions qualitatively approach the cold ion limit when τ is small.
In this subsection, I have speculated (without proof) that the form of the solution
to the quasineutrality equation (4.9) in the intermediate region is a parabola when τ is
small. I have thus argued that the electrostatic potential solution of (4.9) relies on τ 6= 0,
and is not necessarily equivalent to the electrostatic potential solution of the uid model
(valid for τ = 0). Nonetheless, the numerical proles for τ = 0.2 approach the solutions
for τ = 0, lending support to the accuracy of the kinetic model in the intermediate
region for small τ . Moreover, note that I have proved in 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 that the kinetic
model recovers the correct ion ow prole — and electrostatic potential prole — for
the regions x  xc and x  xc. It is therefore unlikely that the ow and electrostatic
potential in the intermediate region should tend to a prole that is too dierent from
the uid prole in the region x ∼ xc.
5.4 Innite ion temperature limit
In the hot ion limit τ → ∞, the distribution function of equation (5.4) must have
the value r →∞ in order to satisfy the marginal form of the kinetic Chodura condition
(5.7), and therefore tends to a half-Maxwellian
F = 2n∞
(
mi
2piTi
)3/2
exp
(
−miU
Ti
)
. (5.75)
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is distribution function was used in [33] to study a magnetic presheath where the elec-
trons are cold. e limit τ →∞ is inconsistent with the ordering (4.2) for nite values
of mi/me. e inconsistency arises because, at large values of τ , we would expect the
sheath-presheath system to be ion-repelling. However, the system may stay electron-
repelling if the value of mi/me is suciently large that τ  α2mi/me can be satised.
erefore, the limit 1  τ  α2mi/me is not inconsistent (although it is unrealistic at
large values of τ for typical values of mi/me).
For τ →∞, ion orbits are undistorted by the presheath potential drop necessary to
repel most of the cold electrons. We expect eφ(x)/Te ∼ 1, and therefore the ion ow
and density can be computed using eφ(x)/Ti = (1/τ)eφ(x)/Te = 0 across the magnetic
presheath. e eective potential is a parabola with its minimum at xm = x¯,
χ(x, x¯) =
1
2
Ω2 (x− x¯)2 . (5.76)
is is a type I eective potential. Hence,
χM(x¯) = χ(0, x¯) =
1
2
Ω2x¯2. (5.77)
In chapter 4, I found that the self-consistent solution for the electrostatic potential leads
to the presence of type II orbits only. Hence, for τ → ∞ there must be an innitely
small region near x = 0 in which the type II behaviour emerges. I neglect this region
and proceed with the analysis. e minimum value of x¯ necessary for an ion at position x
to be in a closed orbit or an open orbit is, using equations (3.19) and (3.25) with φ(x) = 0,
x¯m,o (x) = x¯m (x) =
1
2
x. (5.78)
Moreover, the adiabatic invariant is µ = U⊥/Ω.
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Inserting the distribution function (5.75) into equation (4.7), the closed orbit density
is
ni,cl(x) = 2n∞
(
mi
2piTi
)3/2 ∫ ∞
x/2
Ωdx¯
∫ 1
2
Ω2x¯2
1
2
Ω2(x−x¯)2
2dU⊥√
2 (U⊥ − χ(x))
∫ ∞
Ωµ
exp
(
−miU
Ti
)
dU√
2 (U − Ωµ) .
(5.79)
Changing variables to v˜y = (x¯− x) /ρi, U˜⊥ = mi
(
U⊥ − 12Ω2(x− x¯)2
)
/Ti and U˜ =
mi (U − Ωµ) /Ti gives
ni,cl(x) =
n∞
pi3/2
∫ ∞
− 1
2
x
ρi
dv˜y exp(−v˜2y)
∫ x
ρi
(
2v˜y+
x
ρi
)
0
U˜
−1/2
⊥ exp(−U˜⊥)dU˜⊥
×
∫ ∞
0
U˜−1/2 exp(−U˜)dU˜ . (5.80)
Evaluating the integral over U˜ and the integral over U˜⊥ leads to
ni,cl(x) =
n∞√
pi
∫ ∞
− 1
2
x
ρi
exp
(−v˜2y) erf
(√
x
ρi
(
2v˜y +
x
ρi
))
dv˜y. (5.81)
e density of open orbits is given by
ni,op(x) =
∫ ∞
1
2
x
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
1
2
Ω2x¯2
F (µ, U)√
2 (U − χM)
×
(√
2 (χM − χ (x, x¯) + ∆M)−
√
2 (χM − χ (x, x¯))
)
dU . (5.82)
e adiabatic invariant of ions with U⊥ = χM = χ(0, x¯) = Ω2x¯2/2 is given by
µ =
1
2
Ωx¯2. (5.83)
Using equation (4.10), we obtain
∆M = 2αpiΩx¯
√
2
(
U − 1
2
Ω2x¯2
)
. (5.84)
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en, using the dimensionless integration variables v˜z =
√
mi (U − Ω2x¯2/2) /Ti and
˜¯x = x¯/ρi, equation (5.82) reduces to
ni,op(x) =
2
pi3/2
∫ ∞
x
2ρi
exp
(−˜¯x2) d˜¯x ∫ ∞
0
exp
(−v˜2z)
×
(√
x
ρi
(
2˜¯x− x
ρi
)
+ 4αpi ˜¯xv˜z −
√
x
ρi
(
2˜¯x− x
ρi
))
dv˜z , (5.85)
which does not simplify further for x 6= 0. At x = 0, equation (5.85) evaluates to
ni,op(0) = n∞
Γ2 (3/4)
pi
√
α. (5.86)
e ion density prole in the hot ion limit is, according to (4.6) the sum of equa-
tions (5.81) and (5.85). e potential prole is obtained by imposing quasineutrality and
inverting the Boltzmann relation for the electron density, to nd
eφ(x)
Te
= ln
(
ni(x)
n∞
)
. (5.87)
e potential drop across the magnetic presheath can be calculated by using ni,cl(0) = 0
(from equation (5.81)) and equation (5.86),
eφ(x)
Te
= ln
(
Γ2 (3/4)
pi
√
α
)
' ln (0.48√α) . (5.88)
Equation (5.88) is the dashed line marked τ =∞ in Figure 5.1. e electrostatic potential
prole obtained using equation (5.87) is the red dashed curve (marked τ =∞) in Figure
5.2. e dashed curve in Figure 5.3 is obtained by inserting φ(x) into equation (4.88) for
the ion uid velocity ux.
Inserting the distribution function (5.75) and the value of x¯m,o in (5.78) into equation
(4.90), the distribution of the ion velocity component perpendicular to the wall at x = 0
is
f0x(vx) =
n∞
vt,ipi
Θ(vx)
∫ ∞
0
exp
(−˜¯x2) [1− erf( v2x
4piα˜¯xv2t,i
)]
d˜¯x (5.89)
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Inserting the distribution function (5.75) into equation (4.91), the distribution of the ion
velocity components parallel to the wall at x = 0 is
f0yz(vy, vz) =
4
√
αn∞
pi
√
vyvz
v3t,i
exp
(
−v
2
y + v
2
z
v2t,i
)
Θ(vy)Θ(vz). (5.90)
Equation (5.89) is the dashed curve on the boom-le panel in Figure 5.4, while equation
(5.90) is the boom right panel in Figure 5.5.
5.5 Discussion
In this chapter I have studied the dependence of an electron-repelling magnetic
presheath on ion temperature using the kinetic model described in this thesis. e elec-
trostatic potential drop across the magnetic presheath deviates from the uid one τ = 0
by up to approximately 15% for α/
√
τ &
√
me/mi ∼ 0.02 (assuming Deuterium ions),
a regime in which the wall is electron-repelling. For very large values of τ , the potential
drop is up to a factor of 30% smaller than for τ = 0, but the wall is likely to not be
electron-repelling, which would change the potential. In order to study the transition
between an electron- and an ion-repelling wall (α/
√
τ ∼√me/mi), a kinetic treatment
of both ions and electrons is essential.
I have argued that the numerical proles of potential and uid velocity obtained
with the kinetic model are consistent with the small and large τ limit. e limit τ  1
is Chodura’s uid model. For τ  1, my kinetic treatment analytically recovers the
potential drop predicted from uid theory (equation (5.38)), and recovers the uid po-
tential and ow proles for x xc and for x xc. In the intermediate region x ∼ xc,
I have speculated that the solution to my equations must become close to a parabola
when τ is small, but have argued that τ must be non-zero in order to obtain a solution
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to the kinetic model, and that such a solution may not be equal to the solution to the
uid model to lowest order in τ and α. e numerical results for τ = 0.2, however, lend
support to the view that the solution to the kinetic model approaches the solution to the
uid model when τ is small.
For large ion temperatures, τ & 5, the velocity component normal to the wall at the
Debye sheath entrance is reduced by the small angle α for two reasons. Firstly, there
are a large number of slow ions with |vx| ' vB  vt,i, and secondly, the velocity spread
of the distribution function is
√
αvt,i (see Figure 5.4 and equation (5.89)). e tangential
velocity of a typical ion remains roughly of the same size vy ∼ vz ∼ vt,i, and therefore the
angle between the ion trajectory and the wall is shallow at the Debye sheath entrance.
ere are several ions (in the peak of the distribution function f0x) whose trajectory
makes an angle with the wall of size 1/
√
τ . Most ions, in the tail of the distribution
function, make an angle with the wall of size
√
α. For τ . 1, the typical size of all the
velocity components is vB and thus the angle between the ion trajectory and the wall is
of order unity (for α = 0.05 and τ = 0 this angle is approximately 30◦). Hence, an ion is
expected to impinge on the wall at an angle whose size is small when τ  1 and order
unity when τ . 1.
It has been experimentally shown that τ & 1 near the divertor targets of tokamaks
[65]. e kinetic treatment of this thesis has introduced the necessary ingredient to
tackle the presence of ions at a temperature comparable to or larger than the electron
temperature in the magnetic presheath. A kinetic treatment of the electrons will also be
necessary to study systems in which α/
√
τ .
√
me/mi.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis I presented and solved a model of the magnetic presheath. e ordering
(1.1) was used to assume that the magnetic presheath is collisionless and quasineutral.
e ion trajectories were discussed in detail in chapter 2, where a treatment that relies
on an asymptotic expansion in the small angle α between magnetic eld and wall was
presented. Weak turbulent gradients were assumed in the y direction perpendicular
to the magnetic eld and parallel to the wall. ese gradients give rise to a turbulent
electric eld component which is smaller than the component normal to the wall by a
factor δ ∼ α 1. Given an electrostatic potential prole φ(x, y), the ion density (3.13)
is obtained in chapter 3. e density includes the contribution (3.24) of approximately
closed orbits and the crucial contribution (3.39) of open orbits. e continuity equation
is used to obtain the uid velocity from the ion density via equation (4.87).
By making the simplifying assumption that the wall is strongly electron-repelling,
in chapter 4 I have taken a Maxwell-Boltzmann response (4.3) for the electron density
in the magnetic presheath. e self-consistent electrostatic potential is the solution of
the quasineutrality equation (4.4). Taking δ = 0 and thus assuming no gradients in
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the directions parallel to the wall, the electrostatic potential that solves the simplied
quasineutrality equation (4.9) can be determined by the iteration scheme presented in
section 4.5. e ion distribution function at the magnetic presheath entrance was shown
to have to satisfy a kinetic generalization of the Chodura condition, equation (4.28). e
ion distribution function at the Debye sheath entrance is obtained from the analysis of
chapter 3, and is given in equation (4.62). It is shown both analytically and numerically
that this distribution function satises the kinetic Bohm condition.
e kinetic treatment of ions in the magnetic presheath is generalizable to an arbi-
trary number of ion species, and also applicable to impurities, and can thus be used to
predict impurity trajectories and the eect of impurities. e ion distribution function
(4.62) is important in order to predict the amount of spuering o the wall, since each
ion has a spuering yield which depends on the ion’s species, kinetic energy and angle
of incidence with the surface [66]. Spuering by impurities usually has a lower kinetic
energy threshold than spuering by the main ion species [67], and therefore it is es-
pecially important to predict the velocity distribution of impurities reaching the wall.
In the limit of small impurity density, the impurity ions can be considered as a trace in
the plasma and their distribution function at the Debye sheath entrance can be obtained
from their distribution function at the magnetic presheath entrance.
e eect of nite ion temperature on an electron-repelling magnetic presheath was
studied in chapter 5, where the distribution function at the magnetic presheath entrance
was varied with the parameter τ = Ti/Te. e marginally satised kinetic Chodura
condition (4.26) was assumed. All the numerical results were shown to be consistent
with the zero and innite ion temperature limits.
e inclusion of kinetic electrons is an imporant next step that must be taken to un-
derstand the physics of plasma-wall interaction near the divertor targets of a fusion de-
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vice. Kinetic electrons are expected to change the behaviour of the magnetic presheath.
Firstly, if the parameter α/
√
τ is small enough, a strongly electron-repelling wall may
not be a good approximation (see equation (4.2)). In this case, the number of electrons
reaching the wall would be too large to ignore in the electron distribution, and an appro-
priate treatment of the whole electron distribution function would have to be retained.
Plasma in contact with a wall that is not strongly electron-repelling can only be studied
with a kinetic ion model such as the one described in this thesis. is is because uid ion
models can only be justied for zero ion temperature, and therefore are — from equation
(4.2) — only consistent with an electron-repelling wall.
e ion kinetic treatment presented in this thesis is expected to be applicable to
electrons in the Debye sheath if ρe ∼ λD, a regime relevant for the boundary of fusion
devices. Hence, an accurate and realistic solution of the Debye sheath and magnetic
presheath with kinetic electrons may be obtained using the tools presented in this the-
sis. For α/
√
τ .
√
me/mi the inclusion of kinetic electrons is expected to dramatically
change the potential drop across the sheath and presheath under ambipolar conditions,
as well as the relationship between current and potential drop. With a full kinetic treat-
ment, the ion and electron distribution functions at the wall could be obtained. e ion
distribution function is important to predict spuering o the wall, while the electron
distribution function can be used to predict the amount of secondary electron emission.
In summary, this thesis has presented a powerful asymptotic theory of charged par-
ticle trajectories a gyroradius away from a wall, on which a uniform magnetic eld
impinges at a small angle α. Applying this theory to ions, a strongly electron-repelling
magnetic presheath was solved for several values of α and for several values of the ra-
tio of the ion and electron temperatures. e numerical solutions typically require less
than one minute to compute on a laptop, making the numerical scheme described in
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this thesis computationally cheap. e kinetic framework can be generalized to include
multiple ion species and impurities, and can be applied to electrons in the Debye sheath.
e numerical and analytical studies presented in this thesis generalize known magnetic
presheath results, and demonstrate the potential applicability of the asymptotic theory
to more complex problems such as a Debye sheath with ρe ∼ λD, a magnetic presheath
aected by turbulence (δ ∼ α) and small angles (α ∼√τme/mi).
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Appendix A
Typical widths of the plasma-wall
boundary layers in a tokamak
In this Appendix, I estimate the typical typical width of the dierent plasma-wall
boundary layers (see Figure 1.1). In order to do so, I take data from reference [54], which
contains a comparison of some important parameters between dierent tokamaks. I
use JET data because it is the most relevant for fusion. From Tables 1 to 5 of [54], the
magnetic eld is
B ∼ 2 T, (A.1)
the electron and ion temperatures are (by taking Te ∼ Ti ∼ T ),
T ∼ 50 eV = 8× 10−18 J, (A.2)
and the electron density is,
ne ∼ 1019 m−3. (A.3)
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For a deuterium plasma, the ion mass is mi ∼ 3× 10−27 kg, which leads to the estimate
vt,i =
√
2Ti
mi
∼ 7× 104 ms−1 (A.4)
for the ion thermal velocity. e ion gyrofrequency is estimated to be
Ω =
eB
mi
∼ 108 s−1, (A.5)
which leads to the estimate for the ion gyroradius
ρi ∼ vt,i
Ω
∼ 7× 10−4 m = 0.7 mm. (A.6)
e Debye length is (with 0 = 8.85× 10−12 Fm−1)
λD =
√
0Te
nee2
∼ 2× 10−5 m = 0.02 mm. (A.7)
e ion mean free path is estimated for the two dominant collision processes occur-
ring close to the divertor target: Coulomb collisions and charge exchange. For Coulomb
collisions, I determine the frequency of ion-ion collisions as (from the NRL Plasma For-
mulary [68])
νii ∼ 4
√
pi
3
e4ni ln Λ
(4pi0)
2m
1/2
i T
3/2
i
∼ 2× 104 s−1, (A.8)
where ln Λ ∼ 15 is the Coulomb logarithm for ion-ion collisions. erefore, the colli-
sional mean free path is
λmfp,ii ∼ vt,i
νii
∼ 4 m. (A.9)
I evaluate αλmfp,ii for α ∼ 0.1 to obtain
αλmfp,ii ∼ 0.4 m. (A.10)
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For charge exchange I use the value of 5×10−14 m3s−1 (extracted from reference [69]) as
an approximate rate coecient for the reaction at Ti ∼ 50 eV. I then multiply this by an
estimate of the neutral density, nn ∼ 1018 m−3, in order to obtain the charge exchange
collision frequency
νcx ∼ 5× 104 s−1. (A.11)
From this collision frequency, we obtain a mean free path that is slightly smaller than
the Coulomb collision one,
λmfp,cx ∼ 1 m. (A.12)
e estimate for the width of the collisional layer becomes
αλmfp,cx ∼ 0.1 m. (A.13)
It is worth making a few comments on these numbers and the scalings associated
with them. e scaling ρi/λD ∼ 40  1 which implies a quasineutral magnetic
presheath is robust. e dependence on density and temperature of the ion gyroradius
and Debye length is weak, with ρi ∝
√
Ti and λD ∝
√
Te/ne, so the error associated
with both these estimates is small. If one of Ti, Te or ne is wrong by a factor of 10, the
corresponding estimate for ρi or λD will be wrong by a factor of ∼ 3 only.
e discussion about the length of the collisional layer is more complex. I assumed
Coulomb or charge exchange collisions in order to make the estimates (A.9) and (A.12),
which resulted in αλmfp/ρi ∼ 100 1 using the slightly more conservative charge ex-
change estimate. is seems to favour a collisionless model for the magnetic presheath
and a scale separation between the magnetic and collisional layers. However, note that
λmfp,ii ∝ T 2i , so that if the ion temperature were smaller than the estimated temperature
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by a factor of 10, this separation of scales would no longer be valid due to collisions be-
coming important in the magnetic presheath. Moreover, the charge exchange frequency
depends linearly on the neutral density close to divertor targets, which we estimated
crudely. ese estimates warrant caution towards the idea of a completely collisionless
magnetic presheath and the separation into the three layers of Figure 1.1, even though it
is still a physically motivated and theoretically aractive way to model the plasma-wall
boundary.
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Appendix B
Orderings in the context of a tokamak
e orderings I used for the length scales parallel to the wall in the magnetic
presheath and the characteristic timescale are applicable to tokamaks, as I show in this
Appendix. Figure B.1 shows the plasma-wall boundary in the context of the tokamak
geometry. In Appendix B.1, I recover the orderings (2.6) and (2.11) of Section 2 by devel-
oping an ordering for the turbulent structures in the SOL. In Appendix B.2, I calculate
the characteristic steady-state gradients parallel to the wall in the magnetic presheath
by projecting the SOL width onto the y and z directions parallel to the wall. e steady-
state lengths are longer than, or of the same order as, the characteristic lengths parallel
to the wall due to turbulent structures, as expected.
B.1 Turbulence
e size of the turbulent structures is assumed of order l ∼ ρi/δ in any direction
perpendicular to eld lines, with δ  1. I proceed to estimate the parallel length l‖
and turnover time tturn associated with such structures. In the perpendicular direction,
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Figure B.1: On the le, a cartoon of the ux surface contours in the poloidal plane of a
typical tokamak, with dierent plasma regions labelled. e region close to one of the
two divertor targets (grey horizontal lines) is enlarged and shown in 3 dimensions on
the right. Here, the cartesian coordinate axes (x, y, z) used as a basis in this thesis are
shown in green. e divertor target (also referred to as the wall) is the grey surface S,
and two planes are shown cuing through it: the ux surface containing the eld line
~B (green arrow) and the toroidal direction ζ , and the plane perpendicular to y (framed
in green) containing the eld line and the normal to the wall. In both drawings we have
identied, in the region near the divertor target, the local poloidal and toroidal axes θ
and ζ respectively, and the axis locally normal to the ux surface ψ. On the right, we
have labelled the minimum angle α between the eld and the wall.
over a characteristic turbulent timescale, I assumed that plasma travels a distance l. e
distance it travels in the parallel direction is larger than l by the factor by which the
typical velocity along the eld line, the thermal velocity vt,i, is larger than the cross-eld
one. I order the cross-eld velocity of plasma in the SOL the same as the ~E × ~B dri I
expect turbulence to produce, ∼ δvt,i. I can thus assume that turbulent structures have
a size l‖ = l/δ parallel to the magnetic eld.
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Figure B.2: Turbulent structures in the SOL, as they approach the magnetic presheath
(thin shaded region of thickness ∼ ρi), are shown here. e elongation of these struc-
tures is by a factor 1/δ, which comes from the characteristic size of perpendicular ve-
locities compared to parallel ones. Two cases (i) α δ and (ii) δ  α are shown. In (i),
the size of the turbulent structure in the z direction is determined by the length of the
turbulent structure parallel to the eld line, l/δ. In (ii), it is determined by the length of
a cut across the eddy, l/α.
I refer to turbulent scale lenghs in the z direction as lz . For α δ, it should be clear
from Figure B.2 that gradients in the z-direction in the magnetic presheath, arising due
to the turbulent structures impinging on the wall, are set by l/δ, so that l/lz ∼ δ. On the
other hand, when δ  α the length scale in the z-direction is set by the horizontal cut
across the eddy shown in the lower picture, of length l/α, so that l/lz ∼ α. erefore,
lz ∼ min (l/α, l/δ). By ordering z ∼ lz , I obtain the ordering of (2.6).
e turnover time of turbulence is obtained from the characteristic length and ve-
locity scales associated with the turbulence, tturn ∼ l/δvt,i ∼ 1/δ2Ω. is leads to an
estimate for the characteristic frequency of changes within turbulent structures, using
∂/∂t ∼ 1/tturn, from which the ordering of (2.11) follows.
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e gradients in the x direction outside of the magnetic presheath are determined by
the cross-eld size l of turbulent structures, but they get larger as the magnetic presheath
is approached (its characteristic thickness is ρi). Pictorially, this can be viewed as a
squeezing that the turbulent structures undergo in the direction normal to the wall as
they approach it. However, the discussion on the characteristic lengths parallel to the
wall in the magnetic presheath is unaected, because these scales are inherited from the
boundary conditions at the magnetic presheath entrance (x→∞).
B.2 Steady-state scrape-o layer width
One expects gradients in the y and z directions due to the steady-state SOL width
because the ux coordinate direction ψ has components in the y and z directions (see
Figure B.3).1 Note that, in a typical tokamak, the SOL width λSOL is of the order of the
width of turbulent structures, λSOL ∼ l ∼ 10 mm [52]. One can calculate the projection
in the y and z directions of the SOL width, and thus obtain an estimate for the character-
istic steady-state scale lengths in those directions, Ly andLz . ese must be greater than
or equal to the turbulent scales in those directions, Ly & l and Lz & lz ∼ min (l/α, l/δ).
In Figure B.3, the angle ε is related to the ratio of the poloidal component of the
magnetic eld to the toroidal component of the magnetic eld, tan ε = |Bθ/Bζ |. e
ratio Bθ/Bζ is usually small in tokamaks, so ε  1. e angle γ is the angle between
the ux surface and the divertor target. From Figure B.3, I obtain an expression relating
1e x direction also has a component in the ψ direction, but the scale of the SOL width λSOL is large
compared to the magnetic presheath scale ρi, so this does not maer.
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B.2. Steady-state scrape-o layer width
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Figure B.3: A schematic that shows how the SOL thickness λSOL, measured in the ux
coordinate direction ψ, is projected to lengths Ly and Lz in the directions parallel to the
wall. e plane A is the ux surface, W is the plane perpendicular to y (framed green
in Figure B.1) and S is the divertor target. e following angles are shown: γ, the angle
between the ux surface A and the divertor target S; ε, the angle between the toroidal
direction ζ and the magnetic eld line ~B; τ , the angle between the z and ζ directions.
α to ε and γ,
sinα = sin ε sin γ. (B.1)
In order to achieveα 1 it is sucient to have ε 1, which is valid for most tokamaks.
However, the divertor target inclination in the poloidal plane is a free design parameter,
and the ux surface geometry can be controlled with the external magnets. erefore,
the angle γ between the divertor target and the ux surface is oen also made small,
γ . 1, in order to make α even smaller. I order α with respect to ε as α . ε.
In what follows, it will be convenient to use the angle τ , shown in Figure B.3. I
express τ in terms of ε and γ,
tan τ = tan ε cos γ. (B.2)
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I proceed to express the length scales Ly and Lz in terms of the SOL width λSOL and the
angles ε and γ. Projecting the SOL width λSOL onto the z-axis and using (B.2), I obtain
Lz =
λSOL
sin γ sin τ
=
√
1 + tan2 ε cos2 γ
sin γ cos γ tan ε
λSOL ∼ 1
ε sin γ
λSOL  λSOL. (B.3)
e presence of sin γ in the denominator of (B.3) implies that Lz ∼ λSOL/α & lz ∼
min (l/α, l/δ). e SOL width projected in the y direction is, using (B.2),
Ly =
λSOL
cos τ sin γ
=
√
1 + tan2 ε cos2 γ
sin γ
λSOL ∼ λSOL
sin γ
& λSOL. (B.4)
is also implies Ly & l. e ratio of the two steady-state length scales is
Ly
Lz
= tan ε cos γ ∼ ε. (B.5)
is means that Lz is much larger than Ly, by a factor ∼ 1/ε.
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Appendix C
How large can the parallel current be?
In this appendix, I consider the validity of our equations when a large current ~jL is
driven parallel to the magnetic eld through the plasma in the magnetic presheath. In
Section 2, I ordered the plasma currents using the particle dris, and the relationship
between current components obtained using Maxwell’s equations. is means that the
ordering I obtained there, jDz ∼ αnievt,i ∼ δnievt,i is consistent with the piece of the
parallel current that ows through the plasma in response to the currents due to the
perpendicular dris. is parallel current is present to satisfy ∇ ·~jD = 0 and maintain
charge neutrality, that may otherwise be broken by the divergence of the perpendicular
current. In this Appendix, I show that that the orderings are consistent with a larger
parallel current, jL  δenivt,i, provided that the size of this current does not become
too large, at which point neglecting the plasma produced magnetic elds and the induced
electric elds would no longer be a valid assumption.
e large parallel current~jL has components jLz = jL cosα ∼ jL, jLx = −jL sinα ∼
αjL and jLy = 0. is parallel current must satisfy ∇ · ~jL = 0. Using (2.6) I nd
∂jLx /∂x ∼ αjL/ρi and ∂jLz /∂z ∼ δαjL/ρi ∼ δ2jL/ρi. us, ∇ · ~jL = 0 requires
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∂jL/∂x = 0, and to lowest order~jL is not aected by the magnetic presheath. erefore,
the length scale in the x direction of the large parallel current and the magnetic and
electric elds associated with it is larger than the magnetic presheath scale ρi. Balancing
∂jLx /∂x ∼ ∂jLz /∂z leads to ordering
∂
∂x
∼ δ
αl
∼ 1
l
, (C.1)
so the appropriate length scale in the x direction (for this Appendix only) is the perpen-
dicular turbulent scale l.
e magnetic eld produced in the plasma by ~jL is denoted ~Bp′ and is determined
by Ampe`re’s law (2.14), with ~jL instead of ~jD and ~Bp′ instead of ~Bp. Taking the y
component of (2.14) with jLy = 0, I have ∂Bp
′
z /∂x ∼ ∂Bp′x /∂z, from which I obtain
Bp
′
z ∼ αBp′x . Considering the long length scales in the z direction, this implies that
∂Bp
′
z /∂z must be subdominant in ∇ · ~Bp′ = 0, so ∂Bp′x /∂x ∼ ∂Bp′y /∂y. is implies
thatBp′x ∼ Bp′y . e x and z components of Ampe`re’s law determineBp′y ∼ Bp′x ∼ µ0ljL.
Collecting the orderings for the components of the magnetic eld produced by a large
parallel current ~jL, I have
Bp
′
z ∼ αBp
′  Bp′x ∼ Bp
′
y ∼ Bp
′ ∼ µ0ljL ∼ j
L
δenivt,i
βBc, (C.2)
where in the rightmost equation I used βBc ∼ Bp ∼ µ0lδnievt,i inferred from (2.15) and
(2.16).
As explained in section 2.1, in order to neglect ~Bp′ , I require each component of it
to be negligible compared to either the respective component or the smallest retained
component of the constant external magnetic eld ~Bc. e strongest constraint is ob-
tained by the neglect of Bp′x and Bp
′
y compared to Bcx ∼ αBc. is is Bp′  αBc, which
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leads to
jL  α
β
δenivt,i. (C.3)
e large parallel current~jL is consistent with an electrostatic electric eld provided
that each component of the electric eld ~Ep′ induced by ~Bp′ is negligible compared to
either the same component or the smallest retained component of −∇φ. From (2.11),
(C.2) and the length scale orderings of this section (which are x ∼ y ∼ l  z ∼ l/δ ∼
l/α), one can order the components of the induction equation (2.17), with ~Ep′ instead of
~Ep and ~Bp′ instead of ~Bp. I obtain (recalling that ρiΩ = vt,i)
Ep
′
x ∼ Ep
′
y ∼ αEp
′  Ep′z ∼ Ep
′ ∼ δvt,iBp′ . (C.4)
erefore, I nd that the strongest constraint on the electrostatic approximation isEp′z ∼
δvt,iB
p′  δvt,iBc and leads toBp′  Bc. is is a weaker condition than the one needed
to neglect the magnetic eld ~Bp′ ; hence, the electrostatic approximation is justied when
(C.3) holds. Note that (C.3) allows for a large parallel current in the magnetic presheath
because α  β, as pointed out in Section 2. If currents larger than (C.3) were present
in the magnetic presheath, one would have to consider the magnetic elds produced
by them in our equations (and in extreme cases also the induced electric elds). For
example, currents larger than (C.3) would be large enough to change the angleα between
the magnetic eld lines and the wall.
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Appendix D
Adiabatic invariant
I proceed to prove that the lowest order adiabatic invariant has the form in (2.55),
starting from the denition
µ =
1
2pimi
∮
~˜p · ~dr˜, (D.1)
where ~˜p and ~˜r = (x˜, y˜, z˜) are the canonical momentum and the position vector of the
charged particle in the system where α = δ = 0 and in the frame where the parallel
motion and ~E × ~B dri of an ion are zero. e electric eld in this frame is given by
~˜E = ~E −
〈
~E
〉
ϕ
, whereas the magnetic eld is unchanged provided we are in the non-
relativistic limit.
From (2.63), the magnetic vector potential can be expressed as (using α = 0).
~A =

0
x˜B
0
 . (D.2)
e canonical momentum is ~˜p = mi~˜v + Ze ~A, where ~˜v = ~v − 〈~v〉ϕ. Using (2.31) and
(2.43), the component vx of the velocity gyroaverages to zero. e gyroaverage of vy is
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(2.44) and the gyroaverage of vz is (2.34), leading to
〈~v〉ϕ =

0
V ~E× ~B(x¯, U⊥)
σ‖V‖ (U⊥, U)
 . (D.3)
Note that there is no periodicity in the z direction, and thus v˜z = 0. e position ~˜r is
obtained by integrating ~˜v in time (which, due to periodicity, is equivalent to integrating
in gyrophase and dividing by Ω). For simplicity, I choose ~˜r such that
〈
~˜r
〉
ϕ
= 0. Using
~dr˜ = ~˜vdϕ/Ω, the expression for the adiabatic invariant in (D.1) becomes
µ =
1
2piΩ
∮ (
v˜2 + Ωx˜v˜y
)
dϕ. (D.4)
From (2.33) I obtain x˜ = −v˜y/Ω which leads to (using v˜x = vx and v˜z = 0)
µ =
1
2piΩ
∮
v2x dϕ. (D.5)
Using (2.31) and the denition of the gyroaverage in (2.43), equation (D.5) reduces to the
form in (2.55).
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Appendix E
Ion density at the magnetic presheath
entrance
Here I derive equation (4.17) in the following steps. First, in section E.1, I expand
the adiabatic invariant (2.55) as a function of x¯ and U⊥ for small electrostatic potential,
eφ(x)/Te  1, and small gradients of the electrostatic potential,  = ρiφ′(x)/φ(x) 1.
en, in section E.2 I expand equation (2.41) to obtain an expression for x¯ as a function
of ϕ, x and µ. I also obtain an expression for U⊥ as a function of ϕ, x and µ. en, by
making the change of variables (x, x¯, U⊥, U) → (x, ϕ, µ, U), I obtain an expression for
the ion density in section E.3. Finally, this expression for the ion density is carefully
expanded in section E.4. e results of this appendix are valid to lowest order in α.
E.1 Adiabatic invariant expansion
I proceed to derive an expression for µ as a function of x¯ and U⊥ by expanding
equation (2.55) near x→∞, where eφ(x)/Te  1. In addition, I assume that the length
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scale of changes in the electrostatic potential is much larger than the ion gyroradius ρi,
dening the small parameter  of equation (4.15). I rst expand the expression inside the
square root of equation (2.31) around x = x¯ to second order in , obtaining
vx = σxVx (x, x¯, U⊥) = σx
√
2
[
U⊥ − 1
2
Ω2 (x− x¯)2 − Ωφ (x¯)
B
−Ωφ
′ (x¯)
B
(x− x¯)− Ωφ
′′ (x¯)
2B
(x− x¯)2 +O
(
3φˆv2t,i
)]1/2
. (E.1)
Completing the square in the square root and dropping small terms gives
Vx (x, x¯, U⊥) =AΩ
√
1 +
φ′′ (x¯)
ΩB
×
√
1− 1
A2
[
x− x¯+ φ
′ (x¯)
ΩB
]2
+O
(
φˆ3, φˆ22
)
, (E.2)
where I have dened the orbit amplitude
A =
1
Ω
(
1 +
φ′′(x¯)
ΩB
)−1/2√
2U⊥ − 2Ωφ (x¯)
B
. (E.3)
e bounce points of the closed orbit are obtained by solving Vx (x, x¯, U⊥) = 0, leading
to
xb = x¯− φ
′ (x¯)
ΩB
− A, (E.4)
xt = x¯− φ
′ (x¯)
ΩB
+ A. (E.5)
By substituting (E.2) into equation (2.40) and using (E.4) and (E.5) for the integration
limits, I nd
pi
Ω
=
∫ xt
xb
AΩ√1 + φ′′ (x¯)
ΩB
√
1− 1
A2
[
x− x¯+ φ
′ (x¯)
ΩB
]2−1 dx
+O
(
φˆ3
Ω
,
φˆ22
Ω
)
, (E.6)
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which leads to the modied gyrofrequency
Ω = Ω
√
1 +
φ′′ (x¯)
ΩB
+O
(
φˆ3Ω, φˆ22Ω
)
= Ω
(
1 +
φ′′ (x¯)
2ΩB
+O
(
φˆ3, φˆ22
))
. (E.7)
We exploit (E.7) to simplify equation (E.2),
Vx (x, x¯, U⊥) = ΩA
√
1− 1
A2
[
x− x¯+ φ
′ (x¯)
ΩB
]2
+O
(
φˆ3, φˆ22
)
. (E.8)
By inserting (E.8) into expression (2.55) for the adiabatic invariant, I nd
µ =
1
pi
∫ xt
xb
ΩA
√
1− 1
A2
[
x− x¯+ φ
′ (x¯)
ΩB
]2
dx+O
(
φˆ3
v2t,i
Ω
, φˆ22
v2t,i
Ω
)
, (E.9)
which evaluates to
µ =
1
2
ΩA2 +O
(
φˆ3ρivt,i, φˆ
22ρivt,i
)
=
1
Ω
(
U⊥ − Ωφ (x¯)
B
)
+O
(
φˆ3ρivt,i, φˆ
22ρivt,i
)
. (E.10)
Rearranging equation (E.10) and using (E.7), I obtain
U⊥ = Ωµ+
Ωφ (x¯)
B
+O
(
φˆ3
v2t,i
Ω
, φˆ22
v2t,i
Ω
)
= Ωµ+
Ωφ (x¯)
B
+
µφ′′ (x¯)
2B
+O
(
φˆ3
v2t,i
Ω
, φˆ22
v2t,i
Ω
)
. (E.11)
At x → ∞, the zeroth order in φˆ of all the equations in this Appendix is valid exactly.
en, I have Ω = Ω from equation (E.7) and µ = U⊥/Ω from equation (E.10). Hence, the
equations 2Ωµ = v2x + v2y and 2 (U − Ωµ) = v2z are valid at x → ∞. ese equations
are used to obtain equation (4.27) and to obtain Fcl(µ, U) from f∞(~v).
E.2 Gyrophase expansion
I require an expression for U⊥ as a function of µ, ϕ and x. To obtain it from equation
(E.11), I need an equation for x¯ as a function of µ, ϕ and x, which I proceed to derive. I
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insert equation (E.8) into the denition of the gyrophase ϕ, equation (2.41), and use the
top bounce point in (E.5) as the lower integration limit to obtain
ϕ = σx
∫ x
xt
A
√
1− 1
A2
[
s− x¯+ φ
′ (x¯)
ΩB
]2−1 ds+O (φˆ3, φˆ22) . (E.12)
Note that ϕ > 0 when σx = −1. Using equation (E.12) andA =
√
2µ/Ω (from equation
(E.10)), I obtain the relation
x− x¯+ φ
′ (x¯)
ΩB
=
√
2µ
Ω
cosϕ+O
(
φˆ3ρi, φˆ
22ρi
)
. (E.13)
en, we expand equation (E.13) around the lowest order x¯ = x −
√
2µ/Ω cosϕ to
obtain
x¯ = x−
(
1 +
3Ωφ′′(x)
4B
)√
2µ
Ω
cosϕ+
φ′(x)
ΩB
+O
(
φˆ3ρi, φˆ
22ρi
)
. (E.14)
Similarly, I expand equation (E.11) around x¯ = x−√2µ/Ω cosϕ to obtain
U⊥ = Ωµ+
Ωφ (x)
B
− Ωφ
′ (x)
B
√
2µ
Ω
cosϕ+
µφ′′ (x)
2B
(
1 + 2 cos2 ϕ
)
+O
(
φˆ3v2t,i, φˆ
22v2t,i
)
. (E.15)
Dening δU⊥ = Ωµ− U⊥, equation (E.15) leads to equation (4.18).
E.3 Change of variables in the ion density integral
For suciently large x, the open orbit density is zero and the closed orbit density in
(4.7) is
ni,cl(x) '
∫ ∞
x¯m(x)
Ωdx¯
∫ χM(x¯)
χ(x,x¯)
2dU⊥√
2 (U⊥ − χ (x, x¯))
∫ ∞
U⊥
Fcl (µ (x¯, U⊥) , U)√
2 (U − U⊥)
dU . (E.16)
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E.3. Change of variables in the ion density integral
x xx̄x̄m≃x/2 x̄m≃x/2 x̄
U⟂ U⟂
χM(x̄m)χM(x̄m)
χM(x̄)χM(x̄)χ(x,x̄) χ(x,x̄)
00
Figure E.1: e integration domain in (x¯, U⊥) of equation (E.16) consists of both shaded
regions on the le hand side drawing. When I exchange the integration order, the
integration limits (bold lines) are picked such that the integration domain coincides
in the dark grey region but not in the light grey one. e light grey region satises
U⊥ > χM(x/2) = Ω2x2/8  v2t,i near x → ∞, and at such large energies I expect the
distribution function to be exponentially small. us, the contribution to the integral
from this region of phase space is negligible and the limits of integration of equation
(E.18) are appropriate.
e value of x¯m(x) is given by equation (3.19) evaluated near x→∞,
x¯m(x) ' 1
2
x, (E.17)
e eective potential maximum at large x¯ is, from equation (4.51), χM(x¯) ' Ω2x¯2/2. I
can exchange the integrals over x¯ and U⊥ to get
ni,cl(x) '
∫ ∞
0
dU⊥
∫ x¯t
x¯b
2Ωdx¯√
2 (U⊥ − χ(x, x¯))
∫ ∞
U⊥
Fcl (µ (x¯, U⊥) , U)√
2 (U − U⊥)
dU , (E.18)
where
x¯b = x− 1
Ω
√
2
(
U⊥ − Ωφ(x)
B
)
, (E.19)
x¯t = x+
1
Ω
√
2
(
U⊥ − Ωφ(x)
B
)
. (E.20)
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e change in the integration limits is explained in Figure E.1. Equations (E.14) and (E.15)
can be used to make the change of variables (x, x¯, U⊥, U) → (x, ϕ, µ, U) in equation
(E.18). Using equations (E.14) and (E.15), the Jacobian∣∣∣∣∂ (x¯, U⊥)∂ (ϕ, µ)
∣∣∣∣ = (1 + 5φ′′(x)4BΩ
)√
2Ωµ |sinϕ|+O
(
φˆ3vt,i, φˆ
22vt,i
)
(E.21)
and the result
1√
2 (U⊥ − χ(x, x¯))
=
(
1− φ
′′(x)
4BΩ
)
1√
2Ωµ |sinϕ| +O
(
φˆ3
vt,i
,
φˆ22
vt,i
)
, (E.22)
I obtain
ni,cl (x) =
(
1 +
φ′′(x)
ΩB
)∫ pi
−pi
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ, U)√
2 (U − Ωµ+ δU⊥)
dU
+O
(
φˆ3n∞, φˆ22n∞
)
, (E.23)
where δU⊥ is dened in equation (4.18). Note that I changed the lower limit of the
integral over U from U⊥ to Ωµ in going from equation (E.18) to (E.23). e distribution
function is zero forU < Ωµ. erefore, the integrand is zero in the regionU⊥ < U < Ωµ
and U⊥ can be replaced by Ωµ in the integration limit of the integral in U .
E.4 Expansion of the integral over U in equation
(E.23)
I begin by changing variables from U to U? = U − Ωµ+ δU⊥,∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ, U)dU√
2 (U − Ωµ+ δU⊥)
=
∫ ∞
δU⊥
Fcl(µ, U? + Ωµ− δU⊥)√
2U?
dU?. (E.24)
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Note that δU⊥ > 0 for typical values of µ. I Taylor expand the distribution function∫ ∞
δU⊥
Fcl(µ, U? + Ωµ− δU⊥)√
2U?
dU? =
∫ ∞
δU⊥
Fcl(µ, U? + Ωµ)√
2U?
dU?
−
∫ ∞
δU⊥
δU⊥√
2U?
∂Fcl
∂U
(µ, U? + Ωµ) dU? +
1
2
∫ ∞
δU⊥
δU2⊥√
2U?
∂2Fcl
∂U2
(µ, U? + Ωµ)dU? + . . .
(E.25)
Each of the terms of equation (E.25) can then be split into two separate integrals over
U?
ni(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dU?√
2U?
(
Fcl(µ, U? + Ωµ)− δU⊥∂Fcl
∂U
(µ, U? + Ωµ)
+
1
2
δU2⊥
∂2Fcl
∂U2
(µ, U? + Ωµ)
)
−
∫ δU⊥
0
dU?√
2U?
(
Fcl(µ, U? + Ωµ)
−δU⊥∂Fcl
∂U
(µ, U? + Ωµ)
)
+ . . . . (E.26)
en, for small δU⊥, I Taylor expand the distribution function near U? = 0 in the inte-
grals between 0 and δU⊥ (and I neglect terms of order δU5/2⊥ )
ni(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dU?√
2U?
(
Fcl(µ, U? + Ωµ)− ∂Fcl
∂U
(µ, U? + Ωµ)δU⊥
+
1
2
∂2Fcl
∂U2
(µ, U? + Ωµ)δU
2
⊥
)
−
∫ δU⊥
0
dU?√
2U?
(
Fcl(µ,Ωµ)
+ (U? − δU⊥) ∂Fcl
∂U
(µ,Ωµ)
)
+ . . . (E.27)
Carrying out the integrals between 0 and δU⊥, I obtain
ni(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dU?√
2U?
(
Fcl(µ, U? + Ωµ)− ∂Fcl
∂U
(µ, U? + Ωµ)δU⊥
+
1
2
∂2Fcl
∂U2
(µ, U? + Ωµ)δU
2
⊥
)
−
√
2δU⊥Fcl(µ,Ωµ)
+
1
3
(2δU⊥)
3/2 ∂Fcl
∂U
(µ,Ωµ) + . . . (E.28)
en, inserting (E.28) into equation (E.23) and changing the dummy integration variable
to U = U? + Ωµ, one is le with the result of equation (4.17).
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Appendix F
Proof that k2 > 0 and q2 > 0
In order to show that k2 > 0, I argued in the main text (see discussion below equation
(4.35)) that it is sucient to show that
6pi
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcold(µ, U)v
4
B
(2 (U − Ωµ))5/2
dU − ne∞
Z
> 0. (F.1)
Remembering vz =
√
2 (U − Ωµ) and equation (4.27), the integral in the rst term can
be recast as
2pi
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
0
Fcold(µ, U)dU
(2 (U − Ωµ))5/2
=
∫ ∞
0
f∞z (vz)
v4z
dvz , (F.2)
where
f∞z (vz) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dvx
∫ ∞
−∞
f∞ (~v) dvy. (F.3)
By application of Schwarz’s inequality I have the relation∫ ∞
0
f∞z (vz)
v4z
dvz
∫ ∞
0
f∞z (vz) dvz >
(∫ ∞
0
f∞z (vz)
v2z
dvz
)2
. (F.4)
From quasineutrality and from the marginal form of the kinetic Chodura condition (5.7)
I obtain
Z
∫ ∞
0
f∞z (vz) dvz = ne∞, (F.5)
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∫ ∞
0
f∞z(vz)
v2z
=
n∞
v2B
. (F.6)
Substituting (F.6) and (F.5) in (F.4), I obtain
Zv4B
∫ ∞
0
f∞z (vz)
v4z
dvz > ne∞. (F.7)
Re-expressing the le hand side of the inequality in terms of F (µ, U) and U by using
(F.2), I obtain
2pi
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ, U)v
4
B
(2 (U − Ωµ))5/2
dU > ne∞
Z
. (F.8)
From (F.8) I see that
6pi
∫ ∞
0
Ωdµ
∫ ∞
Ωµ
Fcl(µ, U)v
4
B
(2 (U − Ωµ))5/2
dU − ne∞
Z
> 2ne∞
Z
> 0, (F.9)
from which (F.1) immediately follows.
is proof can be straightforwardly adapted to show that q2 > 0, where q2 is dened
in equation (4.67). Again, it suces to show that the numerator of equation (4.67) is
positive,
v4B
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
v3x0
]
dU − ne0
Z
> 0. (F.10)
e integral can be re-expressed as∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
v3x0
]
dU
=
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯, χM (x¯)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
dU
×
∫ 0
−∞
3
v4x
Πˆ (vx,−Vx (0, x¯, χM)−∆vx0,−Vx (0, x¯, χM)) dvx
= 3
∫
f0(~v)
v4x
d3v
= 3
∫ 0
−∞
f0x(vx)
v4x
dvx, (F.11)
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where f0x(vx) is dened in equation (). e marginal form of Bohm’s condition is
Zv2B
∫ 0
−∞
f0x(vx)
v2x
dvx = ne0 (F.12)
and quasineutrality is
Z
∫ 0
−∞
f0x(vx)dvx = ne0. (F.13)
Proceeding in an analogous way to the previous derivation, I conclude that
v4B
∫ ∞
x¯c
Ωdx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ(x¯, χM(x¯), U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
∆
[
1
v3x0
]
dU − ne0
Z
> 2ne0
Z
> 0, (F.14)
from which (F.10) immediately follows.
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Appendix G
Neglecting the contribution of type II
closed orbits near x = 0
e expansion of the closed orbit density near x = 0 relies on distinguishing type I
and type II eective potential curves. In section 4.4 I omied the contribution of closed
orbits associated with type II curves, denoted ni,cl,II(x). I proceed to show that this con-
tribution is negligible.
From equation (4.44), and using the expansion (2.75) of Vx near the stationary max-
imum xM, I obtain an expression for the contribution to the density near x = 0 due to
ions in approximately closed type II orbits,
ni,cl,II(x) ' 2
∫ x¯m,I
x¯m(x)
Ω
√
|χ′′M| |x− xM| dx¯
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
F (µ (x¯, χM) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯))
dU . (G.1)
e upper limit of integration in x¯ is x¯m,I, which is the value of x¯ above which the
eective potential is a type I curve. It is easier to express the integral in (G.1) by changing
variables from x¯ to xM (for type II curves, xM depends on the value of x¯). e Jacobian of
this change of variables can be obtained using the equation for a stationary maximum,
which is χ′(xM, x¯) = 0. Rearranging equation (2.38) evaluated at the stationary point
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xM, I deduce
x¯ = xM +
φ′(xM)
ΩB
. (G.2)
Dierentiating this equation with respect to xM, one obtains |dx¯/dxM| = |χ′′M|/Ω2. en,
the integral (G.1) can be wrien in terms of xM. e integration limit x¯ = x¯m,I corre-
sponds to xM = 0, while the integration limit x¯ = x¯m(x) corresponds to xM = x.
For small x, one can Taylor expand the integrand near x¯ = x¯m,I (which corresponds
to xM = 0) and retain only the leading order,
ni,cl,II(x) ' 2
∫ x
0
(x− xM) |χ
′′(0, x¯m,I)|3/2
Ω
dxM
∫ ∞
χM(x¯)
Fcl (µ (x¯m,I, χM (x¯m,I)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯m,I))
dU
'x2 |χ
′′(0, x¯m,I)|3/2
Ω
∫ ∞
χM
Fcl (µ (x¯m,I, χM (x¯m,I)) , U)√
2 (U − χM(x¯m,I))
dU . (G.3)
Hence, the contribution from type II closed orbits near x = 0 is proportional to x2 and
therefore subdominant compared to x, making it negligible. In fact, when x¯m,I → ∞, I
expect the contribution to be exponentially small because µ (x¯m,I, χM(x¯m,I)) → ∞ and
F is usually exponentially small for µ→∞.
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Appendix H
Integrals of temperature-dependent
distribution functions
e distribution functions in (4.80) are normalized according to equation (5.5). e
integrals over vy and vz are trivially carried out to obtain the functions
f∞z(vz) =
∫
f∞(~v)dvxdvy =

Nn∞ 4v2z√piv5t,i exp
(
− (vz−uvt,i)2
v2t,i
)
Θ (vz) for τ 6 1,
Nn∞ 4v2z√piv3t,i(v2t,i+rv2z) exp
(
− v2z
v2t,i
)
Θ (vz) for τ > 1,
(H.1)
All the integrals in this appendix are carried out using the dimensionless variables w˜z =
vz/vt,i − u and v˜z = vz/vt,i.
e normalization condition (5.5) is then
n∞ =
∫ ∞
0
f∞z(vz)dvz (H.2)
Applying equation (H.2) for τ 6 1, and changing integration variable to w˜z gives
n∞ = Nn∞ 4√
pi
∫ ∞
−u
(w˜z + u)
2 exp
(−w˜2z) (H.3)
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us,
4N
pi1/2
∫ ∞
−u
(
w˜2z + 2w˜zu+ u
2
)
exp
(−w˜2z) = 1, (H.4)
e integral in equation (H.4) evaluates to∫ ∞
−u
(
w˜2z + 2w˜zu+ u
2
)
exp
(−w˜2z) = √pi4 [(1 + 2u2) (1 + erf(u)) + 2u exp(−u2)] .
(H.5)
Hence, equation (5.5) for τ 6 1 follows.
Applying equation (H.2) for τ > 1 one nds, aer changing variable to v˜z ,
n∞ =
4Nn∞
pi1/2
∫ ∞
0
v˜2z exp (−v˜2z)
1 + rv˜2z
. (H.6)
e last integral in equation (H.6) is obtained in the following way. First, one can obtain
the integral of the function exp(−v˜2z)/(1 + rv˜2z) (which will be useful when imposing
the kinetic Chodura condition (5.7) in the next paragraph). Re-expressing 1/(1+rv˜2z) as
a denite integral of the function exp (−η (1 + rv˜2z)) with respect to a dummy variable
η, one has ∫ ∞
0
exp(−v˜2z)
1 + rv˜2z
dx =
∫ ∞
0
exp(−η)dη
∫ ∞
0
exp
(− (1 + ηr) v˜2z) dv˜z
=
√
pi
2
∫ ∞
0
exp(−η)√
ηr + 1
dη. (H.7)
Changing variable to ξ =
√
η + 1/r gives∫ ∞
0
exp(−v˜2z)
1 + rv˜2z
dx =
√
pi
r
exp
(
1
r
)∫ ∞
1/
√
r
exp(−ξ2)dξ
=
pi
2
√
r
exp
(
1
r
)[
1− erf
(
1√
r
)]
. (H.8)
en, using the relation∫ ∞
0
exp(−v˜2z)
1 + rv˜2z
dx+ r
∫ ∞
0
v˜2z exp(−v˜2z)
1 + rv˜2z
dx =
∫ ∞
0
exp(−v˜2z)dv˜z =
√
pi
2
, (H.9)
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the integral∫ ∞
0
v˜2z exp(−v˜2z)
1 + rv˜2z
dx =
√
pi
2r
− pi
2r3/2
exp
(
1
r
)[
1− erf
(
1√
r
)]
(H.10)
is obtained. Inserting this integral into (H.6), one obtains N .
Equation (F.6) is used to obtain the values of the positive constants u and r. For
τ 6 1 one inserts the distribution function in (H.1) in (F.6) and changes variable to
w˜z = vz/vt,i − u to obtain
v2t,i
v2B
=
4N
pi1/2
∫ ∞
−u
exp
(−w˜2z) dw˜ = 2N (1 + erf (u)) . (H.11)
Rearranging equation (H.11) and inserting the value of N , one obtains equation (5.9).
For τ > 1, one changes variable to v˜z = vz/vt,i in the integral (H.11) to obtain
v2t,i
v2B
=
4N
pi1/2
∫ ∞
0
exp (−v˜2z)
1 + rv˜2z
. (H.12)
Inserting the value of N and the integral in equation (H.8), one obtains equation (5.8).
e ion uid velocity is evaluated using the equation (H.13)
uz∞ =
1
n∞
∫
f∞z(vz)vzdvz . (H.13)
For τ 6 1 one has
uz∞
vt,i
=
4Nn∞√
pi
∫ ∞
0
v3z
v5t,i
exp
(
−(vz − uvt,i)
2
v2t,i
)
dvz
=
4Nn∞√
pi
∫ ∞
−u
(v˜z + u)
3 exp
(−v˜2z) dv˜z . (H.14)
e integrals in the nal equality of (H.14) evaluate to∫ ∞
−u
(v˜z + u)
3 exp
(−v˜2z) dv˜z = ∫ ∞
−u
(
v˜3z + 3v˜
2
zu+ 3v˜zu
2 + u3
)
exp
(−v˜2z) dv˜z
=
1
2
exp(−u2) (u2 + 1)+ √piu
4
(
3 + 2u2
)
(1 + erf (u)) .
(H.15)
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For τ > 1 one has
uz∞
vt,i
=
4Nn∞√
pivt,i
∫ ∞
0
v3z
v3t,i
(
v2t,i + rv
2
z
) exp(− v2z
v2t,i
)
dvz
=
4Nn∞√
pi
∫ ∞
0
v˜3z
(1 + rv˜2z)
exp
(−v˜2z) dv˜z . (H.16)
e integral in equation (H.16) is taken, as before, by expressing 1/(1+rx2) as a denite
integral,∫ ∞
0
v˜3z
(1 + rv˜2z)
exp
(−v˜2z) dv˜z = ∫ ∞
0
exp(−η)dη
∫ ∞
0
v˜3z exp
(−v˜2z (1 + ηr)) dv˜z
=
∫ ∞
0
exp(−η)
2 (1 + ηr)2
dη
=
1
2r
− 1
2r
∫ ∞
0
exp(−η)
(1 + ηr)
dη
=
1
2r
− exp(1/r)
2r2
∫ ∞
1/r
exp(−η′)
η′
dη′
(H.17)
where, in the last two steps, I have integrated by parts and then changed integration
variable to η′ = η + 1/r. Using the denition of the exponential integral in equation
(5.12), one obtains∫ ∞
0
v˜3z
(1 + rv˜2z)
exp
(−v˜2z) dv˜z = 12r − exp(1/r)2r2 E1
(
1
r
)
. (H.18)
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